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Overview

Barry W. Ninham1, Richard M. Pashley2,*
1 Department of Applied Mathematics, Research School of Physical Sciences, Australian 
National University, Canberra, Australia
2 School of Science, University of New South Wales, Northcott Drive, Campbell, Canber-
ra, Australia
*Corresponding author: r.pashley@adfa.edu.au

It is an indisputable observation, beyond climate change: that the urgent 
development of simple new technologies, to ensure the supply of quality fresh 
water for cities and towns, industry and agriculture, presents an existential 
challenge for humanity.

Several novel technologies that fill that need show that the job is not 
impossible. They are summarized in this volume. They are environmentally 
friendly and inexpensive. 

They include techniques for seawater desalination, wastewater sterilization 
– including viruses –, selective removal of heavy metals from industrial waste-
water, efficient concentration of wastewater slimes to recycle water, and the 
prevention of water cavitation for much cheaper transport. Other new tech-
niques like high temperature reactions achieved in low temperature water, and 
low energy desalination are in the wings. Borrowing from biology, new and 
edible class of surfactants is environmentally friendly, and can replace stand-
ard surfactants in present usage. The new technologies are cheap and scalable. 

They became possible once we realised that the theories of physical, col-
loid, surface and electrochemistry are deeply flawed due to sins of omission 
and commission. Those of commission have to do with erroneous treatment 
of molecular forces in solution and their specificity (Hofmeister effects). Those 
of omission are due to neglect of effects of dissolved gas. Both are ignored in 
classical and textbook theories. The Greeks taught us there were 4 elements, 
earth (salt), water, fire (heat) and air. We forgot the air, even Descartes, who 
might instead of his saying: “I think, therefore I am”, might have better said: 
“I breathe, therefore I am,” The inclusion of gas changes the world of physical 
chemistry and opens up new vistas. 

DESALINATION

Seawater desalination offers an unlimited source of fresh water, the 
demand for which we are increasingly unable to meet. Different desalination 
techniques are already commercially available. It is unlikely that they can be 
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improved further in terms of energy efficiency as well 
as operational simplicity to meet the needs of an ever 
expanding industrial scale. Some of these techniques 
have not been changed for half a century, reverse osmo-
sis membranes being the most familiar. Their limitations 
are well known.

Two novel desalination processes are described here. 
The first is the bubble column evaporator (BCE), which is 
simple, scalable and requires low maintenance. The BCE 
operates primarily by direct contact of the seawater with 
heated gas. In a further development, helium carrier gas 
consumes less energy than other processes and can be 
recycled in a closed system. High overall heat- and mass- 
transfer is achieved. The BCE process can be used exten-
sively in many applications such as desalination, water/
wastewater treatment and even for the thermolysis of sol-
ute decomposition (e.g. ammonium bicarbonate). 

A new way of decomposing and recycling ammo-
nium bicarbonate in aqueous solution has been devel-
oped using a membrane-transport process with both 
dense and porous hollow-fiber membranes. The decom-
position of ammonium bicarbonate solutions occurs via 
contact through a permeable membrane, of the solutions 
pre-heated to 80°C with a continuous counter-flow of 
dehumidified air at room temperature. In this process, 
ammonia (NH3) and carbon dioxide (CO2) gases per-
meate through the membrane and are thereby separated 
from the feed solution; they can then be collected into 
aqueous solution for recycling. 

The BCE method also offers a fast and robust way to 
decompose ammonium bicarbonate solutions and read-
ily meets industrial-scale requirements. Combined with 
this, we have produced a novel, sustainable ion exchange 
desalination process based on low cost resin regenera-
tion. It uses ammonium bicarbonate solution in place of 
the usual, and expensive, acid and base washing.

Regeneration using this salt further allows the use 
of novel ion exchange resins which contain the cation 
and anion exchanging groups in close proximity, that is, 
nanometers apart rather than millimeters apart. These 
resins are more efficient and can be regenerated in situ 
without exposure to either acid or base solutions. This 
offers a second energy-efficient desalination method. It is 
a serious competitor for, and indeed superior to reverse 
osmosis desalination on all fronts and is close to large 
scale implementation.

WATER TREATMENT

The treatment of water contaminated with hazard-
ous heavy metal ions, is also needed to supply clean 

water. These metal ions are produced naturally or 
through industrial processes, and can infiltrate water 
supplies for general or agricultural uses. Naturally 
occurring arsenic is a massive problem for millions 
of people world-wide. New techniques are required to 
remove hazardous ions from drinking water, especially 
at low-level concentrations.

One potential technique is ion flotation, and with 
environmentally friendly, meaning biodegradable, sur-
factants. In principle these should be highly efficient and 
specific absorbers of hazardous ions from aqueous solu-
tions. In biology, enzymes have an exquisite capacity to 
select and bind specific ions. 

So taking that lesson from biology, we have taken 
cysteine, which is a natural amino acid, and has a high 
affinity to bind with a range of contaminant ions, to 
explore what can be done. As an example, the Na+ salt 
of the N-octanoyl-cysteine surfactant showed highest 
efficiency in the ion flotation process. It has a high water 
solubility and exhibits extensive foaming in a typical flo-
tation chamber over a wide pH range. In a batch ion-flo-
tation process, this surfactant was able to remove 97‒99% 
of lanthanum, arsenic and various divalent heavy metals 
present at 5ppm levels in contaminated water, in a sim-
ple, single-stage physiochemical process. This surfactant 
showed significantly lower efficiency for the removal 
of iron, selenium and gold ions and hence these studies 
also show how the ion-flotation process could be used to 
remove specific ions selectively from mixed ion solutions. 
The most promising aspect of the selectivity achieved is 
probably for future developments involving rare earth 
separation and the treatment of nuclear wastes. 

The design of environmentally friendly surfactants 
that have specific ion binding properties is a long 
standing aim of the chemical industry, and something 
devoutly to be wished for.

Our “exhibit one” surfactant is such an environ-
mentally acceptable compound. It can be readily decom-
posed into cysteine (an amino acid) and octanoic acid (or 
caprylic acid), both of which can be taken as a dietary 
supplement). The surfactant, as an efficient and specific 
collector, has the potential for wide usage in both ion 
and froth flotation. The surfactant has also been shown 
to have a high affinity to bind with ions like copper, lead, 
arsenic. It is promising in the treatment of mining waste-
water sites contaminated by such ions worldwide. Natu-
rally occurring arsenic contamination in drinking water 
is a huge problem in various countries and this sur-
factant is a winner not yet harnessed for the task. 

A novel, efficient synthesis method has been devel-
oped to produce the N-octanoyl-cysteine surfactant. 
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This gives cheap high product yields with a simple and 
straight forward method. The high synthesis yield of this 
product is important, as it offers an environmentally 
acceptable agent for the removal of a range of heavy-
metal ions from contaminated water and soil.

More importantly, it could also be used in general 
household-detergent/personnel-cleaner formulations and 
even in toothpastes! Replacement of standard surfactants 
like sodium dodecyl sulfate and a myriad quaternary 
ammonium or related cationic surfactants is urgent. 
Their manufacture from petroleum products is a large 
part of industrial CO2 production in Europe.

In addition, the surfactant could be used to facili-
tate the removal of PFAS compounds from soils. The 
PFAS surfactants are negatively charged, but often bind 
to negatively charged particles of sand, clay and humic 
acid-coated materials, and microorganisms via bridging 
multivalent cations. Hence, it could be more environ-
mentally acceptable to use this biodegradable surfactant, 
which would combine cation chelation properties with 
foam fractionation separation of surface-active (e.g. 
PFAS) components in soils.

STERILIZATION, CARBON DIOXIDE AND VIRUSES 

Inactivation of viruses has been an insuperable inhi-
bition to the use of recycled water. Hence the ubiquity of 
plastic bottled water in cities. Current processes such as 
UV irradiation, chlorination, ozonolysis and even treat-
ment with bacteriocides, such as quaternary ammonium 
surfactants, all produce varying levels of potentially tox-
ic by-products and subsequent environmental issues. We 
have said goodbye to all that. In a surprising develop-
ment, we found an environmentally friendly technology 
for sterilizing water by doing just that. The technology 
bubbles heated, un-pressurized carbon dioxide (or even 
exhaust gases) through contaminated wastewater in a 
bubble column. The process kills both waterborne bacte-
ria and viruses close to 100%! The technique is extreme-
ly cost effective, with no by-products to bother about, 
and has already been successfully scaled-up industrially. 
Substantial success so far achieved in solving the prob-
lem of pathogens is here extended. A novel technique 
based on the use of a continuous, high density flow of 
carbon dioxide bubbles, over a range of temperatures – 
depending on application, can effectively sterilize waste-
water – without the risk of harmful byproducts. Effi-
cient use of hot, waste combustion gases can be used for 
wastewater sterilization and at the same time produce 
pure, condensed product water using a bubble column 
evaporator. In the near future, testing of COVID-19 sus-

ceptibility may also prove interesting and might lead to 
further sterilization applications for this simple tech-
nique (See Postscript for rapid progress here).

DE-WATERING SLIMES

Industrial wastewater slimes are currently treated 
in several ways, e.g. flocculation, filtration, hydrocy-
clone treatment, centrifugation, all of which raise issues 
and problems associated with each particular process. 
We have developed a novel method based on the use of 
hot gas bubbles which both fluidize slimes whilst at the 
same time efficiently removing water vapour which can 
then be condensed as a pure water product. The bubble 
column evaporator enables slime de-watering up to lev-
els where the dispersions are only maintained in a fluid 
state by the continuous flow of hot gases. This facilitates 
the industrial use of this process via the continuous dep-
osition into flat open drying trays where the material is 
deposited in solid form for ultimate evaporative drying 
and disposal. Our surprising observations with heated 
helium gas might further dramatically improve the effi-
ciency of the process, with the incorporation of helium 
recycling.

At the end we found a good method to inhibit scal-
ing in pipelines. And this has opened up new insights 
into the core of physical chemistry –the energy sources 
of reactivity in ordinary and biochemistry (See Post-
script).

CAVITATION PREVENTION 

Another novel process has been developed which 
completely prevents the cavitation caused by the rapid 
rotation of a propeller in water. Cavitation has a delete-
rious effect on the efficiency of fluid transmission, and 
generally leads to material degradation in hydraulic sys-
tems. A major part of transport costs by shipping is due 
to cavitation. Currently, the main approaches by indus-
try to reduce the effects of cavitation are to select oper-
ating conditions, use geometric designs that reduce the 
occurrence of cavitation, or use hard materials to resist 
wear caused by cavitation. For example, the maximum 
shaft speed of propellers is typically limited to ensure 
that cavitation does not occur at the blades. 

In the recent advance described here, a novel meth-
od of releasing de-gassed water towards the low-pressure 
side of a propeller was developed. This forms a boundary 
layer completely preventing cavitation. This is extraordi-
nary, simple and has game changing implications. 
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The prevention of cavitation and associated noise 
has widespread practical implications for commercial 
shipping and the navy; it improves energy efficiency and 
reduces propeller damage, and also can have a dramatic 
effect on the effective operating speed of ships and sub-
marines. Following proven laboratory scale tests, a multi-
disciplinary research approach involving fluid engineers, 
propeller designers, ship-makers with expertise in cavita-
tion is now required to develop this innovation for large 
scale applications. We wish them well in the enterprise.

The novel technologies presented in this volume offer 
promising new environmentally friendly processes for 
desalination, water treatment, water sterilization, and the 
total prevention of cavitation. Some of these technologies 
have already been patented. Each of these innovations 
has been brought to the stage where further development 
might lead to full commercialization with global implica-
tions.
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Introduction and Background 
About Water: Novel Water Technologies in the 
New Millennium

Barry W. Ninham1, Richard M. Pashley2,*
1 Department of Applied Mathematics, Research School of Physical Sciences, Australian 
National University, Canberra, Australia
2 School of Science, University of New South Wales, Northcott Drive, Campbell, Canberra, 
Australia
*Corresponding author: r.pashley@adfa.edu.au 

A year ago, May 24, 2019 was the 500th anniversary of the death of Leon-
ardo da Vinci. Visionary water projects on a grand scale were one of his life-
long passions. They were never fulfilled. Substantia offers this volume on new 
water technologies that work, in celebration of the life of da Vinci, the artist 
and genius of Florence.

These technologies are simple and cheap. They embrace desalination, 
sterilization of wastewater, including killing of viruses, selective heavy metal 
ion removal and harvesting.

And a simple solution to a major world economic problem. that of cavi-
tation in ship propellers.

Our claims are startling and apply to real world conditions, that is, in 
concentrated and complex environments. They are not restricted to ideal, 
dilute solutions. They are presently inexplicable within the confines and 
boundaries of classical physical and colloid chemistry. It has been increasing-
ly apparent that this venerable enabling discipline that underpins chemical 
engineering and biology suffers from sins of omission and commission. Once 
those strictures are removed whole new opportunities open up. Examples of 
these we want to exhibit here.

ABOUT WATER

In the early centuries of our Christian-Roman civilisation it is reported 
by Gibbon in Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, that the bazaars of Byz-
antium, Alexandria and Antioch all buzzed with debate on the Nature of the 
Trinity. The matter was settled by the guidance of Constantine himself at the 
Council of Nicea in 351 AD and, as we know, against the heresy of Arius.

At the present time the corresponding, though Godless, debate concerns 
the anticipated catastrophe of climate change. Regardless of which Creed tri-
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umphs here, pro climate change or sceptic, it is appar-
ent that without clean water mankind is in for a terrible 
time.

The motivation is indisputable. Without clean water 
our future prospects, recalling the Biblical ten plagues of 
Egypt1, are dire.

1. The History of Water in Civilisations has been 
documented with elegance and erudition by Mark Hen-
ry. We defer to his exceptional paper.1 

2. Water and Climate Change in Prehistory
What is missing in Henry’s paper are some sobering 

water related catastrophes of prehistory. It has recently 
been discovered that the Blue Nile did not flood for 30 
years, during the Middle Kingdom of Egypt. The disas-
ter was one from which Egyptian civilisation never quite 
recovered, not to speak of cannibalism, the loss of many 
cities and Nile tributaries. Similar events consumed civi-
lisations of the middle east on the Euphrates and Tigris. 
The mighty Oxus of antiquity it now seems might even 
have been so large that it passed through the then Sea of 
Aral to the Caspian and on to the Black Sea. Its banks 
were lined with lost cities all the way to Afghanistan. 
Alexander’s army it seems might have been able to row 
all the way to Central Asia.2

The sea of Aral has dried up permanently in the last 
50 years due to Soviet exploitation of the Oxus for irri-
gating second grade cotton.

The Darling river in Australia, that country’s long-
est river dried up this year for the same reason. The Brit-
ish Aswan dam, massively expanded by the Soviets has 
stopped the Nile from flooding – a catastrophe for Egypt 
and the 500 km dam so formed, for the Sudan. The Blue 
Nile is now dammed in Ethiopia with who knows what 
catastrophes are to follow in Egypt, as for Turkey’s dam 
at the head of the Euphrates.

The Black Sea only filled up about 8000 years ago, 
taking out an entire civilisation in the process.

3. A Perennial Problem with Water 
Why ice floats on water, without which life could 

not have evolved, was the subject of celebrated debate 
commissioned by Cosimo II de’ Medici. It took place 
in Florence for a few days around Nov 5, 1611, between 
Galileo and an Aristotelian Professor. Galileo lost the 

1 God’s punishment of the Egyptians from whom the enslaved Israelites 
who escaped across the Red Sea is given in the Jewish Passover ser-
vices. They consisted of ten plagues: Blood, Boils, Frogs, Hail, Vermin, 
Locusts, Murrain (an infection of mucous membrane of intestines of 
sheep and cattle (substitute swine flu) Pestilence, Slaying of first born, 
Darkness.

debate, although he never admitted it. In almost a role 
reversal, a hubris-filled Galileo argued as an Aristo-Pla-
tonist, while his opponent appealed to experiment.3 

The occasion was marked again 400 years later in 
Florence with an international conference.4 The matter 
remains unresolved. The only work that comes close to 
solving the problem is the little-known paper.5

This is not accepted, as it is unconventional and not 
understood by a too conservative clientele obsessed with 
simulation as a valid occupation, and not familiar with 
older theories.

4. Water and Oil
The first experiment published was on clay tablets 

that dates back to the time of Hammurabi (a famous 
Akkadian ruler from the area which is now Iraq) around 
18th century before Christ. The priests studying oil on 
water spreading (pouring water in oil and oil in water) 
were among other things interested in predicting the 
future. For instance, if one small and one large drop 
emerged a male child would be born. There were lots of 
scientifically interesting results in this early publication 
such as a study on spreading and retraction; the forma-
tion of droplets and globules; and interference colors. 
The clay tablet is one of the first scientific publications 
known.6

The other experiment relevant was also reported 
by Tabor and also published in the Journal of Col-
loid & Interface Science paper. It was a translation of an 
experiment published on cuneiform clay tablets found 
in the library of the ruined palace at Nineveh of the 
King Asshurnabanipal around 750 BC.  The tablets were 
brought back to Oxford by George Smith who discovered 
also the story of Noah and the Flood and of Gilgamesh 
there. The priests studying oil on water spreading were 
more interested in applications to necromancy than pre-
sent fashionable pursuits. More recently, and on a strong-
er scientific footing, Lord Rayleigh re-did Benjamin 
Franklin’s studies of oleic acid spreading on the surface 
of a South London pond to make the first quite accurate 
estimate of molecular size. Franklin started the experi-
ment but got bored and went off to a house of ill repute. 

5. Carbon Dioxide and Natron the Oldest Technol-
ogy. Temperature a Factor

After sodium chloride, natron, sodium bicarbo-
nate, is probably the first industrial scale chemical used 
by mankind. Natron, in ancient Egypt was essential for 
mummification. The still little understood, peculiar 
hydration properties of the bicarbonate ion, in contact 
with air, affects both tissue dehydration and preserves by 
sterilization against bacterial degradation.
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The magic of the bicarbonate ion has remained, 
along with the likewise unexplained problems of 
Roman and other cements. The foundation of physi-
cal chemistry can arguably be marked by Berthollot’s 
observation that reactions are temperature dependent.7 
He saw soda lime instead of the expected calcium car-
bonate on the banks of the Nile River during Napo-
leon’s scientific expedition to Egypt in 1792.7 This was 
and is very surprising. Under the high temperature 
of the sun (> 60 °C) when the salt is precipitated from 
a mix of Na+, Ca2+, Cl-, and HCO3

- ions in the flood 
waters the hydration is different from that at 25 °C. But 
at the very high temperatures in excess of 60 °C the nat-
ural precipitate is sodium bicarbonate.

This profoundly important observation is still 
universally forgotten, and seems never to have been 
repeated. Wet sodium bicarbonate is extremely effective 
in cleaning surfaces. It cuts peptide bonds of proteins 
bound to saucepans. 

Carbon dioxide bubbles in a salt water column are 
extremely effective in killing viruses as well as bacte-
ria!8-10 This is the key to sterilizing and recycling water 
as is amply illustrated further in papers that follow. The 
technique is developing fast and successfully for com-
mercial use. 

6. Water, Country Clubs and the British Empire 
For over two centuries the third largest contribu-

tor to the economy of the State of Massachusetts was 
ice from a small lake in the village of Wenham, south 
of Boston. Very pure water from a small lake froze 
gradually in winter, so slowly that the ice contained no 
trapped air and was crystal clear. The ice was sawn up 
into blocks, covered with hessian bags, and transported 
by sailing ship around the British Empire from London 
to the colonies, from India to Jamaica.

During the journey, 2/3 of the ice melted. No self-
respecting Englishman would ever drink his gin and 
tonic without Wenham ice. This affectation persists. It 
is claimed that gas free water tastes differently. Perhaps 
it does. The same can today be achieved using a freeze-
thaw vacuum system but is perhaps somewhat less exotic.

7. The 4 H’s: In Search of Hydration
The words hydration, hydrophobic, hydrophilic, 

hydrogen bond are as elusive to pin down as they are 
universally used. So are other words that are part of the 
fabric of physical chemistry. The meaning of the four H 
words, and others like pH, buffers, surface potentials, 
water structure are not something a researcher wants to 
delve into too much. Yet delve into them we must. The 
12 member IPAC Commission on pH, for example, rec-

ommends that one cannot place any faith in a pH meas-
urement in a salt solution above 0.1 Molar concentra-
tion. Similarly any biologist knows that once a protocol 
is working, you never play around with the buffer.

Such facts are well known but ignored, and with 
justification. Because if we do ask questions outside the 
classical canon we enter a perfect storm. At the other 
extreme, and for different reasons, pH measurements on 
ultra-pure water are also very difficult to make.

To make that explicit:

7a. Water “structure”: Bernal’s ideas 
The perennial debate on very long ranged water 

structure vs short range order – hydration – is of long 
standing. There is no molecular theory of liquids like 
that underlying statistical mechanical theories of gases 
or solids. For gases the molecular distribution function 
is uniform. For solids, the distribution function which is 
the basis for perturbation is a periodic distribution func-
tion (crystal lattice). 

Bernal’s ideas on the dynamic zeolite-like topology 
of structures with many membered hydrogen bonded 
water molecule rings perhaps comes closest to capturing 
the essence.11 

7b. Water Structure and Hydration
While we cannot yet define what we mean by “water 

structure” the soda lime phenomenon of # 5 is a clear 
demonstration that it exists. The specific “affinity” of 
hydrated cations and anions is different at low and high 
temperatures.

Indeed, it turns out that water in not “hydrogen 
bonded” above about 89-90 °C.

If we change water structure by adding an indiffer-
ent background electrolyte or sugars or urea, then pre-
cipitation of salt crystals, e.g. Mg(OH)2 can be made 
to vary from microns to nanoparticles to zero in size, 
as water structure imposed by the background solute 
changes.12 

Changing hydration (water structure) with tempera-
ture or surfactants affects protein structure and func-
tion.13, 14 Other explicit examples of water structure show 
up in micellar and microemulsion phase diagrams and 
with gels.15-17

7c. Young, Laplace, vs Poisson and Maxwell and 
Hydration 

Interfacial tensions and colloidal particle interac-
tions both involve surface induced hydration (or surface 
water structure). That is a matter of thermodynamics, 
quantified in principle by Gibbs. Thomas Young’s classic 
work ignored this. Debates about this have continued, 
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starting with Laplace vs. Poisson (1832) and a definitive 
article by J Clerk Maxwell,18 (1876) to the present day. 
At soft surfaces, rough or dynamic on a molecular scale, 
like phospholipid membranes, these “hydration” forces 
are repulsive and decay exponentially with a range of the 
order of the size of a molecule, for water about 3 Å.17

At hard surfaces “depletion” forces due to molecular 
granularity are oscillatory and also repulsive. Molecular 
granularity includes, for example, micelles that can sta-
bilise emulsions. The periodicity is here of the order of 
the size of the “pseudo molecules”, here micelles.19 Simi-
lar effects occur with proteins in solution. Our confi-
dence in what we know about water is tempered by the 
fact that we do not know and cannot predict even the 
sign of the potential at the air-water interface due to the 
hydronium vs. hydroxide disposition at the air-water 
interface.20

7d. Hydrogen Bonding and other Heresies
The concept of a hydrogen bond derives from a per-

turbation calculation of the interaction between two 
hydrogen atoms. This has been extended to apply to 
interactions between two atoms in a sea of its neigh-
bours, an inherently many body problem. Evidently it is 
nonsense. The strength of what is assigned to a “hydro-
gen bond” can vary between 0.1 to 10 kT!

The same confusion has become standard for 
“dipole–dipole” interactions. Thus, the “Keesom force” 
between two rotating water or protein molecule dipoles 
is inversely proportional to temperature T. But in a con-
densed medium it is proportional to temperature due to 
many body effects.

The distinction made between hydrogen bond-
ing, hydration, van der Waals, permanent dipole or ion 
dipole forces is completely artificial and erroneous.

It is an artefact of the (mathematical) expansion 
of an arbitrary distribution of mass or charge into a 
multipolar Taylor series.

8. Very Long Ranged Hydrophobic Interactions
Very long ranged hydrophobic interactions between 

similar surfaces were first measured and reported by 
Israelachvili and Pashley in 198221, 22 based on their 
experiments using the Surface Forces Apparatus (SFA), 
which was developed by Israelachvili. Two symmetri-
cal, cleaved and smooth mica surfaces were coated with 
a hydrophobic surfactant monolayer and the forces 
between them was measured in various aqueous elec-
trolyte solutions. Comparing these measured forces with 
the expected van der Waals attractive forces, indicated 
that there was an additional attractive force, acting over 
a range of several nanometers, which was identified as 

a ‘long range hydrophobic attraction.’ Since then, these 
attractive forces have been measured at separations up 
to several hundred nms. The origin of these forces has 
generated much debate, with the likelihood that their 
unexpectedly long range is probably related to dissolved 
gas cavitation created between the hydrophobic surfaces, 
evidence for which was also observed in the original 
studies.22, 23

There are other mechanisms all lumped together in 
this single mysterious word. Some are due to capillary 
action.24 Some are due to co-operative electrostatic sur-
face molecular correlations and some due to permanent 
dipolar surface correlations between zwitterionic lipids.25 
And some are due to polymer bridging between surfaces.

Some are due to nanobubbles. To confuse matters 
all depend on dissolved atmospheric gas. Many of these 
forces disappear when dissolved gas is removed from 
water!26

9. Deconstructing Colloid Science, Physical Chem-
istry and Electrochemistry

As is evident above, the classical theories, even in 
the continuum solvent approximation are fundamentally 
flawed. This is due to sins of omission and commission, 
about which much has been revealed over these past 20 
years. See26 and references therein.

Classical theory begins with an ansatz that treats 
electrostatics and dispersion forces separately. Dou-
ble layer forces are treated by a nonlinear theory Pois-
son Boltzmann or HNC say, while dispersion forces are 
treated by a linear theory (Lifshitz, Hamaker). See Ref. 4.

This ansatz violates thermodynamics, both the 
Gibbs adsorption isotherm and the gauge condition 
on the electromagnetic field. A consequence is that 
Hofmeister, “specific ion” effects, are ignored. (When the 
theory is done correctly, they are not.) The result is that 
practically all force measurements (with the exception 
of those measured at long range and in very dilute solu-
tion) are incorrect and inferences on hydration are also 
wrong.

Subtracting two partial incorrect theories, dou-
ble layer and dispersion (van der Waals) forces from an 
experimental measurement means that the assignment 
of the residual to “hydration” or specific ion effects is 
meaningless. So all measurements based on the incor-
rect theory like pH, pKas, zeta potentials, membrane 
potentials, ion pumps, activities and interfacial poten-
tials can be incorrect and can be badly so.

10. Dissolved Gas a Hidden Variable. Cavitation
There is worse to come. It turns out that dissolved 

atmospheric gas, we mean not just oxygen or CO2, but 
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nitrogen too, has a profound effect. Remove the gas 
and “hydrophobic” forces go away. Emulsions become 
stable.26 Hofmeister effects reverse and we enter a new 
world. Simulation does not help and is very misleading. 
This is because it cannot handle dissolved gas in water. 
It compares model, gas-free, water or electrolytes or pro-
teins with REAL water and solutions that do contain 
dissolved gas.

Newton tried to measure molecular forces but gave 
up, in Art 31 of the Principia, I think, saying “surface 
combinations were owing”. This is not the main problem 
for us.

11. Why not Simulation?
It is impossible to find an answer by computer simu-

lation. The reason will recur. It has nothing to do with 
the inadequacy and incorrect nature of the molecular 
potentials used.

The reason is that real water contains dissolved gas. 
This changes the physico-chemical properties of water 
drastically. So any computer simulation that does not 
include dissolved gas is not appropriate to, and does not 
apply to, real water which does. If it does claim agree-
ment with experimental properties, it is comparing 
apples with oranges and is wrong. 

It is reasonable to think that dissolved atmospheric 
gas could be ignored. 

Consider that the total number of gas molecules in 
air at 20 °C and 1 atm is 0.041 moles/L = 2.5x1019 mol-
ecules /mL.

The dissolved gas content in water in equilibrium 
with normal atmospheric pressure at 20 °C is:
Oxygen: 0.0093 g/L = 0.00029 moles/L =1.75 x 1017 mol-
ecules /mL. 
Nitrogen: 0.0148 g/L = 0.00053 moles/L = 3.17 x 1017 

molecules /mL.
Total gas molecules in water is 0.00085 moles/L = 5.1 x 
1017 molecules /mL.

The number of water molecules in liquid water is 55 
moles/L. Hence, they differ by a factor of about 105.

Such a small number of impurity molecules would 
be impossible to deal with in a simulation. (This is 
around the CMC of a surfactant like SDS in 0.3 M salt).

But it really does matter!
In another important example: acceptable or pota-

ble water has to be at least 99.99% pure, that is less than 
1.0 mM NaCl! Small ‘contaminants’ matter but so can 
drinking ultra-pure water, which can cause death by 
hyponatremia or water poisoning by reducing sodium 
levels in your blood. Sports electrolyte drinks prevent 
this. The famous medical doctor Paracelsus told us this 
about too much water. As already remarked, the origins 

of long ranged hydrophobic interactions most likely lie 
with the presence of dissolved gas also. 

The tensile strength of water depends on ‘inert’ dis-
solved atmospheric gas molecules. They act in the same 
way as impurities in a solid to reduce its strength accord-
ing to a well known theory of Griffiths. The tensile 
strength of water is two orders of magnitude less than 
that we would calculate from molecular forces. It gives 
rise to cavitation, which only occurs because of the pres-
ence of dissolved gases. The energy cost of cavitation on 
shipping is a huge economic impost on society. So control 
by removal of gas will yield enormous energy savings. We 
will see how it can be accomplished in what follows. 

12. Water, Salt and Bubbles
The debacle has hardly begun. This, perhaps sim-

plest of all experiments remains unexplained:27

Gas passed through a porous frit ascends as bub-
bles in a column of water. They collide, and fuse to form 
bigger bubbles. The column stays clear (like a fish tank). 
If a salt like NaCl is added, above a critical concentra-
tion centred around 0.17 M the bubbles do not fuse. The 
column becomes a densely packed foam of tiny bubbles. 
The critical concentration is the same ionic strength as 
that of the blood of land animals and that of the Per-
mian ocean from which we emerged. The reason is not 
incidental and irrelevant.

To make matters worse, for some salts no such effect 
is observed. Bubbles happily fuse in salt solutions up to 
6 M. There are rules without exceptions that show which 
ion pairs give rise to fusion and which do not, and also 
rules for mixtures.

This is still a complete mystery that has defied expla-
nation and has been ignored for over 30 years. It is a 
phenomenon that the new technologies of this volume 
exploit. 

12. Nanobubbles and Bubble Fusion
A history of nanobubbles is given in Reference 29. 

By these we mean gas filled entities of the order of a 
nanometer in size or above. They are if we like the ana-
logue of micelles. It was argued until recently that they 
could not exist as stable entities, although what “sta-
ble” meant is unclear. That consensus was arrived at by 
applying macroscopic concepts to nanometric objects to 
which macroscopic arguments cannot apply. It is now 
agreed that nanobubbles do exist in salt water regardless 
of theory.28-30

Gas containing small bubble structures have been 
much studied by laser spectroscopy and appear to be 
involved in enzyme catalysis via cavitation, in the active 
sites of enzymes.31 Their formation and stability in elec-
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trolytes is long lived above 0.17 M and probably explains 
the bubble-bubble fusion inhibition phenomenon.

13. Jellyfish 
Just as old as the problem of why ice floats on water, 

or why bubbles do not fuse in salt water is that of the 
very existence of jellyfish, and other soft bodied multi-
celled animals. These emerged in the Ediacaran Era 570 
million years ago before the Cambrian Era. It was first 
raised by Gorter and dismissed by the establishment at 
a Faraday Conference in 1930.1 The problem is that jelly-
fish contain <<1-2% non-aqueous matter. Any such mat-
ter is confined to digestive and reproductive regions. If 
that is so the jellyfish carapace must be essentially pure 
water. This rubbery solid matter exists surrounded by 
an ocean that contains at least 3% salts. Its existence – 
Chinese people preserve and eat it – defies the laws of 
osmotic pressure; and the diffusion equation.1

On the face of it, there is little to answer the infer-
ence that here is a new state of water with very long 
ranged macrostructure. That could be resolved by some 
straightforward experiments. Like measurement of con-
ductivity and careful elemental composition studies. The 
existence of jellyfish – for 600 million years defies con-
ventional wisdom and yet the problem continues to be 
ignored except by brave souls like J. Pollack. (See how-
ever remarks below on very long range forces between 
conducting polymers.)

14. The Polywater Debacle
The jellyfish conundrum is resolved by some by pos-

tulating the existence of a new state of water structures 
over tens of thousands of nanometers. Such a “solution” 
is a tautology. It was a trap into which the renowned 
Russian colloid scientist fell into with the discovery of 
the much derided “polywater”. For an account of this 
and associated events see Ref 32. Polywater does exist 
but is due to polymeric impurities. Between conducting 
thin linear charged polymers there are very long range, 
many body interactions, which are a hidden driver of 
organisation and recognition.26,33-35

The same forces occur for polyelectrolytes and also 
for DNA.36 They have been known almost since the dis-
covery of van der Waals dispersion forces and ignored.

15. Problems and Solutions
We can continue in this mould, listing words with-

out limit that remind us that the foundations are inse-
cure – chirality, magnetic fields, clouds and rain, for a 
start. The surface tension of water? Forget it.

The problems associated with water seem to have 
become deeper with the increasing reliance on, and now 

dominance of unreasonable Aristo-Platonic approaches 
to chemistry. These abjure experiment in favour of simu-
lation with fixed concepts that assign insight to mindless 
computer games. These can sometimes fit data but never 
predict. It is a curious constraining and lazy reversion to 
medievalism.

We can consider this reversion a catastrophe or an 
opportunity. Awareness of the defects of present theory 
allows us to throw off the shackles. The major source 
of hubris and of omission in theories is that of air, the 
fourth telement of the Greeks.

In retrospect, Descartes might better have said: “I 
breathe; therefore I am” instead of his famous impotent 
Platonic assertion: “I think: therefore I am”.

Thales of Miletus, the oldest known Greek scien-
tist, thought the world consisted in two parts: water and 
God. 

16. Desalination and Aristotle
The technology is not new. Aristotle described a 

desalination technique in the 4th century BC in Meteoro-
logica. There’s even a mention of desalination (although 
vague) in the Bible (Exodus 15:22-26). 

“Desalination has been around for millennia if 
you count the evaporation techniques pioneered by the 
ancient Greek. Sailors in the 4th century BC boiled salt 
water and then captured the steam. When cooled, steam 
condenses into distilled water that’s free of virtually all 
contaminants.”

https://ideas.ted.com/would-you-drink-desalinated-
seawater-recycled-sewage-water-get-ready-to-find-out/

Plans for desalination—removing salt from seawa-
ter—date back to 4th century B.C. from ancient Greek 
philosopher Aristotle, according to livescience.com. 
Action was put into place around 200 A.D. when sailors 
desalinated seawater with boilers on their ships.

https://www.pumpsandsystems.com/desalination-
projects-picking-challenges-remain

17. Leonardo da Vinci’s View 
It is impossible to assert with confidence what peo-

ple meant by words written in a different world 500 
years ago. Leonardo’s science seems to have been sniffi-
ly dismissed because he did not know Latin and Greek, 
Plato and Aristotle, the mantles of the Renaissance 
Cogniscenti. But he seems to have been of the same 
view as Roger Bacon and Kant. And as d’Arcy Thomp-
son said: 

Kant said of the chemistry of his day and generation that 
it was a science but not a Science – in that the criterion of 
true science lay in its relation to mathematics.37 
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(By that he included physics too). He tells us too that 
Leonardo da Vinci (1452 – 1519) who died 500 years ago 
thought the same:38

Nissuna umana investigazione si pò dimandare vera sci-
enzia s’essa non passa per le matematiche dimostrazioni, e 
se tu dirai che le scienzie, che principiano e finiscono nella 
mente, abbiano verità, questo non si concede, ma si niega, 
per molte ragioni, e prima, che in tali discorsi mentali non 
accade esperienzia, sanza la quale nulla dà di sé certezza.

(No human enquiry can call itself a true science 
unless it proceeds by means of mathematical demonstra-
tions, and if you claim that the sciences that begin and 
end in the mind possess some truth, this is not con-
ceded, but is denied for several reasons, the first being 
that in such mental arguments no experience occurs, 
without which nothing is certain).

And Xenophanes said: 

The gods have not revealed all things from the beginning.
But men seek and so find out better in time,

Let us suppose these things are like the truth.

But surely no man knows or ever will know 
The truth about the gods and all I speak of.
But even if he happens to tell the perfect truth, he does not 
know it, but appearance is fashioned over everything.

We borrowed Xenophanes words of motivation and 
inspiration from Morris Klines’ marvellous book ‘Math-
ematics: The Loss of certainty.’

This present volume takes air with salts and water 
and puts them to work for novel water technologies, 
regardless of theory. We take that as our text and so to 
work.

Postscript Since this essay was written the very long 
range forces between conducting cylinders, or polyelec-
trolytes have begun to surface as serious hidden vari-
ables, in phenomena associated with physiology in the 
previously mysterious endothelial surface layer28 and 
other anomalous properties that occur with the fuel cell 
polymer Nafion.39-40

These developments, connected to Chinese acupunc-
ture confirm the perpetual fact that water always sur-
prises.
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Abstract. This paper gives an updated review of the bubble column evaporator (BCE) 
and its various new processes. These include recent work on helium gas desalination 
and high temperature inlet gas decomposition. The BCE process offers a continu-
ously produced source of high gas-water interface and consequently provides high 
overall heat and mass transfer coefficients. Very different results have been obtained 
using nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide and helium inlet gases. Although the bubbling 
process itself is both simple to use and apply, our understanding of the fundamental 
physical and chemical principles involved is surprisingly limited and there are many 
issues yet to be explained. Recently the process has been used to develop new meth-
ods for the precise determination of enthalpies of vaporisation (∆Hvap) of concentrat-
ed salt solutions, as an evaporative cooling system, a sub-boiling thermal desalination 
unit, for sub-boiling thermal sterilization, for low temperature thermal decomposition 
of different solutes in aqueous solution and for the inhibition of particle precipita-
tion in supersaturated solutions. These novel applications can be very useful in many 
industrial practices, such as desalination, water/wastewater treatment, thermolysis of 
ammonium bicarbonate (NH4HCO3) for the regeneration in forward osmosis and 
refrigeration related industries. The background theories and models use to explain 
the BCE process are also reviewed and this fundamental knowledge is applied to the 
design of BCE systems and to explain recently explored applications, as well as poten-
tial improvements. Many other prospective applications of the BCE process are also 
reported in this paper.

Keywords: bubble column evaporator, sub-boiling, bubble inhibition, thermolysis, 
desalination, heat of vaporisation, supersaturation.

1. INTRODUCTION TO THE BUBBLE COLUMN EVAPORATOR (BCE) 

Double, double toil and trouble; Fire burn: and, cauldron, bubble. The 
three witches of Shakespeare’s play McBeth: Act 1V, Scene 1 (1606) seem to 
be the first to have used hot bubble columns effectively. However, the witches 
use of various outrageous potions distilled from animals would be forbidden 
in our present politically correct society. Nonetheless bubble column evapo-
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rators or BCEs are simple devices that have emerged as 
facilitators of powerful new technologies for aqueous 
systems in:
• Desalination (seawater and groundwater). 
• Water sterilization (recycled water with no surviving 

pathogens including viruses).
• Thermolysis of solutes in aqueous solution (destruc-

tion of drugs, facilitation of high temperature reac-
tions).

• Inhibition of salt precipitation in concentrated salt 
solutions.

• Evaporative air conditioning systems for buildings. 
The first three are now proven processes, and cheap 

at industrial scales. They represent encouraging progress 
in the search for clean water, arguably the biggest prob-
lem facing the world. 

2. BUBBLE COLUMN EVAPORATORS AS 
CONVENTIONAL EQUIPMENT

By itself the bubble column evaporator (BCE) is a 
good and faithful and apparently boring tool of Chemi-
cal Engineering. It employs gas-liquid interfaces to drive 
fundamental processes involving heat and mass transfer. 
Bubble columns are devices in which a gas, often dry air, 
is pumped through a porous sinter disc to form gas bub-
bles in contact with the column solution. They are con-
tinuously replenished. Dry gas bubbles in the column 
solution may be used simply to mix the liquid phase 
homogenously to attain uniform temperature distribu-
tion or to saturate dissolved gases in the column solu-
tion. Substances can also be transferred from one phase 
to the other, for example, when liquid reaction products 
are stripped from a gas, where both mass and heat trans-
fer processes can occur simultaneously.1 

Heat transfer using shell and tube heat exchang-
ers is a fundamental chemical engineering process by 
which heat is transported between two fluids via a mate-
rial having high thermal conductivity (i.e. copper, Cu). 
Heat transfer may also be accomplished directly by mix-
ing the solution and the heating fluid (for example, water 
and hot air bubbles), to give so-called direct-contact 
evaporators. This concept of heat transfer via hot bubbles 
was first demonstrated by Collier in a patent, published 
in 1887.2 The first commercial plant was installed in the 
USA in the early 20th century.3 There has been much 
attention on the industrial uses of bubbles columns in 
the chemicals industry, including a volume in Chemi-
cal Engineering Technology in 2017.4 Much work has also 
been carried out on the difficult area of numerical mod-
elling of turbulent bubble column reactors.5

Advantages of bubble columns, using direct-contact 
heat transfer, compared to other multiphase reactors are 
several: (a) less maintenance required due to the absence 
of moving parts, (b) higher effective interfacial areas and 
overall mass transfer coefficients can be achieved, (c) 
higher heat transfer rates per unit volume of the reactors 
can be attained, (d) solids can be handled without any 
erosion or plugging problems, (e) less floor space is occu-
pied and bubble column reactors are less costly, (f) slow 
reactions can be carried out due to high liquid residence 
time,6 and (g) the product can be recovered from the 
reaction mixture without additional separation opera-
tions.1 Finally, and a glaringly obvious technology still to 
be exploited, high temperature reactions can be carried 
out at the surface of bubbles whilst maintaining a rela-
tively low temperature in the liquid column. 

3. EXTRAORDINARY SALT INDUCED BUBBLE FUSION 
INHIBITION

3.1. New Opportunities for the BCE

The BCE is easy to use. But a theoretical under-
standing of processes involved is still embryonic. It 
becomes more difficult to understand when a new phe-
nomenon is thrown into the mix. This is the phenom-
enon of bubble coalescence inhibition with addition of 
salt. This was first used experimentally by Russian min-
eral coal flotation engineers more than 100 years ago. 
The addition of sufficient salt inhibits bubble-bubble 
fusion, produces smaller bubbles, and the efficiency of 
flotation was improved.7 More recently, aqueous bubble 
column evaporators have been used for a range of new 
applications based largely on the unexpected effects of 
many salts and sugars on inhibiting bubble-bubble coa-
lescence in water, in combination with limited bubble 
rise rates and rapid water vapour uptake into the bub-
bles.8-13 

The percentage of bubbles that fuse as a function of 
salt concentration as they ascend the column and the 
transition from 100% fusion on collision to zero fusion 
occurs over a narrow concentration range centered at 
the same 0.175 M for 1:1 salts. Similarly for others like 
2:1, 1:2, 3:1, 3:2 electrolytes and so on but at different 
concentrations. However, for other salts no such effect 
occurs.11,14-15 There are a set of rules that assign each ion 
pair to either class, and that allow prediction for out-
comes with mixtures.11,14 There are no exceptions. The 
phenomenon occurs also for different isomers of sug-
ars and other solutes.11 There is no theoretical expla-
nation.14-15 Classical theories of molecular forces (e.g. 
DLVO forces) would predict that increased salt ought to 
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reduce double layer forces between bubbles and enhance, 
not inhibit bubble fusion. With non-ionic solutes no 
electrostatic theory is relevant anyway.

Even more remarkable is that the fact that the ionic 
strength of blood is exactly the same critical concentra-
tion. There are good physiological reasons for this has 
recently been discovered.16 It is also the same concentra-
tion as that estimated for the Permian ocean when land 
animals emerged. 

The absence of any theoretical explanation for the 
bubble coalescence phenomenon has not inhibited the 
development of a wide range of useful techniques. These 
include:
• A new method for the precise determination of 

enthalpies of vaporisation (ΔHvap) of concentrated 
salt solutions;10,15 

• Evaporative cooling;10

• A new method for thermal desalination;17-19

• A novel method for sub-boiling, thermal steriliza-
tion;20-22

• A novel method for the low temperature thermal 
decomposition of different solutes in aqueous solu-
tion8 and

• A new approach to aqueous precipitation in a con-
trolled manner23 (see Fig. 1).
In addition to these methods, the thermal design of 

a bubble column condenser has also been studied for the 
production of high quality water as condensate.24-26

Bubble coalescence behaviour is vital in water-based 
cleaning processes, ore-flotation, food processing, gas–
oil separations, absorption and distillation.27 As dis-
cussed above, bubble coalescence inhibition depends 
critically on salt type as well as concentration.11, 28 Salt 
solutions that do inhibit coalescence have recently been 
used in many applications, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

All attempts to explain the inhibition problem and 
its salt dependence with theory have failed. That is not 
surprising as the theories of forces in colloid science suf-
fer from sins of omission and commission that are now 
as well documented as they are ignored.

These are:
1. The ansatz of separability of electrostatic and dis-

persion forces. This violates two fundamental laws 
of thermodynamcs, even in the continuum solvent 
model, and dismisses specific ion effects.

2. Hydrophobic interactions are ill defined and depend 
on dissolved gas.29 

We can speculate that the theories fail because of 
the omission, not just of dissolved gas, but of the capac-
ity of dissolved gas to self assemble into dynamic micro-
structures, just as do surfactants. Nanobubbles seem to 
have critical nanobubble concentration CNC, which 
is salt and salt concentration dependent, just as do the 
CMCs of surfactants. Such nanobubbles would inhibit 
fusion by depletion forces and adsorption at the mac-

Figure 1. Different applications of the BCE process (reprinted by permission of the publisher, Taylor&Francis Ltd, http://www.tandfonline.
com, from M. Shahid et al. 2015).8
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robubble surfaces. For a history of nanobubbles see Ref 
30. The bubble coalescence process is not obvious partly 
because it is also dependent on dynamic effects, since 
bubbles slowly forced together always coalesce in aque-
ous salt solution. 

3.2. Bubble evaporation layer model 

The deficiencies of the classical theories of forces 
does not inhibit us from applying thermodynamics to 
explore some important aspects of bubble column evap-
orators. The bubble evaporation layer model presented 
here is based on the estimated thickness of a heated 
water layer formed transiently around the surface of an 
initially dry, hot bubble. Some of this water layer must 
be evaporated into the bubble to produce saturated 
vapour pressure, at that temperature. This surface bubble 
layer thickness is a function of temperature and bubble 
diameter. It will be useful in considering heat and mass 
transfer processes for desalination, sterilization and 
other applications. The bubble layer thickness (tbl) var-
ies with temperature, and this model can be described 
by the following equation for situations where the evapo-
rated film thickness is much less than the radius of the 
bubble:

 (1)

where r is the radius of a bubble;  is the water 
vapour density at the steady state column temperature 
and ρw is the liquid water density. Eq. (1) shows that the 
bubble layer thickness is a function of steady state col-
umn temperature. As an example, for water the average 
evaporation layer thickness would be about 23 nm for 
an inlet dry air temperature of 200 °C, forming 1 mm 
radius bubbles.

3.3. Bubble surface hot layer model 

Water vapor is transported through the surface of a 
hot, dry bubble as it enters a BCE. Simultaneously heat 
will also flow to a thin water layer surrounding the bub-
ble, as the bubble approaches steady state and cools to 
the temperature of the column solution. A transient hot 
water film will be produced around the bubbles flowing 
into a BCE and this layer can be used to effect changes 
within the solution. It is therefore useful to consider the 
likely thickness of this heated layer as a function of inlet 
air temperature. These thermal effects appear to play a 
key role for heat transfer processes like sterilization20-22 

and solute thermal decomposition.8 The maximum 
extent of the layer can be estimated for a given inlet air 
temperature. The estimate assumes that there is a linear 
decrease in the temperature of the surrounding water 
film from the bubble temperature to the column solu-
tion temperature. The thermal energy supplied to heat 
the water film must be supplied by cooling of the freshly 
released bubble. (Note that the millimetre bubble surface 
can be considered to be flat relative to the thin, nanome-
tre thickness of the heated water layer).

In this simple model we consider the intermedi-
ate state when the inlet bubble (initially at a high tem-
perature Ti) has cooled from Ti to Tb (assumed to be 100 
°C) and the heat transferred to the thin water film sur-
rounding the bubble is sufficient to produce this tem-
perature profile in the film. This amount of heat is the 
same as that required to heat a film of thickness δ from 
the column solution temperature Tc to the average film 
temperature (Tb+Tc)/2. The bubble layer thickness varies 
with bubble radius, the temperature of the inlet gas and 
the steady state column solution temperature. A rough 
estimate of the heated layer thickness can be calculated 
using the thermal energy balance equation:8,20

Cp∆Tr=3Cs∆tδ (2)

where Cp and Cs are the air and solution (or water) spe-
cific heat capacities in J/m3K, respectively, and ∆t= –
Tc and ∆T=Ti–Tb are the transient temperature increase 
in the solution layer and the temperature reduction 
within the cooling bubbles, respectively. (Note that in 
this approximate equation the value of Cp should be tak-
en as that at the average temperature of the cooling bub-
bles, i.e. at T=(Ti+Tb)/2 and the value of Cs should be that 
at T=(Tb+Tc)/2).

The volume of a layer of thickness δ around a bubble 
is given by 4πr2δ, when δ is much smaller than r. Hence 
the cooling of the bubble by ∆T must determine the 
thickness δ. In addition, if we also assume that there is a 
50% heat loss due to water vaporisation, then the thick-
ness of the active hot region can be roughly estimated. 
For example, this approximate calculation indicates that 
for 1mm radius (dry) air bubbles, at an inlet temperature 
of about 200 °C, on cooling to 100 °C, forms a transient 
heated water film around the rising bubbles of about 50 
nm thickness.

This transient layer of heated water around the bub-
bles must be responsible for the sterilization effects20-22 
and solute thermal decomposition effects8 recently 
reported when using inert gases, such as nitrogen. How-
ever, in addition to these thermal effects some gases also 
have specific properties which can also produce effects 
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on solutes and microorganisms in bubble columns. For 
example, recent results have shown that CO2 inlet gas 
can be more effective at virus and bacterial sterilization 
and can even be effective at low temperatures.34 The use 
of hot, pure O2 inlet gas can also be used to enhance sol-
ute oxidation processes, whilst maintaining a relatively 
low BCE solution temperature.

3.3. Bubble water vapour equilibration 

It has been observed that fairly large air bubbles 
(1-3 mm) in water, which are used in the BCE meth-
od, become non-spherical and oscillate both in shape 
and trajectory, thus enhancing the rate at which water 
vapour equilibrates within the bubbles.35 It is remark-
able that water vapour saturation within these bubbles is 
attained in a few tenths of a second. It does so because 
of these oscillations and the circulatory f luid f low 
induced inside the bubbles due to shear forces generat-
ed at the surface of bubbles. This produces rapid water 
vapour transfer within the bubbles.36 The vapour trans-
fer is much faster that that expected for quiescent diffu-
sion, which would require several seconds to reach equi-
librium according to Fick’s law. This rapid vapour trans-
fer must correspond to a similarly fast rate of transfer 
of heat to the surrounding column solution. It is these 
factors that form the basis for several recent applications 
(see Fig. 1) of the BCE process.

3.4. Bubble rise velocity 

Bubble rise behaviour in water, even for single 
isolated air bubbles, is surprisingly complex35,36 and 
depends on bubble diameter, sphericity and water puri-
ty.37 The presence of many other bubbles within a BCE 
makes this situation even more complex and this has not 
been well studied. The rise of a bubble in a liquid is a 
function of many parameters viz. bubble characteristics 
(diameter and shape), properties of gas-liquid systems, 
and operating conditions, temperature, cleanliness etc. 

It was demonstrated by Leifer et al.35 that the 
motion of intermediate (single, isolated) bubbles ranging 
from 1-3 mm diameter is produced by the combination 
of two oscillation types, trajectory oscillations (zig-zag 
or helical), and shape or deformation oscillations (ellip-
soidal). These gas bubbles actually rise at a limited rate 
of between about 15 and 35 cm s-1 in quiescent water 
because they undergo trajectory and shape oscillations 
which reduce their rise rate.38

Quinn et al.39 reported that the shape and velocity 
of ellipsoidal bubbles appears to oscillate in a fashion 

linked with increasing solute concentration. Increased 
solute concentration creates more spherical bubbles with 
reduced rise velocity and a unique bubble shape. The rise 
velocity relationship is independent of solute type.

It was also explained by Gonzaleztello et al.40 that 
surfactants modify the surface of a bubble predominate-
ly through the adsorption of a monolayer. This produces 
a more rigid interface and so enhances fluid drag. The 
rise velocity in these solutions is less than for clean bub-
bles of the same diameter.

Luo et al.41 have studied the rise velocity of single 
bubbles in liquid-solid suspensions at pressures up to 
17 MPa and temperatures up to 88 °C, over the bubble 
diameter range from 1 to 20 mm. It was found that the 
bubble rise velocity decreased with increasing pressure 
and with decreasing temperature. The decrease of bub-
ble rise velocity was mainly due to the variations of 
gas density and liquid viscosity with pressure and tem-
perature.

Many researchers have described several factors 
affecting bubble rise velocity.37 But the detailed under-
standing of bubble rise velocity and its associated 
parameters with regards to the bubble column evapora-
tor method (BCE) is yet to be thoroughly explained. 

Stokes’ law was derived for spherical objects moving 
under high Reynolds number and with zero slip bound-
ary condition and gives rise rates substantially higher 
than those observed for air bubbles in water. Unfortu-
nately, the addition of slip boundary conditions would 
give even higher rise rates, such as those obtained using 
the Hadamard-Rybczynski (H-R)42 equation (see Fig. 
2 (a)). The Levich43 formula gives results more closely 
resembling experimental rates and this is also given in 
Fig. 2. Eq (3) represents the general formula for the theo-
retical bubble rise calculation but unfortunately, none of 
these equations give an accurate explanation of air bub-
bles in the 1-3 mm diameter range of interest.35, 44 The 
general formula is given by the equation:

 (3) 

where U∞ is the bubble rise velocity in an infinite liq-
uid, η is the coefficient of viscosity of the liquid, ρw is the 
density of the liquid, g is the gravitational constant, a is 
the gas bubble radius and k is a constant (2/9 for Stokes 
equation, 1/3 for the Hadamard-Rybczynski equation 
and 1/9 for the Levich equation) (see Fig. 2 (a)). The 
three typical equations, discussed earlier, have closer 
agreement with the experimental results summarised by 
Klaseboer et al. in Fig. 2 (b)45 when bubble diameters are 
less than about 1.0 mm. 
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The complex behaviour of bubble rise rates for iso-
lated bubbles in the diameter range >1 mm will be fur-
ther complicated by multiple collisions within a densely 
packed bubble column, where coalescence is inhibited by 
the presence of added salts.

3.5. Thermal energy balance in the BCE

Consideration of the steady state thermal energy 
balance within a BCE, containing salt solutions can be 
used to explain the process whereby the heat supplied 
from the entering warm bubbles (per unit volume of 
gas leaving the column) is balanced by the heat required 
for vaporisation, to reach the equilibrium water vapour 
pressure within these bubbles. This principle is based on 
the steady state volumetric balance within a bubble col-
umn, which has been used for the determination of the 
enthalpy of vaporisation (∆Hvap) of concentrated salt 
solutions,9-10,18 and is described by the following Eq. (4):

∆T×Cp(Te)+∆P=ρv(Te)×∆Hvap(Te) (4)

where Cp(Te) is the specific heat per unit volume of the 
gas flowing into the bubble column at constant pressure; 
Te is the steady state temperature near the top of the col-
umn; ρv is the water vapour density at Te, which can be 
calculated from the water vapour pressure of salt solu-
tions at the steady state temperature, using the ideal gas 
equation; ΔT is the temperature difference between the 
gas entering and leaving the column; ΔP is the hydro-
static differential pressure, between the gas inlet into the 
sinter and atmospheric pressure at the top of the column. 
This represents the work done by the gas flowing into the 
base of the column until it is released from the solution. 

This equation was first published in 2009 by Fran-
cis and Pashley10 for low vapour pressure aqueous solu-
tions, that is, at low column temperatures of about 283 
K. The equation’s accuracy and precision was further 
tested in later studies9,18 at room temperature. The units 
used throughout the equation are Jm-3, which relates 
directly to the thermal energy transfer or work done per 
unit volume of gas flow passing through the column, at 
the steady state temperature of the column. Once the 
steady state is reached, then assuming no heat losses 
to the environment, the cooling of each bubble enter-
ing the column exactly balances, on average, the latent 
heat required to vaporize water to reach the equilib-
rium vapour pressure with that bubble, at that steady 
state temperature. This thermal energy and work done 
per unit volume of gas, means that once the steady state 
temperature is reached, the balance given in equation (4) 
is independent of gas flow-rate. However, the time taken 
to reach the steady state temperature will depend on the 
gas flow rate.

In a more recent variation of this energy balance 
equation, use of the heat capacity per unit volume, Cp, 
in volume-based units was replaced by the correspond-
ing heat capacity per unit weight of gas (i.e. 1.005 J g-1 
K-1 over 270-330 K46 for dry air), which is fairly constant 
with temperature. This gives a new version of the ther-
mal balance equation: 

[∆T× (Te)×mg]+∆P=ρv(Te)×∆Hvap(Te) (5)

where mg is the mass of air (or gas) in gram per cubic 
meter. This can be obtained using the molar mass of air 
(28.96 g mol-1) where the absorbed water vapour is sub-
tracted from the total number of moles of gas within the 

Figure 2. The relationship between rise velocity of isolated bubbles and bubble diameter using typical equations (a) and from models results 
(b) published by Klaseboer E. et al.45 (Reprinted from Ref. 45, with permission from Elsevier).
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bubble per unit volume, using the ideal gas equation, at 
Te and 1 atmosphere pressure. It should be noted that 
the mass of air or gas within a bubble remains constant 
as the bubble passes through the column. This equation 
appears to encompass a logical and reasonable thermo-
physical energy balance to describe the BCE process, 
especially at higher column solution temperatures, 
where the water vapour pressure will be more signifi-
cant.

This model assumes that while bubbles are captur-
ing water vapour and rising in the solution from their 
initial dry state to 100% water vapour saturation at Te, 
they will expand further due to the water vapour cap-
tured into the bubbles but only the initial (and constant) 
mass of gas can supply heat to the column, to produce 
this level of evaporation. 

In both balance equations ∆Hvap includes the work 
done by vapour expansion. However, for high gas tem-
peratures and short bubble residence times, removing 
the water vapour expansion work produces a better fit 
when using Eq. (5) to give Eq. (6), which is adapted for 
no work of water vapour expansion and corresponds to 
the following equation:

[∆T× (Te)×mg]+∆P=ρv(Te)×[∆Hvap(Te)–P∆V(Te)] (6)

Hence, it appears that high temperature bubbles in 
short height column solutions (~5 cm) and short resi-
dence times appear to show no expansion due to vapour 
uptake (see Fig. 3). On the other hand, low tempera-
ture experiments appear to correspond to a steady state 
condition in terms of not only temperature but also the 
bubbles’ vapour expansion. It is interesting that at low 
temperatures, Eq. (6) produces low errors for calculated 
∆Hvap values, similar to those produced from Eq.(4) and 
Eq.(5), because the P∆V term has no significant effect 
on the calculation. It should be noted that since bubbles 
reach vapour and temperature equilibrium within a few 
tenths of a second, the column height becomes impor-
tant. In this work we define a medium height column to 
be one where this equilibrium is just attained.

It should be noted that use of , the heat capacity 
of the dry air under constant volume conditions (0.718 
J g-1 K-1 for 270-330 K46) in place of the corresponding 

 values gives inaccurate ∆Hvap values at both high and 
low column solution temperatures. This indicates that 
atmospheric work done on the contracting, cooling bub-
bles must be transferred to the column and so must be 
included in the energy balance equations.

Based on the results obtained and the analysis of 
energy balances in the BCE, the original balance Eq.(4) 
was found to be accurate for the determination of ∆Hvap 

values of salt solutions over a wide range of tempera-
tures. In comparison, Eq.(5) can only be used at low 
temperatures and Eq. (6) is applicable to the special case 
of high inlet gas temperatures and short bubble resi-
dence times. Although the original Eq. (4) was derived 
for low temperatures, around room temperature, we 
have since shown that it also works well for very hot 
inlet gases.18 This is because any given bubble released 
into the column at high temperature (Ti) will contract 
until it reaches the column solution equilibrium tem-
perature Te. The heat supplied by the bubble (of volume 
Vb at temperature T) to the column, as it contracts, is 
given by the sum of Cp(T) × Vb(T) over the temperature 
range Ti to Te (i.e. ∆T). However, because the mass of gas 
in any given bubble remains constant, the value Cp(T) × 
Vb(T) is also constant for any bubble and hence the heat 
transferred to the column is given by Cp(Te) × ∆T, per 
unit volume, as given in Eq.(4). 

The results obtained using inlet air temperatures 
at around 275 °C and for solutions ranging from 0.5-6 
m NaCl indicate that the amount of water carried over 
varied with different NaCl concentrations, relative to 
the expected vapour carry over, obtained from the vari-
able theoretical column temperature (i.e. since the theo-
retical column temperature varies with increasing NaCl 
concentrations) and the corresponding vapour pressure. 
At the highest NaCl concentration, 6 m, the calculated 
energy utilization at 275 °C was found to be about 29 

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of a bubble column (reprinted by per-
mission of the publisher, Taylor&Francis Ltd, http://www.tandfon-
line.com, from M. Shahid et al. 2015).8
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MJ m-3 which indicates that the BCE process can be an 
energy effective method, especially at higher solution 
concentrations and hence could be used for industrial 
applications.

4. APPLICATIONS OF THE BUBBLE COLUMN 
EVAPORATOR (BCE) 

The gas-liquid direct-contact bubble column evapo-
rator is characterized by a continuously replenished, 
high gas-liquid interfacial area, which subsequently 
offers higher mass and heat transfer coefficients due to 
non-isothermal3 (i.e. localized evaporation) nature of the 
BCE. It could be applied in many large scale industrial 
applications. We now spell out in detail current applica-
tions of the bubble column evaporator (BCE) in aqueous 
systems:

4.1. Determination of ∆Hvap values for concentrated aque-
ous solutions using the BCE method 

Bubble coalescence inhibition and rapid vapour 
transfer both offer a novel application of the BCE pro-
cess for the precise measurement of ∆Hvap values for 
concentrated salt solutions 3,6,15 where the vapour pres-
sure values of salt solutions are known. ∆Hvap values can 
be obtained from the volumetric energy balance within 
the column, operating under steady state conditions, 
as defined by equation (4), at ambient temperatures. In 
recent work9,17, ∆Hvap values of various salt solutions at 
different concentrations have been obtained with accu-
racies, on average, within around 0.5-1.0% compared to 
the literature values for several salt solutions and dem-
onstrate a measurement precision of between 0.1% and 
0.9%. For relatively low column temperature studies, 
around room temperature, the two balance equations, 
discussed earlier, give similar results, i.e. within the 0.5-
1.0% range, on average.

The accuracy and precision of these ∆Hvap meas-
urements was recently further improved using vacuum 
insulation (which reduced thermal transfers with the 
room environment) of the bubble column and an auto-
matic data acquisition system for temperature readings.17 
Under the steady state of the BCE system, hundreds of 
temperature data can be acquired by computer within 
0.5-1 hour and hence a large number of ∆Hvap values can 
be produced using these energy balance equations. These 
∆Hvap values17 were found to pass the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test47 with high probabilities after standardiza-
tion of data and supported the null hypothesis, that is, 
the normal distribution. Typical examples are shown in 

the frequency histograms given in Fig. 6.18 Narrow con-
fidence intervals (95%), say always around ±0.02 kJ mol-1, 
also demonstrated the high precision of the BCE method 
for ∆Hvap measurement, as well as supporting the basic 
physics of the energy balance equation. At relatively 
higher operating or steady state temperatures, around 40 
to 50°C, the BCE method was still found to be suitable 
for determining ∆Hvap values of the salt solutions. 

4.2. BCE for evaporative cooling 

The steady state operating temperature of an aque-
ous solution in a bubble column can be calculated using 
the volumetric energy balance equation (4). The relation 
between inlet gas temperature and column top temper-
ature using known ∆Hvap values and vapour pressure 
values for salt solutions or pure water, can be calculated 
for pure water and salt solutions. The steady state col-
umn solution temperature within the BCE is a function 
of the temperature of the inlet gas.9,10 This cooling effect 
has led to the suggestion that the BCE process could be 
used as a simple evaporative cooling system for build-
ings. This was earlier proposed by M.J. Francis and R.M. 
Pashley and published in 2009.10

When the BCE process is used with some types of 
salt solutions, which have coalescence inhibition effects 
on the bubbles,28 it will produce a high volume fraction 
of small bubbles which will enhance the water vapour 
transfer into the bubbles. The solution with dissolved 
salt (NaCl) at 0.5 M has a more efficient evaporative 
cooling effect and hence halves the time for the column 
to reach steady state conditions. As an example, inlet dry 
air at a temperature of 50 °C will cool the 0.5m NaCl 
column solution to less than 20 °C.

4.3. Seawater desalination using the bubble column evapo-
rator 

The dynamic BCE method has higher overall mass 
transfer and heat transfer coefficients, compared with 
the quiescent system.1 In this novel bubble column 
desalination system, water vapour can be captured and 
transported using a simple BCE system operated at tem-
peratures well below the boiling point. The inhibition of 
bubble coalescence in salt solutions enables the design 
of a bubble column with a high volume fraction of 
small air bubbles, continuously colliding but not merg-
ing. This produces a uniform and efficient exchange of 
water vapour into the bubbles, which together with the 
high bubble rising velocity, due to its shape and trajec-
tory based oscillations, allows water vapour to be rapidly 
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absorbed into bubbles, condensed and then collected as 
pure water.17

The BCE method for seawater desalination, was 
examined and patented in 2013.48 The process is, of 
course, a reduced version of the natural phenomenon 
in which air is used as a carrier gas for desalting seawa-
ter through the rain cycle. However, the BCE process is 
based on the unexpected property of seawater in stop-
ping air bubble coalescence11,28 because this facilitates 
a high packing volume of air bubbles, which are persis-
tently colliding but are prevented from coalescing by the 
presence of salts. In addition, the bubbles produced in 
the 1-3 mm diameter range are ideally suited for rapid 
water vapour uptake.35 These factors form the basis of 
this enhanced process for the desalination of seawater. 
In addition, the BCE process offers an efficient vapour 
transfer mechanism in a continuous f low, with the 
evaporative bubble column operating below the boiling 
point. This method provides a very high surface area of 
air/water interface continuously produced and managed, 
naturally, by gas bubbling in salt water, such as seawater, 
to improve the efficiency of evaporation and transporta-
tion of the water saturated vapour producing drinking 
water from seawater.36

In the first reported experiments,17 seawater was first 
heated to 70 °C then air bubbles ranging from 1-3 mm 
diameter were produced via a glass sinter (porosity No.2) 
and was passed continuously through heated seawater. 
After bubbling for 60 min, the temperature of the solu-
tion in the column had fallen to about 52 °C. The start-
ing and finishing temperatures were used to estimate the 
theoretical yield expected for complete collection and 
condensation of the water vapour, at the average temper-
ature of the column. The electrical conductivity of the 
bubble column solution was reduced from 49 mS cm-1 
(seawater) to 6 µS cm-1 (well below the levels required 
for acceptable drinking water).17 One of the advantages 
is that renewable sources of energy (i.e. solar energy sys-
tem) could easily be coupled with a bubble column sys-
tem.17 

4.4. Enhanced supersaturated bubble column desalination 

In these experiments hot, dry, air bubbles ranging 
from 150 to 275°C at about 23 L min-1 were first passed 
through an empty dry BCE column and then a known 
mass of the solution was quickly added. However, in 
these experiments 200 g of 0.5 m NaCl was added with 
and without 0.002 g of a non-ionic surfactant (C12EO8). 
The temperature of the solution was then measured every 
minute throughout the 30 min bubbling runs. After 30 
min, the column and remaining solution was detached 

and weighed. Since the dry weight of the column was 
also known, the total amount of water vapour removed 
in each experiment was easily measured.17 The results 
obtained show that increasing the temperature of the 
inlet air increases the water vapour carryover expected 
from the column solution vapour pressure and the air 
volume passed. The results obtained also showed that 
with added surfactant the carryover increased even more.

It seems likely that the use of the non-ionic sur-
factant, octaethylene glycol monododecyl ether (C12EO8), 
provides a monolayer coating at the surface of bubbles. 

Thus, it appears that the packed mono-layer of sur-
factant molecules allows water vapour transport into 
the bubbles but inhibits this vapour from re-condensing 
on the interior, now hydrophobic, walls of the bubbles. 
Hence, the surfactant layer acts like a “Surface molecular 
diode”, which facilitates water vapour transport in one 
direction. This supersaturation of the air bubbles then 
produces increased water vapour carryover.17

4.5. Enhanced bubble column desalination using helium as 
a carrier gas

Helium as inlet gas can increase the BCE perfor-
mance more than 3.3 times higher compared with 
expected equilibrium vapour pressure, which is sig-
nificant. It suggests that He as a carrier gas could be a 
promising solution for efficient seawater desalination.

It was suggested previously48,49 that a suitable 
clathrate-forming carrier gas might be used to vapor-
ize water not as individual molecules but in clusters and 
so remove the high thermal energy required for vapour 
phase desalination. A clathrate-forming gas partially 
dissolved in the aqueous solution would equilibrate with 
the gas in the bubbles and produce water clusters in the 
highly turbulent water. So providing conditions that 
favour enhanced evaporation with lower temperatures.48 
Helium produces different lattice structures to capture 
water molecules in gas form with multiple cages over a 
wide range of pressure and temperature. This was found 
by employing optimising dynamic method to deter-
mine free Gibbs energy of the He clathrate hydrates pro-
duced. Results showed that among different He clathrate 
hydrates, sI hydrate and filled ice II are relatively meta-
stable comparing to sII hydrate form.50

Another possible explanation for the high perfor-
mance of helium in the BCE desalination is based on the 
simple idea that the continuous flow of heated He sparge 
gas breaks down a small proportion of the hydrogen 
bonding network within water molecules due to its small 
size. This would also reduce the ΔHvap value. For exam-
ple, a decrease in hydrogen bonding of 3.6 to 3.2, due to 
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a modest increase in temperature, of 0 to 70 °C, corre-
sponds to a decrease in ∆Hvap of about 3 kJ/mol.19 The 
effect of this reduction can be roughly estimated using 
fundamental thermodynamics.

That is from the standard equations of equilibrium:

∆G=∆H–T∆S and (7)

∆G0=–RTlnKeq↔Keq=exp(– ) (8)

It can be assumed that the entropy difference of 
conversion water to gas (liquid↔gas) will be constant 
for either air or He. So, any difference in vaporization 
entropy change for the two gases will be insignificant, 
that is: d(ΔS)=0 and Eq. (8) becomes:

d(∆G)=d(∆Hvap) (9)

Given this and the water density ratio of He com-
paring to air (Keq= =3.3), Eq. (9) becomes: 

Keq= =3.3=exp(– ) (10)

In this equation, R is the gas constant and T is the 
average column temperature, and average d(∆Hvap) is calcu-
lated to be -3 kJ mol-1. The expected ΔHvap values for differ-
ent column temperatures is, on average, about 43.4 kJ mol-1, 
so with He experiments, a 7% reduction of ΔHvap is suffi-
cient to explain the enhanced water vapour carryover.19

4.6. Comparison and benefits 

The main advantages of the BCE desalination sys-
tem are its simplicity, resilience to feed water purity 
and the fact that it is a continuous and controlled, non-
boiling process. These are clear advantages over the two 
most common seawater desalination processes currently 
used, that is seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) and ther-
mal desalination (such as MSF). There is little room left 
for improvement in SWRO but thermal desalination 
methods can still be substantially improved. Methods 
such as the BCE which represent low capital investment 
do not rely on rare materials or complex manufactur-
ing and ready use of waste heat and sustainable energy 
sources, such as wind power, offer fewer constraints than 
the other common processes.

The main advantages in the BCE system for water 
desalination are listed below. 
• The BCE collects water vapour throughout the entire 

body of the salt solution as compared to MSF, which 
uses only the surface of the heating plates as the 
main water vapour transfer site.

• The BCE process is uniform and controlled because 
it does not involve boiling.

• Very fast vapour collection of a few tenths of a sec-
ond for 1-3 mm diameter bubbles.

• High rising velocity of saturated bubbles within the 
BCE system.

• Air f low produces continuously renewed bubbles 
and high surface area of evaporating surfaces.

• No requirement for feedwater pre-treatment as in 
SWRO.

• System is self-cleaning via the flotation process.
• Sub-boiling process easier to control compared with 

MSF and doesn’t produce scaling.
• Can concentrate to a much higher level, up to 6 m 

NaCl, than either SWRO or MSF, i.e. produces high-
er recovery rate.

• Simple design will give low capital cost compared 
with MSF.

• Single stage and continuous process produces high 
quality water.

• Well suited for sustainable wind power for air flow 
generation and use of waste industrial hot gases.

• Does not need vacuum pumps to reduce pressure 
and boiling point, compared with MSF.

• Use of heated gas inflow offers an ideal process for 
control of column temperature and hence evapora-
tion rate.

4.7. Water sterilization using the BCE 

The high heat transfer coefficients created within 
the BCE system can be used to thermally destroy bio-
logical organisms well below the boiling point and it has 
recently been established that sterilization occurs due to 
transitory impact of biological species with hot gas bub-
bles by collisions with the heated air-water interface, 
although the column temperature remains low and actu-
ally even favours the growth of bacterial colonies present 
in typical contaminated water.21-22

In the first BCE sterilization study,22 hot gas bub-
bles up to 150 °C were used and in a more recent study 
bubbles up to 250 °C21 were passed into a water column 
via a glass sinter with 40-100 µm pores. The effects of 
exposure on sterilizing water were examined with differ-
ent time intervals and typical results showed that only 2 
min flow of 250 °C air was required to destroy almost 
all of the coliforms in the solution. The degree of steri-
lization was determined using natural lake water heav-
ily contaminated with coliforms from waterfowl and 
land run-off. These coliform counts, obtained through 
the membrane filtration method, were used to measure 
the degree of sterilization using hot gas bubbling under 
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a range of conditions but in all cases where the column 
solution temperature never exceeded the optimum grow-
ing temperature for the coliforms.21-22

The presence of a salt that inhibits bubble coalescence 
in the solution serves to preserve finer bubbles of the heat-
ed gas, enhancing the number of bubble collisions with 
the biological species by ensuring a higher gas-liquid con-
tact surface area and higher surface area per gas volume 
which leads to improved sterilization rates.

The use of added NaCl enhances the rate of water 
sterilization as air bubbles more typically in the 
approximate size range of 1 to 3 mm diameter increase 
the probabilities of bubble collisions with typically 
small microorganisms ranging from 2 to 5 µm in size. 
It is worth mentioning that after 2 mins very few coli-
form colonies were still observed for columns with 
added NaCl in the solution, which produced the small-
er bubbles.

4.8. Thermolysis of solutes in aqueous solution 

Thermal sterilization studies with the BCE led to the 
suggestion that this process could also facilitate ther-
mal decomposition of some solutes in aqueous solutions, 
even at lower solution temperatures and at a faster rate 
than is normally produced via the direct heating of a 
bulk solution. Studies of the use of the BCE process for 
the thermal decomposition of solutes have recently been 
reported.8,52 This study examined the thermal decompo-
sition of ammonium bicarbonate (NH4HCO3) in aque-
ous solution. This salt has been used for important appli-
cations, such as a draw solution in Forward Osmosis 53 
and, more recently, in the regeneration of ion exchange 
resins.54 A second solute in widespread use is potassium 
persulfate (K2S2O8) which was also studied in aqueous 
solutions. This salt is often used as a radical initiator for 
the process of emulsion polymerization.55

4.8.1. Decomposition of NH4HCO3 solutions 

Typical decomposition results obtained using dif-
ferent solution conditions8 clearly demonstrate that 
the BCE process is much more efficient for NH4HCO3 
decomposition, especially compared with the standard 
method, which is, using a stirred water bath at the same 
solution temperature, of 45 °C. For example, in the BCE 
process, 90% thermal decomposition of NH4HCO3 was 
obtained after 30 min of bubbling of 150 °C air through 
0.5m solutions.8

The initial high (2 m) concentration of NH4HCO3 
used in these BCE experiments was found to inhibit 

bubble coalescence, producing small bubbles. However, 
after 30 min of the BCE process, the significant reduc-
tion in NH4HCO3 concentration produced larger bubbles 
of the same diameter as those observed in pure water, 
which also confirms the decomposition of NH4HCO3 salt 
into ammonia and carbon dioxide gases.8

4.8.2. Proposed Mechanism of BCE Solute 

Pre-heated gas bubbles introduced and passed 
through the aqueous solution, must produce a transient 
hot surface layer around each rising bubble. The tran-
sient hot surface layer will have a higher temperature 
than the average temperature of the aqueous solution. 
We believe that it is the interaction of the solute with 
this transient hot surface layer which results in the ther-
mal decomposition of the solute, even when the average 
temperature of the aqueous solution remains below the 
temperature at which it would normally cause thermal/
chemical decomposition of the solute. For situations 
where thermal decomposition is either required very 
quickly or at reduced temperature, the BCE method 
offers a new approach.

4.9. Inhibition of particle growth in a BCE

At first, it might appear that the BCE process, with 
continuous water evaporation via the rising dry bubbles, 
could be used to slowly increase supersaturation levels 
and hence cause precipitation. However, it was discov-
ered23 using aqueous CaCl2 and K2SO4 mixtures that the 
BCE process actually has a significant inhibition effect 
on the precipitation process, and as these particles grow 
the turbidity was monitored with time during the pre-
cipitation. In this case, with no added foreign nucleating 
particles, turbidity values within the BCE solutions were 
fairly constant with time over more than 300 mins, even 
though in quiescent solutions, at this same supersatura-
tion level, significant particle growth was observed much 
earlier.

These results suggest that the high density of rising 
bubbles might disrupt sub-nuclei or molecular clusters 
in the solution during precipitation and, in addition, the 
charged surfaces of the bubbles might have a big pertur-
bation on interacting ions involved in nucleation and 
growth. A similar phenomenon was reported by J. W. 
Mullin and K. D. Raven56-57 who found that an increase 
in the intensity of agitation does not always lead to an 
increase in nucleation, which might be explained by 
assuming that agitation can disrupt sub-nuclei or molec-
ular clusters in the solution. Stirred systems are also 
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complex in that, for example, different types of impellers 
can have a significant effect on other process parameters 
of crystallization58 and can lead to the production of dif-
ferent crystal shapes.59

4.10. Other potential applications 

The BCE process, in addition to its applications in 
wastewater concentration, could at the same time be 
used to inactivate different types of viruses and enzymes 
in the wastewater. The BCE hot air system could also 
possibly be used for the sterilization of dairy and dairy 
based products and could even be used for the produc-
tion of chiral compounds. In addition, the bubble col-
umn system could be effective in treating water-based 
foods, beverages, blood and blood related products and 
it might also be employed in specific stages for the treat-
ment of pharmaceutical products. The BCE could also be 
used for carbon capture by adding surfactant to produce 
a continuous flow of CO2 foam from hot waste industrial 
gases. This foam could be transported and then buried 
under pressure to reduce total volume and foam cell size 
for long term storage.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This updated review article examines the theoretical 
background and the applicability of the BCE process to 
several important industrial applications. The design and 
development of the BCE are established on the two main 
features (1) higher overall mass transfer coefficient and 
(2) efficient heat transfer coefficient, which is a prerequi-
site for different bubble column evaporator applications. 
It is argued that a thorough and in-depth understanding 
of the BCE system, when used with aqueous solutions, is 
critically dependent on the physical properties of water. 
Further detailed studies would be required to develop 
large scale industrial applications of this technique.
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LIST OF PARAMETERS, DEFINITIONS AND UNITS

(∆Hvap): enthalpy of vaporization (kJ/mol)
CMC: critical micelle concentration of a surfactant (M)
tbl: bubble layer thickness (m)

(Tc): is the water vapour density at the steady state col-
umn temperature (Tc) (in mol/m3)
r: radius of the bubble (m)
ρw: is the liquid water density (mol/m3)
Cp and Cs: are the air (at constant pressure) and solution 
(or water) specific heat capacities (in J/m3 K)
Δt: estimated transient temperature increase in the solu-
tion layer surrounding the bubbles (K)
ΔT: temperature reduction within the cooling bubbles 
(K)
δ: estimated heated layer thickness around partially 
cooled hot bubble (m)
Ti: initial bubble temperature (K)
Tb: temperature of partially cooled bubbles (in K) 
assumed to be equal to 100 °C
Tc: column solution temperature (K)
U∞: is the bubble rise velocity in an infinite liquid (m/s)
η: is the coefficient of viscosity of the liquid (Nsm-2)
ρw: is the density of the liquid (kg/m3)
a: is the gas bubble radius in eqn (3) (m)
g: is the gravitational constant (9.81m/s2)
k: in eqn (3) is a bubble rise constant
Cp(Te); is the specific heat per unit volume of gas at con-
stant pressure and at temperature Te (J/m3 K)
Te: steady state temperature of the solution in a bubble 
column (K)
ρv(Te): is the water vapour density at temperature Te 
(mol/m3)
ΔHvap(Te): is the enthalpy of vaporization of water at 
temperature Te (J/mol)
ΔT: is the temperature difference between the gas enter-
ing and leaving the column (K)
ΔP: is the hydrostatic differential pressure, between the 
gas inlet into the sinter and atmospheric pressure at the 
top of the column (Pa)

(Te): mass heat capacity of gas at temperature Te (J/kg 
K)
mg : is the mass of air (or gas) per cubic meter at Te (kg/
m3)
P : gas pressure (Pa)
ΔV: change in gas volume at temperature Te (m3)

: the heat capacity of gas under constant volume con-
ditions (J/m3 K)

: the heat capacity of gas under constant pressure con-
ditions (J/m3 K)
Vb: volume of a bubble (m3)
rw

He: water vapour density from helium sparged solution 
(mol/m3)
rw

air: water vapour density from air sparged solution 
(mol/m3)
R: gas constant (J/K mol)
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Abstract. The report is concerned with the design and synthesis of a mixed bead resin 
for high salt level desalination. The resin allows for the simultaneous exchange of both 
anions and cations, within the same polymer. This improves the efficiency of desalina-
tion at seawater levels. A novel process for sustainable and low energy desalination for 
brackish water has already been achieved via ion exchange resins as explained below. 
The advance in resin technology improves a novel membrane process with closed–
cycle regeneration of the resin. It is a superior alternative to reverse osmosis.

Keywords: thermal decomposition, bubble column evaporator, zwitterionic polymer 
resin, desalination, ion-exchange resin, ammonium bicarbonate, hollow 
fibre membrane.

1. INTRODUCTION

Current desalination techniques like distillation and reverse osmosis 
(RO) are so energy intensive processes that they are often marginal economi-
cally.1 A promising alternative discussed in this volume comprises mixed cat-
ion and anion ion-exchange resins, that remove salt. It offers several advan-
tages in desalination, such as low-input pressure, simple setup, high efficien-
cy and also does not require an extensive pre-treatment. Success requires 
removal of the salt and regeneration of the resin by the ammonium bicarbo-
nate technology described 2-4 and further below.

Ion exchange beads, in typical commercial applications, are mixed and 
widely used in order to adsorb different ions onto their surfaces. The process 
has been used over many years in various water treatment processes, and con-
sumes less energy than distillation and reverse osmosis. However, it has lim-
ited capacity to remove and adsorb ions in seawatwer and even fairly concen-
trated brackish water. An ion-exchange resin reaches a ‘spent’ point, at which 
the majority of the ion-receiver sites on the surface of the beads are depleted 
and no longer adsorb ions in aqueous solution. This problem can be resolved 
by maintaining separation of cationic and anionic beads following by regen-
eration of each with large volumes of strong acid and strong base. This limits 
the economic viability of the technique for desalination applications.2,5
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Our published results2 have shown that ammonium 
bicarbonate (AB) can regenerate the spent resin without 
the need for separation of cationic and anionic resins 
and also the use of strong acid and strong base regenera-
tion. Ammonium bicarbonate (AB) is a thermolytic salt, 
which is capable of decomposing in aqueous solution at 
low temperatures, ranging between 35 and 80 °C.6 The 
decomposition is described by below reaction:

NH4HCO3 (aq)≜NH3 (g)+CO2 (g)+H2O (1)

Using an AB solution as regenerant resolves the 
regeneration issue, and apparently for the first time. 
Ammonium bicarbonate is unique in having the neces-
sary properties for regeneration. The decomposition of 
the product AB solution also provides drinking water, as 
well as re-forming the resin.5 

This work relates to use of mixed bead resin for 
high salt level desalination and also potential processes 
for regeneration of the resin. The resin material pro-
duced the polyampholytic hydrogel and zwitterionic 
resins to simultaneously exchange ions and cations in 
desalination at salt concentrations approaching seawa-
ter levels, and the regeneration process is comprised of 
washing the resin with high concentration of ammo-
nium bicarbonate solutions. The recovery of the latter 
compound can be performed using either, a closed cycle 
hollow fibre membrane system or by using a suitable 
bubble column evaporator (BCE). These methods offer 
the advantage of re-using the ammonium bicarbonate 
as an in situ regenerator for the mixed bead resin desal-
ination system.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

2.1. Materials

Certified reagent grade chemical (>99% purity) 
ammonium bicarbonate (NH4HCO3) was supplied by 
Sigma-Aldrich and was used without further purifica-
tion. Aqueous solutions were prepared using deionized, 
ultrafiltered water (Milli-Q). 

For the decomposition experiment using a bubble 
column evaporator, a glass sinter column (Büchner type, 
Pyrex® Borosilicate, VWR) with 120 mm diameter filled 
with 250 mL solution was used. The inlet air tempera-
ture was varied using a Tempco air heater (300W) with 
a thermocouple temperature monitor and an AC Variac 
electrical supply. The gases (air and nitrogen) were pro-
duced by cylinder (Coregas Pty Ltd, Australia) and a 
BOC gas flow meter.

2.2. Synthesis of strong acid and strong base polymer resins 

The resin is synthesised by synthesis of two differ-
ent strong acid and strong base resins. The resins com-
prise a chemical cross-linked polyampholytic resin and a 
crosslinked zwitterionic polymer, both resins containing 
strong acid and strong base on the same polymer.

2.2.1. A chemical cross-linked polyampholytic resin 
materials 

2.2.1.1. Materials 

2-acrylamido-2-methylpropanesulphonic acid sodi-
um salt solution (AMPS) (anionic monomer), 3-(meth-
acryloylamino) propyl-trimethylammonium chloride 
solution (MPTC) (cationic monomer), ethylene glycol 
dimethacrylate (EGDMA) (crosslinking agent), 25% glu-
taraldehyde (GA) and alpha-glutaric acid (initiator) were 
used for synthesis. Several salts: 98% sodium chloride, 
99% sodium sulphate, magnesium chloride (AR grade) 
and magnesium sulphate (AR grade) were used to study 
swelling and conductivity and absorption properties. 
Chemical structures of AMPS and MPTC compounds 
are shown in Figure 1. All chemicals were purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich, Australia as a reagent grade. 365 
nm, 230 Volts, 8 Watts UV-lamp and 365 nm Ultravio-
let Crosslinker replacement tubes were purchased from 
John Morris Scientific Pty Ltd.

2.2.1.2. Methods 

Several different reaction cells were tested for the 
UV polymerisation process to produce the polymer. 
The most suitable method was based on using an array 
of glass tubes of 1 cm diameter and 0.8 cm inner-diam-
eter and of 10 cm length. Cross-linked polyampholy-
tic resins were synthesised within the glass tubes using 
the one-step copolymerisation of an anionic monomer, 
a cationic monomer and a crosslink agent (EGDMA). 
2-oxoglutaric acid was used as initiator. Cross-linked 
polyampholytic resins were produced with a range of 
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of the cationic and anionic mono-
mers used to produce the polyampholytic hydrogel.
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different composition ratio. The ratio of momoners are 
shown in Table 1. 0.5 M NaCl was used to fill the reac-
tion cell. The UV reactions used 8 Watts at 250 volts, 
with a 365 nm ultraviolet lamp, for 15 hours. After reac-
tion, the product was immersed in water for 1 week to 
allow the product to equilibrate and to wash out the 
residue unreacted chemicals.

2.2.2. A crosslinked zwitterionic polymer

2.2.2.1. Materials

p-Phenylene diamine and glutaraldehyde in dime-
thyl formamide (DMF) and 1,3-propane sultone in DMF 
were used as reactants for synthesis of the zwitterionic 
compounds. All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich, Australia as a reagent grade.

2.2.2.2. Methods

This resin was prepared using 5 mmol of p-phe-
nylene diamine in 20 mL of DMF and 5 mmol of glutar-
aldehyde in 20mL of DMF were prepared separately in a 
different beaker. The solution was mixed and refluxed at 
80°C for 1 hr. Then, 15 mmol of 1,3-propane sultone in 
10 mL of DMF was added in the reaction and refluxed 
at 70°C for 3 hr. The final product was washed sev-
eral times with hot water to remove residual unreacted 
chemicals. Figure 3 shows the chemical structure of the 
zwitterionic polymer. 

2.3. Bubble column evaporator system as an example for 
the ammonium bicarbonate recovery

Laboratory grade air and nitrogen separately was 
heated at 275 °C using a Tempco air heater (300 W) with 
a thermocouple temperature monitor and an AC Variac 
electrical supply to produce high-surface-area gas/water 
interface into a 120mm diameter open-top glass column 
(Büchner type, Pyrex® Borosilicate, VWR) filled with 250 
mL of the ammonium bicarbonate solution. The bub-
ble column evaporator apparatus used to study improved 
decomposition with a high-temperature gas (air) flow is 
shown in our previous work.7 The actual temperature of 
the dry gas flowing into the solution was measured at the 
centre of the sinter by a Tenmars thermometer (±1.5 °C) 
without any solution in the column. The gases (air and 
nitrogen) were produced from cylinders (Coregas Pty Ltd, 
Australia) and a BOC gas flow meter was used to measure 
flow rates. The temperature of the column solution was 
also continuously monitored using a thermocouple posi-
tioned at the centre of the column solution. The air flow 
at temperatures of 300–600 °C was needed to produce gas 
temperatures just above the glass sinter up to 275 °C, and 
this necessitated the use of steel and brass connectors for 
the downstream output from the heater and the use of 
FM Insulation Rock Wool as an insulating material.

Using the measured electrical conductivities of the 
NH4HCO3 solutions at different time intervals, the per-
cent decomposition of NH4HCO3 at time (t) in the either 
membrane or the bubble column evaporator process was 
calculated using the formula:

Decomposition%=[1 – ]×100 (2)

Where [NH4HCO3]t is the concentration of NH4HCO3 
at time (t) during the decomposition operation and 

Table 1. The different molar ratios of reactant chemicals used for 
the polyampholytic resin syntheses.

Monomers
Crosslink agent Initiator*

AMPS MPTC

1 1 0 1
1 1 0 4
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 4
1 1 2 1
1 1 2 4

*note that the initiator concentrations 1- 4 refers to the ratio of 
monomer and 0.25% mole of initiator (i.e. for ‘1’, with ‘4’ corre-
sponding to 1%).

O

S

O

O

1,3-propane sultone p-Phenylene diamine

NH2

H2N

Figure 2. Chemical structures of the cationic and anionic mono-
mers used to produce the zwitterionic resins.

Figure 3. The zwitterionic polymer compound.
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[NH4HCO3]0 is the initial concentration of NH4HCO3, 
just before pouring the solution into the membrane con-
tactor or the bubble column evaporator. Electrical con-
ductivity values of all the solutions were measured using 
a EUTECH CON 700 Conductivity Bench.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Polyampholytic and polyzwitterionic resins 

Ion adsorption equilibria were studied for both res-
ins using monovalent (NaCl) and divalent (MgSO4) salt 
solutions. Typical results for the polyampholytic resin are 
shown in Figure 4 This graphs the absorption of salts by 
crosslink hydrogels. Similar adsorption isotherms were 
obtained with the polyzwitterionic resin, with a maxi-
mum NaCl adsorption of about 28 mmol/g (dry wt). Both 
resins indicate enhanced adsorption capacity compared 
with typical results obtained using commercial mixed-
bed strong acid-strong base systems. These give about 5 
mmol NaCl/g (dry wt). The high adsorption rates show 
an increased efficiency of using the new resins in desal-
ination compared to commercial resins. In addition, 
the latter resins are expected to have a shorter operat-
ing lifespan due to their regeneration using strong acid 
strong base This damages their polymeric structures. 

The results in Figure 4 were obtained based on the 
electrical conductivities for different solutions when they 
were exposed to different ion exchange resins. These 
results are given below in Table 2-5.

3.2. AB decomposition using the bubble column evaporator

Some typical decomposition results (using air and 
nitrogen) obtained under different solution conditions 

are given in Figure 5. These results clearly demonstrate 
that the improved bubble column evaporator process is 
much more efficient for NH4HCO3 decomposition than 
the standard method using simple stirred heating (i.e. 
without bubble column evaporator) at the same solu-
tion temperature of around 57 °C. The results in Figure 
5 obtained for different stirring conditions showed that Figure 4. Adsorption of cross-linked polyampholytic resins equili-

brated in NaCl and MgSO4.

Table 2. Electrical conductivity results for the hydrogel polymer dry 
sample (weight 0.05 g) in 50 mL NaCl solution.

Concentration (M)
Conductivity (mS/cm)

Before After

0.2 19.14 18.74
0.25 23.2 22.8
0.3 27.3 26.4
0.4 34.9 33.7
0.5 41.3 40.5

Table 3. Electrical conductivity results for the zwitterionic polymer 
dry sample (weight 0.05 g) in 50 mL NaCl solution.

Concentration (M)
Conductivity (mS/cm)

Before After

0.1 10.43 10.34
0.3 27.5 24.8
0.5 35.4 34.1

Table 4. Electrical conductivity results for 0.2 M salts solution 
(Conductivity in solution).

Conductivity (mS/cm)

day 0 day 1 day 2 day 3

NaCl 18.98 18.66 18.62 18.38
MgSO4 15.96 15.92 15.82 15.69

DI water 0.0025 0.01329 0.037 0.053

Table 5. Electrical conductivity results for 0.2 M salts solution 
(Conductivity in gel) 

Conductivity (mS/cm)

day 0 day 1 day 2 day 3

NaCl 15.64 16.73 16.3
MgSO4 13.5 13.75 14.03

DI water 0.0363 0.042 0.0573
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the decomposition rates for simple heating (without bub-
ble column evaporator) remained the same, which indi-
cates that the continuous mixing by the bubbling pro-
cess in the bubble column evaporator did not itself con-
tribute to the NH4HCO3 decomposition.

During the experiments, it was also observed that 
the presence of NH4HCO3 at concentrations above about 
0.5 m inhibited bubble coalescence to a similar degree as 
0.17 M NaCl,8 and that fine (1-3 mm diameter) bubbles 
were produced in the bubble column evaporator process. 
The thermal decomposition of ammonium bicarbonate 
solutions into ammonia and carbon dioxide gases and 
the resulting reduction in NH4HCO3 concentration can 
clearly be seen by the increase in bubble size.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

An ion exchange resin was used for high salt level 
water desalination, with the resin comprising either a 
chemically cross-linked ampholytic polymer resin or 
a cross-linked zwitterionic polymer resin, on the same 
polymer chain, wherein the ampholytic polymer resin 
and the zwitterionic polymer resin each contain strong 
acid and base groups on the same polymer chain.

The current laboratory system could be scaled up 
and optimised either with a commercial mixed-bed 
resin (strong acid/strong base mixed resin) or a novel 
mixed bead resin of the type used in this study but using 
ammonium bicarbonate for the closed-cycle regeneration 
of the resin, which offers an energy efficient desalina-

tion process. The resin regeneration process could also 
be combined with the bubble column evaporator method 
in order to recycle ammonium bicarbonate in a simple 
and efficient way. This can potentially be used as a new 
method to treat brackish groundwater in remote com-
munities to replace current techniques, such as, reverse 
osmosis and thermal distillation which both have expen-
sive maintenance requirements and are more difficult to 
establish.
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Abstract. This paper reports the synthesis and properties of new polymer resins con-
taining strong acid and base groups for optimising applications in desalination. Sev-
eral polyampholytic gels were synthesised with a ratio of 1:1 of strong acid (sulpho-
nate) and strong base (quaternary ammonium) groups and a zwitterionic resin with a 
1:1 strong acid and base ratio. The physico-chemical properties of these highly charged 
resins were studied in electrolyte solutions over a range of pH values, in particular: 
effects of chemical cross-linking, water and electrolyte swelling; bulk electrical conduc-
tivities and surface charging properties in different pH values. The results from absorp-
tion of NaCl showed that the resins have considerable potential for more effective 
desalination than other resin-based techniques.

Keywords: Zwitterionic polymer resin, polyampholytic resins, desalination, ion-
exchange resin, ammonium bicarbonate.

INTRODUCTION

One of several themes of this Substantia volume on novel technologies for 
water processing concerns desalination. It has been shown that mixed cationic 
and anionic ion exchange resins can be used to great effect in a new desalina-
tion process. This is far more efficient in all aspects (in excess of 30%) to the 
present best reverse osmosis (RO) and other techniques in use. The claim may 
seem extravagant. But it is the result of extensive evaluation by a major inter-
national company that builds RO plants worldwide. Our aim here is to seek to 
improve this new ion exchange based technology even further.

If we can build an ion exchange resin in which cationic and anionic 
exchange sites are on the same polymer, nanometers apart only, that in prin-
ciple should do the job. Few such synthetic polymers are known. Hydrogels 
are composed of three-dimensional networks of polymers made of natu-
ral or synthetic materials that possess a high degree of flexibility. They have 
the ability to swell or de-swell, and to retain a significant fraction of water 
within their structure. In this study we have developed a new method to 
synthesise polyampholytic hydrogels containing strong acid and strong base 
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ionic groups. The chemical and physical properties of 
highly charged hydrogels are of interest besides because 
of their potential as controllable shape materials.1 Shape 
can be controlled in several ways: by moderating the 
electrostatic interaction between the strong acid and 
base groups, their degree of hydration and hydropho-
bicity and also by the extent of chemical cross-linking 
within the resin. The range of control variables, includ-
ing chemical composition make these materials of inter-
est for their mechanical and electrical properties, their 
water absorption/swelling properties and their poten-
tial for selective solute separation. Especially because 
of the proximity of the cation and anion groups, the 
Hofmeister effect and other specific ion effects offer wide 
flexibility beyond electrostatics alone. The combination 
of chemical bonding as well as hydration/hydrophobic 
interactions and van der Waals forces offers a remarka-
bly diverse range of materials with wide-ranging proper-
ties, and hence applications to specific ion separation.2,3

THE BACKGROUND TO HYDROGELS

By definition a hydrogel is a polymeric material 
which swells significantly when immersed in aqueous 
solution. These polymers can be covalently or ionically 
crosslinked to control this swelling.4 Hydrogels typically 
have water contents over 80% (by wt). Non-crosslinked 
polyampholytic compounds can show gel-like prop-
erties due to ionic cross-links that are formed by one 
molecule with other polymer chains, which induces 
enhanced plasticity and higher yield stress. These com-
pounds will completely dissolve in aqueous concentrated 
salt solutions (e.g. 4 M NaCl) at high temperatures (> 50 
°C), typically within days.1 This has been assumed to be 
because the electrostatic binding between the numerous 
oppositely charged groups, holding the matrix together, 
is weakened by the presence of an excess of oppositely 
charged ions in an immersing solution and also with 
increasing the temperature. Prima facie this is not so. 
Because even without salt the effective Debye length is 
so small that electrostatic forces will be screened. With 
4 M salt they are irrelevant. For many applications it is 
important to introduce controlled chemical cross-link-
ing and swelling. The current study takes this issue on 
board for several hydrogels and, for comparison, a typi-
cal non-swelling polyzwitterionic resin.

Polyampholytes have already been used as additives 
in papermaking to improve strength.5 They are being 
considered for some biological replacement applications6 
and for controlled drug release.7 Recently, polyampho-
lytic hydrogels have also been employed for the efficient 

removal of heavy metal ions from contaminated waste-
water.8 These applications are facilitated by the highly 
accessible open structure of these swollen polymers in 
water.9 It was shown first by Chandrasekar and Pashley10 
that commercial strong acid and strong base mixed res-
ins might be used to advantage for desalting water; the 
exhausted resin being regenerated by a process involv-
ing ammonium bicarbonate (AB) rather than acid and 
base washing.10 See also other papers in this volume for 
detailed application.

Polyampholytic latices have small particle sizes 
that are similar to the polyampholytic resins. Typically, 
they contain weak acid and base carboxylic and tertiary 
amine groups. They have been recently synthesised and 
they show high ability to adsorb different divalent metal 
ions such as Ca(II), Cd(II), Cu(II), Mg(II), Ni(II), Pb(II) 
and Zn(II).11 Another study has shown that these latices 
can exchange both cations and anions.12 Similar ionic 
exchange properties are found in protein molecules as 
well as in biomolecules, which have both cationic and 
anionic sites to adsorb multivalent ions of either sign.13-15  
There are a variety of factors that affect ion adsorp-
tion properties of polyampholytic ion exchange resins; 
including pH of the electrolyte solution16,17, tempera-
ture18,19, ionic strength of the electrolyte solutions20,21, 
the ratio of acid to basic groups and the affinities of spe-
cific counter ions.22-24 

The polyampholytic latices are zwitterionic, and 
usually show a pH where they have net zero charge 
(pzc), or an isoelectric point (IEP). In order to assign 
an effective IEP of such latices that throws light on the 
behaviour of adsorption sites present on the particles, 
surface charge measurements and ionization models can 
be used.25-27

Hydrogel based compounds synthesised with 
2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane sulfonic acid (AMPS) 
have attracted extensive attention due to their strong 
ionizable sulfonate group. AMPS dissociates completely 
over a wide pH range, so the hydrogels derived from it 
show pH independent swelling properties.28, 29 Hydro-
gels containing amide and sulfonic groups, can form 
coordinate bonds with metal ions for water purifica-
tion.30 Ayman et al.31 prepared acrylamide (AM) and 
AMPS based hydrogel. They found that these hydrogels 
can take up several heavy metal ions, such as Cu (II), Cd 
(II) and Fe (III) from aqueous solutions. The recovery 
of hydrogels was also produced by immersion in acidic 
media. Yan et al.32 synthesised a series of homogeneous 
cross-linked uncharged and sulfonated hydrogel mem-
branes using poly(ethylene glycol diacrylate) (PEGDA) 
copolymerized with AMPS. Different concentrations of 
sodium chloride solutions were used to determine the 
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uptake of ion content (Na+ and Cl-) based on charge 
density measurements on the membranes. 

A NOVEL DEVELOPMENT IN HYDROGELS

All the studies mentioned above dealt only with the 
physical properties of the final hydrogels without con-
sidering a way to regenerate them. Therefore, interest 
has focused on finding novel sorbents with high adsorp-
tion capacities, fast adsorption/desorption rate, and easy 
separation and regeneration. The present work offers a 
novel regeneration process for depleted resins, using 
ammonium bicarbonate, that can regenerate the resins. 
Since it can also be readily decomposed into ammo-
nia and carbon dioxide gases, this offers a reusable 
compound for the adsorption/desorption regeneration 
process. That is, without the need to use acid and base 
regeneration.

This property is unique to ammonium carbonate 
and is the basis of our desalination process. The work is 
motivated by a novel patented ion-exchange water desal-
ination process with PCT application number: PCT/
AU2019/P110031.33

The main subject of the patent is a cross-linked 
organic polymer containing mixed beads of both posi-
tively and negatively charged ions at the nano scale. By 
integrating the positively and negatively charged ions on 
the one polymer, the ions are much closer together, at a 
nano scale, which substantially improves their absorp-
tion capacity.

The innovation relates to the application of a new, 
simple and low-cost method for continuously removing 
salt from the resin (i.e. resin regeneration process). The 
use of an environmentally inert ammonium bicarbo-
nate (AB) wash avoids the requirement for the depletion 
of expensive chemical reagents (i.e. acids and bases) or 
for heat required for resin regeneration. These are major 
advances.

These two innovations open up the possibility for 
other high-value applications of the technology, in addi-
tion to desalination applications, such as selective solute 
removal from contaminated water, for example, heavy 
metal ions and PFAS ions. 

MATERIALS & METHODS

3-(methacryloylamino) propyl-trimethylammonium 
chloride (MPTC) and 2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane 
sulfonic salt solution (AMPS) were used as strong acid 
cationic and strong base anionic monomers, respec-

tively. Alpha-ketoglutaric acid was used as the initia-
tor. Ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA), and 25% 
glutaraldehyde (GA) were used during the synthesis as 
the chemical crosslinking agent. To synthesise the zwit-
terionic polymer compounds N’N’-methylene bisacryla-
mide, PEG 400 and 1,3-propane sultone were used as 
monomers.

Several salts: 98% sodium chloride, 99% sodium sul-
phate, magnesium chloride (AR grade) and magnesium 
sulphate (AR grade) were used to study swelling and con-
ductivity properties. All chemicals were used as purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich, Australia without further purifica-
tion. Electrical conductivity values of all the solutions 
were measured using a EUTECH CON 700 Conductiv-
ity Bench. A Zetasizer Nano instrument (Malvern Instru-
ments Ltd.) was used to study the size distribution of the 
dry ground resin particles and the zeta-potentials of these 
particles dispersed in various electrolyte solutions. The 
chemical structures of the monomers used to produce the 
polyampholytic hydrogels are show in Figure 1.

The synthesised resins were characterised by micro-
elemental analysis using Vario MICRO cube elemental 
analysers (Elementar Analysensysteme GmbH, Ger-
many) and by Fourier-transform Infrared spectroscopy 
(FTIR) in KBr from 400‒4000 cm-1, using a Jasco FT/
IR-6000 FTIR Spectrometer.

Polyampholyte Hydrogel Synthesis Method

Polyampholyte hydrogels were synthesized using 
a one-step copolymerization process. A mixed aque-
ous solution (monomers and initiator) was prepared 
and poured into the several reaction cells. It was found 
that glass cells with 0.5 cm tube diameter and 9.5 cm 
long were suitable for the polymerisation reaction. The 
fraction of chemicals in the reaction have been studied 
in different ratios, as shown in Table 1. They were each 
irradiated with 365 nm UV light, 8 Watts, (John Morris 
Scientific Pty Ltd.) for 15 hr at a distance of 5 cm. After 
polymerization, the product was immersed in a large 
amount of water for 1 week to reach equilibrium and to 
wash away the residual, unreacted chemicals. Parameters 
were varied for the polymerization reaction; for exam-
ple, the time for irradiation, distance between reaction 
cell and UV light source, as well as the ratio of chemi-
cal reactants and crosslinking agents. In the crosslink-
ing processes, the product was treated by reflux reaction 
with glutaraldehyde and by UV copolymerization with 
added EGDMA.

For our study, several reaction cells were designed 
and developed for the polymerization reaction, as shown 
in Figure 2. Firstly, a rectangular metal sheet made from 
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tin and an upper plate glass cover was used, as recom-
mended in the literature. However, the results showed 
that tin metal also reacts with the chemicals. Th erefore, 
an all-glass rectangular reaction cell was developed. Nev-
ertheless, atmospheric gases still diff used into the mix-
ture during UV polymerisation and aff ected the reac-
tion. Oxygen gas is known to react with radicals and can 
change the polymerisation reaction. An array of glass 
tubes with closed-off  ends to reduce gas inlet diff usion 
was therefore used and this was found to be the most 
suitable reaction cell for the UV polymerisation reaction.

Zwitterionic Resin Synthesis Method

Th e “zwitterionic” polymer shown in Figure 3 was 
synthesised using 5 mmol of p-phenylene diamine (0.54 
g) in 20 mL of dimethylformamide (DMF) together with 

AMPS*

MPTC**

(a) Monomers for synthesis of polyampholytic hydrogel
*2-Acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic acid sodium salt solu-
tion
**3-(methacryloylamino) propyl-trimethylammonium chloride

   
p-Phenylene diamine          1,3-propane sultone 
(b) Reactants for synthesis of zwitterionic resins

Figure 1. Chemical structures of the monomers used to produce: 
(a) the polyampholytic hydrogel and (b) the zwitterionic resins.

Table 1. Th e ratio of monomers (molar ratio), initiator and crosslink-
ing agent used in various synthesis reactions. In this table the ini-
tiator concentrations 1-4 refer to the ratio of monomers and 0.25% 
mole of initiator (i.e. for ‘1’, and with ‘4’ corresponding to 1%).

AMPS MPTC 2-oxoglutaric 
acid EGDMA

1 1 1 -
1 1 4 -
1 2 1 -
2 1 1 -
1 1 1 1
1 1 4 2
1 1 1 2
1 1 4 2

a) Rectangular metal sheet b) Array of glass tubes

Figure 2. Th is schematic fi gure shows the diff erent types of reaction cells that were designed and developed in the study. (a) rectangular 
metal and glass sheet with the reactive monomer liquid in the space between (b) an array of glass tubes with closed-off  ends, with the reac-
tive monomer liquid enclosed in the tubes.
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5 mmol of glutaraldehyde (0.47 mL) in 20 mL of DMF, 
prepared separately in a different beaker. The solu-
tions were mixed and refluxed at 80 °C for 1 hr. Then, 
15 mmol of 1,3-propane sultone (1.32 mL) in 10 mL of 
DMF was added to the reaction and refluxed at 70 °C 
for 3 hr. The final product was washed several times 
with hot water to remove residual chemicals. The prod-
uct was found to have a black gel-like form. The reason 
behind the colour is unclear, perhaps due to absorption 
of all light by the product, because of the aromatic ring 
of the product which has HOMO-LUMO energy gaps 
that absorbs light in the visible wavelengths (400‒700 
nm), causing the black appearance. From the molecular 
diagram it is clear that the C3 chain connecting the sul-
phonate to the imine N cation is not of sufficient length 
to allow close contact between the oppositely charged 

groups. This supports the view that this is indeed a zwit-
terionic polymer. However, it should also be realised that 
this polymer is not actually a pure zwitterionic polymer 
in any case because of the presence of a second imine 
group, which will readily become protonated in aque-
ous solutions below pH 10. This is due to the pKa value 
of the imine group, which is around 10. In typical aque-
ous solutions this polymer will therefore actually be a 
2+/1- ionic polymer and on dissolution will also act to 
increase the solution pH.

Powdered Resin Samples Preparation

The products of the various polyampholyte hydro-
gels and the zwitterionic resin compound were allowed 
to completely dry in a fume cupboard at room tempera-
ture. A mortar and pestle dry-grinding system was used 
to produce finely ground particle samples of each dry 
resin. The resins were all in the water-washed state, pri-
or to drying, to maintain maximum electrostatic bind-
ing of the polymer matrix and hence solid rigidity, to 
enhance dry-grinding efficiency.

FT-IR Results

The FT-IR spectra was obtained for both resin 
samples and are given in Figure 4. Broad absorptions 

Figure 3. The chemical structure of the pseudo zwitterionic poly-
mer studied here, as quoted in34.

Figure 4. FT-IR spectra for zwitterionic resin (Sample 1) and hydrogel resin (Sample 2).
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around 3400 cm-1 indicate free O‒H. Th e absorptions at 
2900–3000 cm-1 are due to the C‒H asymmetric stretch. 
Th e carboxybetaine was characterised by absorptions at 
1181 cm-1 (C‒CO‒C) stretched band in Sample 2 for the 
hydrogel resin. Also 1640 cm-1 indicates C=O stretching 
in this sample. Th e aromatic ring stretching absorptions 
(C=C and C=N) for the Sample 1 (zwitterionic resin) 
can be seen in the range 1413-1605 cm-1. Th e character-
istic absorption for sulfonate groups present in both res-
ins, appear at 1034 cm-1, 1035 cm-1 and 1640 cm-1, which 
are highly intense.34

RESULTS AND CHARACTERISATION

Several polyampholytic hydrogels, produced with-
out chemical crosslinking, were made from a ratio of 
1:1 (AMPS: MPTC) with initiator. Th ese resins readily 
produced a clear fi lm on drying but were also easily dis-
persed in water, losing their structure, as illustrated in 
the example in Figure 5.

Several polyampholytic hydrogels were formed with 
chemical crosslinking using EGDMA and GA. Th ese 
were added to the polymerisation reaction mixture to 

reduce the aqueous swelling properties of the hydrogels. 
An example of a suitable ratio of polyampholyte hydro-
gel with crosslinking agent is 1 : 1 : 2 : 1 (AMPS : MPTC 
: EGDMA : initiator ). Note that in this scheme ‘1’ for 
the initiator refers to a level of 0.25 %. Th e polymerisa-
tion results obtained show that chemically crosslinked 
hydrogels prevent the release of the constituent polymer 
chains when immersed in water, while still allowing sub-
stantial aqueous uptake or swelling.

By comparison, the zwitterionic polymer contain-
ing similar charged groups, that is sulphonate and quater-
nary ammonium groups, produced a black powder which 
showed little or no swelling in water, as illustrated in Figure 
6. Th e results of a swelling study showed that both zwitteri-
onic polymer products did not show any signifi cant swell-
ing in either pure water or a range of electrolyte solutions.

Th ese observations are consistent with the extent of 
chemical cross-linking expected in the fi nal product and the 
hydrophobicity of these polymers. A qualitative evaluation 
of the relative hydrophobicity of the powdered resin sam-
ples can be achieved using a simple ‘water fl oat test’. Small 
amounts of both the cross-linked hydrogel (dry ground 
into powder) and the zwitterionic resin (dry ground) pow-
der were carefully sprinkled onto the surface of water. 
Th ese observations indicate that the zwitterionic resin is 
much more hydrophobic, which is also consistent with its 
lack of swelling when immersed in water. By comparison, 
the hydrogel resin both swells substantially in water and is 
water wet, and so readily enters the aqueous phase.

Th e fi nely dry-ground resin samples were dispersed 
by simple stirring in water and 1mM NaCl solution at 
room temperature and the particle size distributions 
were measured using a Malvern Zetasizer light scatter-
ing instrument (model ZS). In addition, the zeta poten-
tials of the dispersed particles of each resin were meas-
ured in 1 mM NaCl solution, at room temperature. Typi-
cal results obtained are shown in Table 2.

Th e elemental analysis for two polymer resins show 
similar results for N, H and S atoms in their chemical 
structures, except that the zwitterionic resin had a high-
er level of carbon compared to the hydrogel resin. Th is 
is because the zwitterionic sample comprises a higher 
level of carbon in its aromatic rings. Th ese results are 
averaged based on two analyses for each sample and the 
average values are given in Table 3.

A summary of typical results obtained using the two 
powdered resin samples dispersed in 1mM NaCl in dif-
ferent pH values at room temperature is given in Table 
2. Th e results indicate that the polyampholytic particles 
are typically clumped together in water. Th is cannot be 
due to electrostatic binding between the positive and 
negative charged groups on facing polymer particles 

(a) (b)

Figure 5. These photographs illustrate that the polyamplolytic 
hydrogels formed without the use of chemical crosslinking agents 
formed clear plastic fi lms when dry (a) and then when equilibrated 
with excess water (b), the polymer chains completely dispersed. 

Figure 6. Th e product of the zwitterionic synthesis dry product (on 
left ) and the aft er 24 hours water-swelling (on right).
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alone and must involve some specific hydration effects.  
It is known from extensive work on microemulsions, 
force measurements between surfactant bilayers and 
NMR that the quaternary ammonium group has two 
tightly bound water molecules of hydration. Bromide, 
chloride, iodide and fluoride all bind strongly, and the 
ion pair is effectively neutral. These anions displace 
divalent sulphate ions. On the other hand sodium binds 
very strongly to the sulphonate group whereas other 
cations do not. So we expect that addition of NaCl to 
the dispersion will weaken this inter-polymer-polymer 
binding, due to reduced hydration and polymer bridging 
forces. Polymer swelling could not cause the large parti-
cle size differences seen in Table 2. 

Addition of salt should increase the swollen size of 
individual particles, as reported by Kudaibergenov and 
Ciferri, 2013.9 But as for above the effect can be expected 
to be ion specific. Osmotic pressure effects caused by the 
1 mM NaCl solution will only be about 0.05 atm, which 
is too small to cause any significant dewatering of the 
resin particles. The standard argument for the overall 
negative zeta potential of the hydrogel particles in 1 mM 
NaCl solution, shown in Table 2, supposes that this is 
expected for polymers with similar densities of positive 
and negative charged groups because the Na+ ion is more 
strongly hydrated than the Cl- ion and so is less readily 
adsorbed onto the particle surface.

Biological cells and the common, natural inor-
ganic particles, such as quartz and clays, are negatively 
charged for the same reason. However the classical theo-
ry is erroneous but usually reasonable at very low salt.35-

37 We persist with the classical colloid science approach 
keeping in mind that it can be misleading.

The zwitterionic resin particles were found to have a 
lower (in magnitude) negative zeta potential, see Table 2. 
This is consistent with the additional imine group pre-
sent on this zwitterionic molecule (see Figure 3). It will 
protonate, depending on pH, and so should reduce the 
overall negative potential.

A comparison of water swelling of the cross-linked 
(1:1:2:1 sample) polyampholytic hydrogel in pure water 
and in various 0.2 M electrolyte solutions was studied 
visually. The solutions were equilibrated for 24 hr at 
room temperature. The results showed that water con-
tent was typically found to be around 90% for chemi-
cally cross-linked gels immersed in a range of electro-
lyte solutions. These swelling results indicate that pure 
water produced the greatest swelling and that all of the 
salts reduced the swelling to a similar extent relative to 
pure water. And that there appeared to be no significant 
specific ion effects on the degree of swelling, even when 
the osmotic pressure of the solution was increased, say 
for MgCl2 and Na2SO4 solutions. At least the differences 
between the monovalent sodium and divalent magne-
sium are not significant. (That need not be so for other 
cations like nickel, or anions in the Hofmeister series 
that have not yet been tested.)

CONDUCTIVITY VALUES 

Bulk electrical conductivities of the swollen gels 
were measured and compared with bulk solution val-
ues for: water, NaCl and MgSO4 solutions, over a 3-day 
period. These results, given in Tables 4-7, showed that 
the conductivity was reduced in the swollen gels by 
around 10 percent for each solution. In other words, 
there appeared to be no specific ion effects and the gels 
with a high-water content, gave electrical conductivities, 
even the two different electrolytes, roughly consistent 
with their water volume fraction. These results reflect 
the high-water content of these hydrogels.

That these single polymer resins can make useful 
ion exchange resins is clearly demonstrated by their abil-
ity to absorb NaCl from solution, as shown by the results 
given in Table 4. The absorption trend shows that the 
zwitterionic resin offered a significant absorption capac-
ity from 1 to 28 mmol/g for NaCl solution from 0.1 M to 
0.3 M, respectively. While the hydrogel resin absorption 
capacity increased from 4 to 9 mmol/g for the two NaCl 
solutions. 

These results compare favourably with the most 
efficient commercially available, mixed-bed, strong acid 
and strong base resin systems, which absorb NaCl from 
aqueous solution at a level typically of about 2.5 mmol/g.

Table 2. Particle size distribution (radius in nm) and zeta poten-
tial (mV) of the two polymer resins in different pH solutions. Note 
that all the samples were prepared in 1mM NaCl solution and pH 
adjusted using 0.1 M NaOH and 0.1 M HCl solution.

pH
Size (r / nm) Zeta potential (mV)

Hydrogel Zwitterionic Hydrogel Zwitterionic

3 915 3849 -8.79 -5.65
6 1194 14700 -9 -19.2
9 9142 9180 -15.9 -17.5

Table 3. Total elemental analysis of two synthesised polymer resins. 

%C %H %N %S

Zwitterionic 53.44 5.81 8.98 5.40
Hydrogel 43.92 8.60 8.69 6.24
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

In the course of this work it was realised that the 
‘zwitterionic’ polymeric resin compounds containing 
amide groups reported by Tarannum and Singh34 have 
been erroneously defined as zwitterionic. In fact, they are 
anionic resins only. This is because the nitrogen atom in 

the amide group will not be protonated under normal 
solution conditions. It can actually be protonated only in 
very strong acid solution. That is, the zwitterionic struc-
ture reported in the literature can only be formed in very 
strong acid solution. For all practical uses the resin acts as 
an anionic, sulphonated, resin. The pKa of the conjugate 
acid nitrogen in an amide group present in the hydrogel 
resin, is about -0.5, which means that an acid with 3 M 
concentration is required to protonate the amide group in 
this resin to form a zwitterionic compound. Adsorption 
isotherms for the zwitterionic resins showed a maximum 
NaCl adsorption of about 28 mmol/g (dry wt.), while 
for the same concentration of NaCl, hydrogel resins had 
adsorption levels of about 9 mmol/g (dry wt.). In addition, 
as also mentioned earlier, the other zwitterionic com-
pound, used in this work, will have a protonated imine 
group in most aqueous solutions, in addition to the zwit-
terionic (sulphate/quaternary ammonium) group. Hence, 
this compound is also not a ‘true’ zwitterionic polymer. 

This work was designed to extend the efficiency of 
a novel patented ion-exchange water desalination pro-
cess. 33 In this patent, ammonium bicarbonate (AB) solu-
tion has been used to regenerate depleted mixed bed 
ion exchange resins for subsequent use in desalinating 
salt solutions. A bubble column evaporator (BCE) can 
then be used to decompose the AB product solution 
into drinking water, ammonia (NH3) and carbon diox-
ide (CO2) gases; this is the subject of another work pub-
lished in this special issue of Substantia. The gases can 
then be collected into a cool aqueous solution for reuse 
in further regenerating the resin. 

A commercial-in-confidence report on this patent 
was prepared by the international engineering company 
Arcadis for Breakthrough Water Technology on behalf of 
a major International Gold Mining Group. The results in 
this report show that this method is likely to be up to 
30% more efficient and less energy consuming than cur-
rent reverse osmosis (RO) and ion-exchange desalination 
processes. We will be working on this method to scale 
up the technique for commercial usage. This project 
aims to establish in a larger scale pilot unit for further 
testing, evaluation and development.

Table 8. The resin absorption capacities (+/- 0.5 mmol/g) estimated 
from the measured absorption from aqueous NaCl solutions (i.e. 
0.1 and 0.3 M).

Resin
mmol/g of absorption

0.1M 0.3M

Hydrogel 4.3 9.3
Zwitterionic 1.0 28.1

Table 4. Electrical conductivity results for the hydrogel polymer dry 
sample (weight 0.05 g) in 50 mL NaCl solution (with an average 
experimental error of about ± 0.05 mS/cm).

Concentration (M)
conductivity (mS/cm)

Before after

0.2 19.1 18.7
0.25 23.2 22.8
0.3 27.3 26.4
0.4 34.9 33.7
0.5 41.3 40.5

Table 5. Electrical conductivity results for the zwitterionic polymer 
sample (weight 0.05 g) in 50 mL NaCl solution (with experimental 
error ± 0.05 mS/cm). 

Concentration (M)
conductivity (mS/cm)

Before after

0.1 10.4 10.3
0.3 27.5 24.8
0.5 35.4 34.1

Table 6. Electrical conductivity results for 0.2 M salt solutions 
(Conductivity in solution) with experimental error ± 0.05 mS/cm.

Conductivity (mS/cm)

day 0 day 1 day 2 day 3

NaCl 18.9 18.7 18.6 18.4
MgSO4 15.9 15.9 15.8 15.7

DI water 0.002 0.013 0.04 0.05

Table 7. Electrical conductivity results for 0.2 M salt solutions 
(Conductivity in gel) with experimental error ± 0.05 mS/cm.

Conductivity (mS/cm)

day 0 day 1 day 2 day 3

NaCl 15.6 16.7 16.3
MgSO4 13.5 13.7 14.0

DI water 0.04 0.04 0.06
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CONCLUSIONS

A new UV method to produce polyampholytic 
hydrogels was developed. It was found that it is very dif-
ficult to chemically cross-link the gels to reduce swelling 
in water. Interestingly, the gels have a high-water con-
tent and their electrical conductivities, even in different 
electrolytes, are consistent with their water volume frac-
tion. Strong acid and strong base polyampholytic gels 
have some unusual chemical and physical properties. We 
also found that some zwitterionic resins reported in the 
literature have been erroneously classified. The results 
are encouraging. There is clear advantage for desalina-
tion applications for a resin with cationic and anionic 
ion exchange sites angstroms apart on the same poly-
mer. By comparison, with conventional mixed cationic 
and anionic beads, presently available and evaluated and 
proposed for desalination, as is outlined in this volume, 
the oppositely charged groups can be millimeters apart. 
While we have seen in earlier papers that the mixed 
cationic and anionic resins are much more efficient than 
reverse osmosis, the new structures would be more effi-
cient still. Some further study to confirm the robustness 
of the regeneration process is necessary to confirm its 
expected successful availability as an efficient desalina-
tion system.

A Final Comment. Because of the very large varia-
tion in specific ion binding capacities of both the qua-
ternary ammonium and sulphonate moieties of the gel 
it might be expected, that combined with the ammoni-
um bicarbonate process, it might well have applications 
beyond ordinary desalination per se.

There are very major problems with natural drink-
ing water contamination with fluoride. and the perennial 
problem of nitrate and phosphate ions in runoff water in 
agriculture.

We hope to tackle these issues subsequently.
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Abstract. A bubble column was used to study the improved thermal decomposition 
of NH4HCO3 in aqueous solution using a continuous flow of hot gas bubbles of opti-
mum sizes (1-3 mm) produced via controlled bubble coalescence to maintain bubble 
size. The rapid transfer of heat from small, hot (dry) gas bubbles to the surrounding 
water, i.e. into a transient hot surface layer, was used as an effective and energy efficient 
method of decomposing ammonium bicarbonate in aqueous solution. It is shown that 
the continuous flow of (dry) hot gases, even at 275 °C, only heat the aqueous solution 
in the bubble column to about 57 °C, at which it was also established that NH4HCO3 
has a negligible decomposition rate even with long-term exposure to this solution tem-
perature. Hence, the effects observed appeared to be caused entirely by the effective 
collisions between the hot gas bubbles and the solute. It was also established that the 
use of high gas inlet temperatures can reduce the thermal energy requirement to only 
about 50% (i.e. about 575 kJ/L) of that reported in previous studies and less than 25% 
of solution boiling.

Keywords: non-boiling decomposition, bubble coalescence, transient collisions, 
ammonium bicarbonate.

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Significance of solute decomposition

This paper is concerned with optimising a range of applications that use 
water, be they desalination, sterilisation, reactions and more using a bubble 
column evaporator. The overarching goal of water treatment by decomposi-
tion is to remove unwanted substances or solutes from water affordably and 
robustly. For example, the decomposition of ammonium bicarbonate (with 
chemical formula NH4HCO3) in aqueous solution is an important and ener-
gy-intensive process in the application of forward osmosis1 and, in the regen-
eration of ion-exchange resins.2 For the latter application, the ion-exchange 
resins comprising carboxylic acid and tertiary amine groups for desalination 
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can be thermally regenerated using the BCE process at 
a lower energy cost than with conventional methods. 
More recently, Shahid et al.3 studied that solutes, ammo-
nium bicarbonate (NH4HCO3) and potassium persul-
phate (K2S2O8) can be thermally decomposed in aque-
ous solutions using a bubble column evaporator (BCE) 
process at sub-boiling condition (around 45 °C). Fulks et 
al.4 and Gokel5 studied, ammonium bicarbonate decom-
position in solution over the temperature range 30−85 
°C. Complete decomposition into ammonia, carbon 
dioxide and water was observed above 60 °C. The main 
decomposition reaction is:

NH4 HCO3 (aq)≜NH3 (g)+CO2 (g)+H2O (1)

The decomposition rate of this solute can be readily 
measured from simple electrical-conductivity measure-
ments. The decomposition of ammonium bicarbonate 
using the hot-gas BCE process is examined in this study.

1.2. Significance of the bubble column evaporator (BCE)

The bubble column evaporator (BCE) offers a good 
illustration of the use of a gas-liquid interface to drive 
fundamental processes involving heat and mass transfer. 
Bubble columns are devices in which a gas, often dry air, 
is pumped through a multi-porous sinter disc to form 
gas bubbles which are continuously replenished and 
come into intimate contact with the column solution. 
Dry gas bubbles in the column solution may be used 
simply to mix the liquid phase homogenously to attain 
a uniform temperature distribution or to saturate dis-
solved gases in the column solution. Substances can also 
be transferred from one phase to the other, for example 
when liquid reaction products are stripped from a gas: 
both mass- and heat-transfer processes can occur simul-
taneously.6

Recently, aqueous bubble column evaporators have 
been used for a range of new applications. These exploit 
the long known, but still unexplained effect of bubble 
bubble coalescence inhibition that occurs systematical-
ly with many salts. The effect is both ion pair and con-
centration dependent. In combination with the effect 
are size dependent bubble rise rates and rapid water-
vapour uptake into the bubbles.3,7-9 These phenomena 
together offer a variety of applications. The most strik-
ing of these we have developed are in desalination. 
Some of a wide range of other useful applications of the 
BCE10 are: a new method for the precise determination 
of enthalpies of vaporisation (ΔHvap) of concentrated 
salt solutions;7,11 evaporative cooling;8 a new method 
for thermal desalination;12-14 a novel method for sub-

boiling thermal sterilization;7,15-19 a novel method for 
the low-temperature thermal decomposition of dif-
ferent solutes in aqueous solution;3 a new approach to 
aqueous solute precipitation in a controlled manner.20 
The efficient removal of heavy metal ions in an ion-
specific, ion-flotation process is a specially noteworthy 
advance.21 In addition, a bubble column condenser has 
also been designed for the production of high-quality 
water as condensate.22-24

1.3. Proposed mechanism of BCE thermal decomposition 

The application of the BCE process opens up a 
new approach to the thermal decomposition of degra-
dable salts in aqueous solution. The hot surface layer 
produced transiently on the surface of hot bubbles (see 
Figure 1) created in the BCE appears to play a signifi-
cant role in providing high heat- and mass-transfer effi-
ciency, since the BCE is a direct-contact evaporator.25 
Degradable chemicals exposed to this hot layer can be 
efficiently decomposed. In addition, gaseous products 
are rapidly captured by the rising bubbles, due to the 
internal gas/vapour rotational flow produced within the 
rising bubbles. 

Here the effectiveness of the BCE as a method for 
solute decomposition was assessed and quantified. 
Experiments were conducted using ammonium bicar-

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of BCE thermal decomposition using 
a hot-air bubble layer. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 3. 
Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society).
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bonate at high inlet gas temperatures and a comparative 
study of energy cost was determined.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Materials

Certified reagent-grade (≥ 99% purity), ammonium 
bicarbonate (NH4HCO3) was supplied by May & Bak-
er Ltd and used without further purification. Aqueous 
solutions were prepared using deionized, ultrafiltered 
water (Milli-Q). At room temperature, the deionized 
water had a conductivity < 2.0 µS/cm and a natural equi-
librium pH of 5.7. All concentrations are given in molal-
ity (m) units.

2.2.2. Electrical conductivity measurements in standard 
NH4HCO3 solutions

Ammonium bicarbonate solutions were prepared in 
the range: 0.5 to 2 m. Electrical conductivity values of all 
the solutions were measured using a Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific (Waltham, MA, USA) conductivity meter at 25 °C. 

2.3. BCE system for thermal decomposition 

A high-surface-area gas/water interface was pro-
duced continuously by pumping dry gases (laboratory 
grade air and nitrogen separately), through a 40−100 
micron pore-size glass sinter into a 120 mm diameter 
open-top glass column (Büchner type, Pyrex® Boro-
silicate, VWR) filled with 250 mL solution. The BCE 
apparatus used to study improved decomposition with 
a high-temperature gas (air) flow is shown in Figure 2. 
This system enables the use of inlet dry gas temperatures 
of more than 275 °C. The inlet air temperature was var-
ied using a Tempco air heater (300W) with a thermo-
couple temperature monitor and an AC Variac electrical 
supply. The actual temperature of the dry gas flowing 
into the solution was measured at the centre of the sinter 
by a Tenmars thermometer (±1.5 °C) without any solu-
tion in the column. The gases (air and nitrogen) were 
produced by cylinder (Coregas Pty Ltd, Australia) and 
a BOC gas flow meter. The temperature of the column 
solution was also continuously monitored using a ther-
mocouple positioned at the centre of the column solu-
tion. The air flow at temperatures of 300−600 °C, was 
needed to produce gas temperatures just above the glass 
sinter up to 275 °C, and this necessitated the use of steel 
and brass connectors for the downstream output from 

the heater and the use of FM Insulation Rock Wool as 
an insulating material.

For comparison, the effects of solution tempera-
ture on the decomposition of NH4HCO3 solutions was 
studied over time using stirred samples in a Tamson 
(Beiswijk, The Netherlands) heating bath at temperatures 
matching those of the BCE tests. During these experi-
ments, samples were regularly taken out from the col-
umn and water bath, and their electrical conductivities 
and pH values measured using a EUTECH CON 700 pH 
700 Bench meter (Eutech Instruments Pte Ltd.).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Thermal decomposition of ammonium bicarbonate 
solutions using a BCE

3.1.1. Measurement of the electrical conductivity of 
NH4HCO3 solutions at different concentrations 

As the NH4HCO3 salt thermally decomposed into 
NH3 and CO2 gases, the concentration of NH4

+ and 
HCO3

- reduced in the aqueous solution. So the decom-
position process could be monitored through the meas-
urement of the electrical conductivity of the samples 
taken from the bubble column. 

The pH of aqueous solutions were also measured 
and found to be basic.

As hot dry bubbles enter the column, water vapori-
sation occurs, and water vapour passes into the bubbles. 

Variac AC

Gas heater

Thermometers

Gas in

 Gas 
cylinder

Heat gas Warm/hot 
gas in

Bubble column 
evaporator

Air flow 
meter

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the bubble column evaporator 
(BCE) for solute decomposition. (Reprinted with permission from 
Ref. 3. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society).
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The amount of vaporised water removed, mv (g) after 
time t (sec), during a typical BCE process was estimated 
using the following relation:

 

 (2)

where, rf (L/s) is the room-temperature gas flow rate, 
measured just prior to the heater, about 22.5 L/min in 
this study; Tc, Tf are the gas temperatures (in K) at the 
top of the column solution and at the flow meter; and Pc, 
Pf are the corresponding pressures at the same positions. 
These are the factors used to estimate the “bubble col-
umn flow rise” rate. Here  is the water-vapour density 
in g/L at the temperature of the solution at the top of the 
column, which was calculated from the vapour pressure 
of the solution using the ideal gas equation. 

Using the measured electrical conductivity of the 
NH4HCO3 solutions at different time intervals, the per-
cent decomposition of NH4HCO3 at time (t) in the BCE 
process was calculated: 

Decomposition%=[1– ]×100 (3)

Here [NH4HCO3]t is the concentration of NH4HCO3 
at time (t) during the BCE operation and [NH4HCO3]0 is 
the initial concentration of NH4HCO3, just before pour-
ing the solution into the bubble columns.

3.1.2. Decomposition of NH4HCO3 Solutions 

Some typical decomposition results (using air and 
nitrogen) obtained under different solution conditions 
are given in Figure 3. These results clearly demonstrate 
that the improved BCE process is much more efficient 
for NH4HCO3 decomposition than the standard method 
using a simple stirred heating (without BCE) at the same 
solution temperature, here around 57 °C. The results in 
Figure 3 obtained for quite different stirring conditions 
showed that the decomposition rates for simple heating 
(without the BCE) remained the same. This shows that 
the continuous mixing by the bubbling process in the 
BCE did not itself contribute to the NH4HCO3 decompo-
sition. Different concentrations of NH4HCO3 were also 
studied, as shown in Table 1.

It was observed that the presence of NH4HCO3 
at concentrations above about 0.5 m inhibited bubble 
coalescence to a similar degree as that at 0.17M. (This 
critical concentration is the same for all 1:1 salts like 
NaCl that exhibit the fusion inhibition phenomenon9) 
It was also observed that fine (1−3 mm diameter) bub-

bles were produced in the BCE process (see Figure 4a). 
It was clear from the photos taken during the decompo-
sition of 2 m NH4HCO3 solution that, after bubbling for 
10 min, the average bubble size started to increase (Fig-
ure 4b). That is expected as electrolyte concentration 
reduces.9 Finally, after almost complete decomposition 
of NH4HCO3 at around 20 min, the bubble size became 
the same as in pure water. This provides explicit visual 
indication of the complete decomposition of ammo-
nium bicarbonate in the aqueous solution (Figure 4c). 
The thermal decomposition of ammonium bicarbonate 
solutions into ammonia and carbon dioxide gas and the 
resulting reduction in NH4HCO3 concentration reflects 
the increase in bubble size.

Table 1. Decomposition efficiency for an initial solution of 2 m 
NH4HCO3 solution using a heated (dry) air inlet in the BCE pro-
cess. 

Time
(min)

Column 
Solution 

Temperature
(°C)

Electrical 
Conductivity

(mS/cm)
pH

0 Room Temp. 85 7.74
5 54.2 52.1 9.25

10 56.7 28.3 9.44
15 57.1 8.95 9.33
20 57.8 1.57 8.87

Figure 3. Percent decomposition of NH4HCO3 solutions at different 
concentrations in the BCE with an inlet gas (air and nitrogen) tem-
perature of 275 °C and column solution temperature of 57 °C and 
in a stirred vessel for simple heating at around 57 °C.
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3.1.3. Effect of initial bubble temperature on NH4HCO3 
decomposition in a BCE 

It appears that the decomposition of NH4HCO3 in 
aqueous solutions within a hot air BCE system occurs 
due to the hot surface layer initially present around the 
stream of hot air bubbles released from the frit. We con-
sider the likely thickness of this transient heated layer as 

a function of inlet air temperature. The maximum extent 
of the layer can be estimated for a given temperature, 
assuming that it is uniform, from the total heat avail-
able from the freshly released bubble. For example, for a 
1mm bubble we can estimate the maximum layer thick-
ness of water heated to, say, 80°C by the bubbles with an 
initial release temperature of about 150 °C (i.e. the inlet 
gas temperature) as follows.

This bubble layer thickness varies with bubble size 
(V) and the temperatures of the inlet air, the steady state 
column temperature and the average temperature of the 
heated surface film surrounding the bubbles. The maxi-
mum heated layer thickness can be estimated using the 
thermal energy balance equation:

Cp∆TV=Cwater∆t4πr2ρwz (4)

where Cp, Cwater are the air and water heat capacities, in 
units of J/(m3×K) and J/(kg×K), respectively, and ρw is 
the liquid water mass density (in kg/m3). ∆t, ∆T are the 
transient temperature increase in the water layer and the 
temperature reduction within the cooling bubbles, in 
units of K, respectively.

The volume of a layer of thickness z around a bub-
ble is given by 4πr2ρwz, when z is much smaller than r. 
Hence the cooling of the bubble by ∆T must determine 
the thickness z. For example, for bubbles cooling by 100 
°C, the maximum heated water layer thickness, heated 
from 20 to 80 °C, is about 70 nm. So ammonium bicar-
bonate could be decomposed in this surface region, as 
illustrated in Figure 5. When the inlet gas temperature 
is increased, the thickness of the surface hot water layer 
would also be increased, provided the mean tempera-
ture of the film and other assumptions are fixed. Con-
sequently, the volume of the decomposition area (in the 
hot bubble layer) is correspondingly increased, leading 
directly to improved decomposition. 

It is useful to estimate the thermal energy cost to 
produce decomposition of an ammonium bicarbonate 
solution. We have done this by passing 22.5 L/min of 
air heated to 275 °C through a bubble column for 20 
mins with 1-3 mm size bubbles. Different concentra-
tions of ammonium bicarbonate solution were used. The 
heat capacity Cp at a constant pressure of air in units of  
J/gK can be calculated from gas heat capacity per mole. 
This is fairly constant with temperature. At 275 °C this 
corresponds to about 1.017 J/gK respectively. For a flow 
rate of 22.5 L/min, this requires a total heat to raise the 
temperature of gas from 20 to 275 °C of about 144 kJ per 
250 mL of solution or 575 kJ/L. By comparison, heating 
a litre of ammonium bicarbonate solution using different 
inlet gas temperatures is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 4. Photographs of the bubble sizes in NH4HCO3 solutions 
in a BCE with an inlet of (dry) air at 275 °C, at experimental times: 
(a) 0 min (b) 10 min; and (c) 20 min.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

A method for sub-boiling, thermal decomposition of 
ammonium bicarbonate solutions was presented. This is 
a considerable improvement on standard methods. We 
have shown that a bubble column can rapidly exchange 
heat from hot gas bubbles to the nearby water surround-
ing the bubbles. This can be used as an effective and 
energy efficient method of decomposing ammonium 
bicarbonate in solution. It can be readily scaled up to 

treat industrial ammonium bicarbonate draw solutions 
used in forward osmosis desalination. 

An important inference is this: The BCE process, in 
addition to those applications already mentioned, might 
also be used to destroy unwanted solutes. Hormones and 
pharmaceutical compounds present in wastewater pre-
sent intractable problems for city water recycling. Con-
ventional technologies do not effectively treat these con-
taminants. Antibiotic residues from human consump-
tion or intensive farming can contribute to the develop-
ment of antibiotic-resistant bacteria. Protozoa, residual 
pharmaceutical compounds and hormones are believed 
to have potential risks to humans and the environment. 
Examples of such treatments with CO2 are given in oth-
er papers in this volume. The possibilities of achieving 
very high temperatures within bubbles say with oxygen 
to carry out reactions at low cost are open.

4. NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations

AB Ammonium bicarbonate
BCE Bubble column evaporator

Symbols

°C Degree Celsius
M Concentration in mol/L
m Concentration in mol/kg
n Number of moles
T Temperature
∆Hvap Enthalpy of vaporisation
∆P Pressure difference between inside and outside of 

the bubble
∆T Temperature difference between inlet gas and 

bubble column solution
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Abstract. A CO2 bubble column (CBC) has been developed as a body-tempera-
ture lab-scale water sterilization process for the inactivation of pathogens. Both CO2 
and combustion gas bubbles inactivated Escherichia coli C-3000 (ATCC15597) with 
extraordinary efficiency in solutions with low alkalinity. The mechanisms of inactiva-
tion were not known. To characterise the phenomena a new first-order kinetic equa-
tion that correlates E. coli inactivation rates with a total alkalinity of the solutions has 
been developed as a first step towards understanding. This leads us to propose a new 
mechanism of inactivation. 

Keywords: E. coli, water reuse, carbon dioxide, combustion gas, alkalinity.

1. INTRODUCTION

Water-borne pathogens remain one of the leading risks to public health 
worldwide. The World Health Organisation (WHO) estimated that over 30 
million cases of diseases and millions of deaths could be caused by patho-
gen-infected water sources, globally, each year.1

The inactivation of microorganisms like bacteria and viruses in aqueous 
solutions is a perpetual challenge. For example, pathogenic bacteria present 
in water used in food or pharmaceutical manufacture can cause product 
contamination. In a bigger scenario wastewater from agricultural or indus-
trial uses or water obtained from environmental flows, contains pathogenic 
microorganisms that need to be inactivated before the water is used for 
industrial or agricultural purposes or drinking water. This is an existential 
problem for humanity. 

Present methods for inactivating viruses, bacteria, and other microorgan-
isms include heat, irradiation (e.g. ultraviolet treatment), treatment with chem-
icals (e.g. ozone), high-pressure treatment, and filtration (e.g. membrane filtra-
tion). Many of these methods, especially, heat treatment, are energy-intensive. 
More energy-efficient treatment technologies are desperately needed. 
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High density and high-pressure CO2, known as 
dense phase carbon dioxide (DPCD), is being used as a 
non-thermal disinfection alternative.2,3

Our process is different. We have previously stud-
ied CO2 sterilization effects at atmospheric pressure 
in a bubble column on E. coli and viruses. The process 
has been implemented commercially. We found that for 
both pathogenic groups the sterilization effects increase 
with the temperature.4 It is of much interest that inac-
tivation becomes optimal above 38 degrees, body range 
temperature.

Carbon dioxide, being a greenhouse gas, is assigned 
some responsibility for global warming. But it is also lit-
erally vital for plant growth. Recently it has been shown 
likely to be Nature’s way of controlling viral infection 
in the human body, following from these CO2 antiviral 
properties a recent study has identified the use of body 
temperate humidified CO2 as a possible early therapy to 
mitigate infection in COVID-19 patients.5, 6 Many alter-
natives to reduce CO2 emissions have been proposed, 
apart from planting trees and controlling bushfires. 
Geological sequestration in depleted gas and oil reser-
voirs, ocean storage, seaweed production, CO2 minerali-
zation are just a few.

Sterilisation by CO2 has been widely used through-
out history. After sodium chloride, natron, sodium 
bicarbonate is probably the first industrial-scale chemi-
cal used by mankind. Natron, in ancient Egypt, was 
essential for mummification. The still and little under-
stood peculiar hydration properties of the bicarbonate 
ion in contact with air affects both tissue dehydration 
and sterilization against bacterial degradation.

The magic of the bicarbonate ion has remained, 
with the still unexplained problem of Roman and other 
cement formation. The foundation of physical chem-
istry can arguably be marked by Berthollot’s observa-
tion that reactions are temperature dependent: He saw 
soda-lime, sodium carbonate rocks instead of the cal-
cium carbonate on the banks of the Nile River during 
Napoleon’s scientific expedition to Egypt in 1792. The 
normal precipitation of calcium carbonate from a sodi-
um chloride calcium carbonate solution is reversed at 
high temperatures of the drying Nile flood in summer. 
The astute chef and detergent companies know that wet 
sodium bicarbonate is extremely effective in cleaning. 
It cuts peptide bonds of proteins bound to saucepans or 
dishes. But why?

1.1. Nature of the Present Studies 

The work here presented studies the E. coli inacti-
vation effect of CO2 at different alkalinity levels at 38 

°C (human body temperature range) and atmospheric 
pressure. 

Alkalinity is defined as the ability of water to resist 
changes in pH when acids or bases are added to the solu-
tion or the capacity of water to neutralize acids. The CO2-
carbonate system describes which of the four forms of 
total inorganic carbon (molecular aqueous CO2, Carbon-
ate ion, CO3

-2, Bicarbonate ion, HCO3
-, or Carbonic acid, 

H2CO3) is the dominant species as a function of pH.7,8

We have analysed our results within the boundaries 
of the accepted theory of physical chemistry of solutions. 
This allowed the development of a new first-order kinet-
ics equation that correlates E. coli inactivation rates with 
total alkalinity when bubbling CO2 or combustion gases 
in a bubble column at atmospheric pressure and body 
temperature. But while it fits the data it does not account 
for why the process is efficient. We are then led to such 
an explanation outside the confines of classical theory.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Coliform bacteria

Escherichia coli is a gram-negative bacterium with a 
straight cylindrical rod shape of 1.0-2.0 µm size.9 E. coli 
are harmless, can be found in the intestines of healthy 
humans and animals but some are pathogenic to the 
host. As a result of fecal contamination, it can be found 
in water and soil. Its presence in water is used as an 
indicator to monitor water quality.10

The strain E. coli C-3000 (ATCC15597) is a biosafety 
Level-1 organism11 which was selected as a representative 
model for bacterial contamination in water.12,13

Spinks at al.14 demonstrated that pathogenic bacte-
ria are inactivated in a temperature range of 55 to 65 °C. 
Other studies found that E. coli presents the first signs 
of thermal inactivation at temperatures over 55 °C, with 
high inactivation rates at 60 °C.15 

An overnight E. coli C-3000 (ATCC 15597) cul-
ture was grown in 10 mL broth (see section 2.3 for 
more details) without agar at 37 °C for 18–20 hours in a 
Labtech digital incubator, model LIB-030M, while shak-
en at 110 rpm by a PSU-10i orbital shaker. 

2.2. Experimental solutions

Solutions with different alkalinity levels (see Table 1) 
were prepared and sterilized by autoclaving in an Aescu-
lap 420 at 15 psi and 121–124 °C, for 15 minutes.16 

A standard secondary-treated synthetic sewage 
medium (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
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Development (OECD) medium) was prepared accord-
ing to water-quality guidelines and standards.17,18 The 
official Journal of the European Community for Sec-
ondary-treated Water Quality has the following require-
ments for discharges from urban wastewater-treatment 
plants: 125 mg/L of COD; 2 mg/L of total phospho-
rus; and 15 mg/L of total nitrogen.19 This solution was 
designed to meet the European standards by using the 
following ingredients in a liter of boiled tap water or 
Milli-Q water (depending on the experiment): 120 mg 
of peptone; 90 mg of meat extract (replaced here by 
Bovril® according to recommendations in Biology of 
Wastewater Treatment20); 30 mg of urea; 13 mg of dipo-
tassium hydrogen phosphate; 7 mg of sodium chloride; 
2 mg of calcium chloride dehydrate; and 2 mg of mag-
nesium sulfate heptahydrate.

Two NaCl solutions with concentrations of 0.001 M 
and 0.17 M NaCl (NaCl ≥ 99% purity, obtained from 
Sigma-Aldrich) in Milli-Q water, a 0.01 M CaCl2 solu-
tion (CaCl2.≥ 99% purity, obtained from Sigma-Aldrich) 
in Milli-Q water and tap water. These concentrations 
were chosen to coincide roughly with the physiological 
concentration of humans and to typical environmental 
conditions faced by the bacterium. 

To ensure the full elimination of chlorine from tap 
water it was previously boiled for 30 minutes, there-
fore E. coli (C3000) was not affected by the disinfecting 
action of chlorine.

2.3. E. coli growth media

The plate count method21 is commonly used for 
the detection of E. coli in, both wastewater and marine 
water. The degree of contamination in water is assessed 
based on the ability of bacteria to propagate forming col-
onies in a layer of agar.22

For each bacterial-growth experiment, two broths 
were prepared (A and B). 

Broth A was prepared with 1 g of yeast extract, 6 g 
of NaCl, 13 g of tryptone, and 1,000 mL of Milli-Q water. 
This medium was aseptically distributed into two vessels 
containing 1.41% agar and no agar, respectively; the agar 
used in the experiments was molecular-biology grade 
from Sigma-Aldrich. The medium was heated to boiling 
to dissolve the agar and sterilized by autoclaving for 15 
minutes in an Aesculap 420 at 15 psi and 121–124 °C.

Broth B was used to improve the viability of the 
bacteria. It was prepared by adding 0.010 g of thiamine 
and 1 g of glucose to 50 mL of Milli-Q water and filtered 
through a 0.22 µm filter for its sterilization. Once cooled 
to 50 °C, it was added aseptically to broth A in a propor-
tion of 1:19.

The resulting 1.34% agar medium was poured into 
100mm × 15mm Petri dishes and dried above a Bunsen 
burner to maintain local environmental sterility until 
the agar was not too dry nor too moist.23

2.4. CO2 Bubble column (CBC) process 

The CBC process used two different gases: CO2 
and combustion gases. A flow of 24 L/min of CO2 was 
pumped through the electrical heater that maintained 
the gas temperature just above the sinter surface at 38°C 
for the CO2 experiments. When using combustion gases, 
the exhaust pipe of an LPG gas generator (Greenpower 
2.5 kW) was attached to an isolated metal pipe with a 
valve that provided an exhaust-gas flow rate of 27 L/min 
through the bubble column reaching a temperature of 58 
°C just above the sinter surface. The base of the bubble 
column evaporator was fitted with a glass sinter (type 2) 
of 135 mm diameter and pore size 40–100 µm. 

Once the experimental solutions (0.17 M NaCl, 0.01 
M CaCl2, 0.001 M NaCl, secondary treated synthetic 
sewage made with Milli-Q water and tap water) were 
poured into the column, the temperature of the solution 
was measured with a thermocouple in the center of the 
column. Hot bubbles of both gases passed through the 
sinter into the 300 ml solution, inactivating E. coli. 

The sterilization effects of other gases like air, argon, 
and nitrogen on E. coli have been discussed24, they are 
not significant compared with CO2 bubbles, especially at 
low temperatures.

2.5. Experimental setup and procedure

The CBC treated 0.17 M NaCl, 0.01 M CaCl2, 0.001 
M NaCl, secondary treated synthetic sewage made with 
Milli-Q water, and tap water containing E. coli C-3000 
(ATCC15597) at inlet CO2 temperature of 38 °C, and 
combustion exhaust gas from an LPG generator at 60 °C.

The plate count method25,26,27 was used to assess the 
viability of E. coli. Samples were collected from 10–15 
mm above the central area of the bubble column. Each 
sample of 0.1 mL was spotted in triplicate. 

Alkalinity measures the acid-neutralizing abil-
ity of dissolved substances in water and is equivalent to 
the amount of strong acid required to lower the pH of 
the solution from an initial value to about 4.2. The total 
alkalinity of each solution, in mg/L CaCO3, was deter-
mined by the amount of 0.02 M HCl added in a titration 
until a pH electrode (ThermoFisher Scientific) measured 
an end pH of 4.2. The initial pH of the sample of each 
of the 6 solutions was less than 8.3 therefore the alkalin-
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ity was calculated with the carbonate ion concentration 
multiplied by a factor of two since each [CO3

-2] ion neu-
tralised two protons28, see Table 1. 

2.6. Data analysis

The linear decay model was used to study the inac-
tivation of E. coli over time in CBC.24,29,30 The evaluation 
of viable E. coli in the samples was performed using the 
plate count agar (PCA) method.23,26,31 Plate counts num-
bers indicate the number of E. coli colonies that grow on 
the surface of a solid and translucid agar media in a Pet-
ry dish. The mean and standard deviation of each tripli-
cated sample was obtained using bacteria survival factor, 
log10(CFU/ CFU0), where CFU0 is the initial number of 
colony-forming units (CFU) per sample and CFU is the 
number of E. coli colonies per sample after a set expo-
sure time to the CO2 bubbles.32

When analysing the data we assumed that the inac-
tivation of E. coli by CO2 in different alkaline solutions 
follows first-order kinetics. We proposed a model that 
uses the decimal reduction time (D-value) to measure 
how the alkalinity of a given solution can influence E. 
coli inactivation. The D-Value is defined as the time, in 
minutes, needed to inactivate 90% (i.e. 1-log ) loss of E. 
coli. 

D-values were calculated using a linear exponential 
decay model.

log(CFUt)=log(CFU0)–  [1]

 [2]

Here, is the number of E. coli colonies at time t, = 
the initial number of E. coli colonies, D= the decimal 
reduction time, -(1/D) = the slope of the curve. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. CBC process inactivating E. coli at 38 °C and one 
atmosphere

Zhong et. al.33 observed that when bubbling CO2 in 
different electrolyte solutions, their pH dropped until 
it reached a steady value in less than 10 minutes; this 
value was different for each solution. Similar behavior 
was observed when CO2 gas at 38 °C and combustion 
gases were bubbled for 10 minutes through six different 
solutions (0.17 M NaCl, 0.01 M CaCl2, 0.001 M NaCl, 
secondary treated synthetic sewage made with Milli-Q 

water and tap water) in the bubble column (see Table 1). 
The absorption of CO2 into different solutions increases 
when CO2 gas is bubbled through the sintering area in a 
bubble column; many bubbles are produced with a large 
CO2-liquid contact surface that is continually produced. 

When CO2 dissolves in water 99% stays as the dis-
solved molecular gas and less than 1% as carbonic acid 
(H2CO3 (equations 1 and 2) which reduces the pH of 
the solution (see Table 1). Carbonic acid dissociates into 
bicarbonate ion (HCO3

-) and carbonate ion (CO3
2-) (see 

equations 3 and 4).34

CO2(g)→CO2(aq) [3]

CO2(aq)+H2O(l)⇆H2CO3(aq) [4]

H2CO3(aq)⇆H++HCO3
-(aq) [5]

HCO3
-(aq)⇆H++CO3

2-(aq) [6]

This is the reason why the pH of every solution 
dropped (see Table 1) and was different from that of the 
other solutions.34 

When a 24 L/min flow of CO2 passes through a sin-
gle glass tube immersed in a beaker containing E. coli in 
300 mL of 0.17 M NaCl the big bubbles of 1-3 cm diam-
eter do not inactivate the pathogens.4 However, when the 
same flow of CO2 gas at the same temperature in the same 
solution is bubbled through a sintering area in a bubble 
column E. coli inactivation occurs. The bubble column 
produces many small CO2 bubbles (1-3 mm diameter). The 
consequent CO2 dissolution rate increases due to the large 
CO2-liquid contact surface that is constantly produced. 
Mass transfer from the CO2 to the liquid depends high-
ly on the interfacial area (α).4 This increases the amount 
of CO2 dissolved in the solution and produces a simi-
lar sterilization effect to what can be achieved by raising 
the pressure in dense phase carbon dioxide (DPCD) pro-
cesses. The overwhelming advantage of the bubble column 
delivery is that only atmospheric pressure is required.

A possible mechanism previously described4, could 
explain in part why E. coli (doesn’t work for viruses) can 
be inactivated by bubbling CO2 at body temperature in 
a bubble column. It is that the pH decreases when CO2 
dissolves in a solution and this acidification of the solu-
tion increases the binding of bicarbonate ion to bacte-
rial membrane phospholipid head groups. The resulting 
change in the head group area and membrane structure 
to an open mesh phase then allows free diffusion of CO2 
through the bacterial membranes. The CO2 inside the 
cell produces an intracellular pH decrease that exceeds 
the cell’s buffering capacity, resulting in cell inactiva-
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tion.35,36 Orij et al. observed that Saccharomyces cerevi-
siae cell division rate is controlled by intracellular pH 
changes and low intracellular pH could reduce the cell 
division.37 This idea has a degree of plausibility and may 
well contribute to bacterial inactivation. However, it does 
not explain the inactivation of viruses.

When CO2 was bubbled at 38 °C through 0.17M 
NaCl and 0.001 M NaCl solutions (made with Milli-Q 
water) in the bubble column evaporator, for both solu-
tions, 0.6-log of E. coli inactivation was observed after 10 
minutes due to the high CO2 surface area in the solution 
(see Fig. 1). This occurred even though the two solutions 
had very different bubble densities. When using second-
ary-treated synthetic sewage and 0.01 M CaCl2 (both 
made with Milli-Q water), a 0.2-log and 0.3 log reduction 
of E. coli was achieved respectively after 10 minutes (Fig. 
1a and Table 1). However, when the same experiment was 
conducted with boiled tap water and with secondary-
treated synthetic sewage (made with boiled tap water), no 
inactivation was observed after 11 minutes (Fig. 1a). 

When combustion gas from a generator (with 
12.5–14% of CO2)38 at 60°C was used in the bubble col-
umn experiments an E. coli inactivation rate of 2.6-log 
in 0.17 M NaCl solutions (made with Milli-Q water) was 
observed after 10 minutes.24 However, when using sec-
ondary-treated synthetic sewage (made with boiled tap 
water) no inactivation was detected after the same peri-
od (Fig. 1b). This is consistent with the hypothesis that 
reduced pH buffering capacity aids inactivation. With-
in the combustion gas, other products than CO2, H2O, 
and N2 could be present due to minor components and 
impurities in the fuel and different fuel/air ratios. These 
gases are carbon monoxide (CO), hydrogen (H2), sulfur 
oxide (SO2), and mono-nitrogen oxides (NOx) such as 
NO and NO2.38 Even with the presence of these gases, no 
inactivation was observed.

The tap water used in this work had a total alkalin-
ity of 87.4 mg CaCO3/L (Table 1), and an initial pH of 8 
and therefore can act as a buffer solution. After bubbling 
CO2 the pH was reduced to 4.9 for the pure tap water 
and 5.4 for the secondary-treated synthetic sewage, with 
an alkalinity of 94.5 mg CaCO3/L (Table 1). This pH is 
too high to allow the penetration of the CO2 through the 
membranes, with a consequent lack of E. coli inactiva-
tion when using the CBC process in solutions with high 
alkalinity.

Milli-Q-water-based solutions had a reduced buffer 
capacity of only 6 mg CaCO3/L (Table 1), reaching low 
pH values of 4 for NaCl and CaCl2 based solutions. For 
Milli-Q-water based secondary-treated synthetic sew-
age the pH reached 4.4 and the total alkalinity value was 
27.7 mg CaCO3/L (Table 1); this solution contains differ-
ent salts that can slightly increase its alkalinity, with a 
consequent reduction in inactivation.

3.2. Effect of alkalinity on E. coli inactivation when bub-
bling CO2 and combustion gases

Decimal reduction times (D-values) (Table 1), calcu-
lated from inactivation values, have been used to under-
stand the effect of alkalinity on E. coli inactivation. To 
do this, we compared E. coli inactivation performance of 
the CBC when using body temperature CO2 with that of 
combustion gases for six solutions (0.17 M NaCl, 0.01 M 
CaCl2, 0.001 M NaCl, secondary treated synthetic sew-
age made with Milli-Q water and tap water) with differ-
ent alkalinity values, see Fig. 2.

The correlation between the log of the D-values and 
the corresponding total alkalinity is shown in Fig. 2 and 
Table 1. A D-value is a time needed to inactivate 90% (i.e. 
1-log) of the E. coli. To measure the impact of alkalinity on 
E. coli inactivation when bubbling CO2 we have proposed 

Figure 1. (a) Comparison of E. coli inactivation with CO2 at 38 °C in a bubble column in 6 different solutions; (b) E. coli inactivation with 
combustion gas at 60 °C in a bubble column in 2 different solutions.
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the new AL-value. Th e AL-value gives the total alkalinity 
required to change the D-value by a factor of 10 and refl ects 
the alkalinity impact on E. coli inactivation. Th e smaller 
the AL-value, the greater the sensitivity to low alkalinity.

Figure 2 compares the impact of alkalinity on E. coli
inactivation between CO2 and combustion gases. Above 
and to the right of the lines E. coli will be inactivated by 
at least 1-log.

From the AL-values obtained with CO2 (AL=40.5) 
and combustion gases (AL=35), it can be seen that the 
inactivation for both gases showed a similar alkalinity-
dependent behavior (Fig. 2). A reduced AL-value of 35 to 
40.5 mg/L of CaCO3 suggests that when bubbling both 
gases inactivation rates of E. coli will highly depend on 

the alkalinity of the solution, see Table 1 and Figure 1. 
For alkalinity values in the range, 5–95 mg 

CaCO3/L, combustion gases presented higher E. coli
inactivation rates than when using pure CO2, with 
D-values of 16.3 min at 6 mg CaCO3/L for pure CO2
and 4.6 min at 6 mg CaCO3/L for combustion gases. At 
higher alkalinity values both gases needed longer times 
to achieve 1 log E. coli inactivation, combustion gases 
required 1,666 min at 95.4 mg CaCO3/L, pure CO2 need-
ed 3,333 min at 95.4 mg CaCO3/L (Fig. 2 and Table 1). 

For both gases, E. coli inactivation can be increased 
by reducing the alkalinity of the solution. Solutions with 
a low buff er capacity, low alkalinity, aft er bubbling CO2,
or combustion gases in the bubble column for 10 min-
utes signifi cantly reduced their pH as observed in our 
experiments (Table 1). This reduced pH could affect 
microbial cell inactivation, since cell membranes stop 
protons from penetration but also make them more 
permeable to other substances, like CO2, due to the 
chemical modifi cation on the phospholipid bilayer of 
the membranes.35,36 When CO2 penetrates inside of the 
bacteria dissolves in the intracellular fl uid producing 
carbonic acid (H2CO3) what triggers an intracellular pH 
decrease that exceeds the cell’s buff ering capacity, result-
ing in cell inactivation.35,36

3.3. Development of an inactivation model based on alka-
linity

Based on the evidence (see Figure 3) that E. coli inac-
tivation in diff erent alkaline solutions when bubbling 38 

Table 1. Initial and fi nal pH values aft er bubbling CO2 and combustion gas in 6 diff erent solutions, amount of 0.02 M HCl to reduce the pH 
of the solutions to 4.2, alkalinity in mg/L of CaCO3 and D-values. 

Solution pH 
initial

pH 
fi nal

ml of HCl 
0.02 M to 

reach pH 4.2

ml of HCl 
0.02 M to 

reach fi nal pH

Total Alkalinity 
(mg/L of CaCO3) (to 

reach a pH of 4.2)

Equivalent 
(mg/L of 

CaCO3) (to 
reach fi nal pH)

D-value 
(min)

Log10 
(D-value, 

min)

CO2 gas at 38°C
0.001M NaCl in Milli-Q water 5.78 4 0.9 1.3 6 8.7 16.3 1.21
0.17M NaCl in Milli-Q water 5.86 4 0.9 1.3 6 8.7 16.6 1.22
0.01M CaCl2 in Milli-Q water 5.94 4 1 1.5 6.7 10 34.1 1.53
Tap water 8 4.9 13.1 12 87.4 80.1 2,000 3.30
Secondary-treated synthetic sewage 
made with tap water 7.63 5.4 14.3 10.5 95.4 70.1 3,333 3.52

Secondary-treated synthetic sewage 
made with Milli-Q Water 6.83 4.4 4 2.6 26.7 17.3 54.9 1.74

Combustion gas at 60 °C
Secondary-treated synthetic sewage 
made with tap water 7.63 6.5 14.3 5.4 95.4 36 1,666 3.22

0.17M NaCl in Milli-Q water 5.86 4 0.9 1.3 6 8.7 4.6 0.66

Figure 2. Minimum CO2 bubbling times at diff erent alkalinity val-
ues to achieve 1-log bacteria inactivation in 6 diff erent alkaline 
solutions. Above and to the right of the lines the pathogens will be 
sterilized by 1-log.
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°C CO2 and combustion gases follows first-order kinetics 
we proposed a new E. coli inactivation equation that con-
siders the alkalinity of different solutions. 

3.4 Disinfection Kinetics model

The disinfection efficiency of bubbling CO2 or com-
bustion gases at low temperatures through a solution 
with E. coli depends on the total alkalinity of the solu-
tion. A new model that includes alkalinity based on the 
Chick-Watson first-order equation has been developed in 
this work.

E. coli inactivation follows the first-order kinetics, 
thus the model results in the following equation:

=–k CFU [7]

where the E. coli population (CFU) varies with process-
ing time (t) at a constant rate (k). 

The New Model based on the decimal reduction 
time (D-value) and the new AL-value explains how the 
alkalinity of a given solution can influence E. coli inacti-
vation when CO2 or combustion gases, that contain CO2, 
are bubbled through at atmospheric pressure. The D-val-
ue is defined as the time, in minutes, needed to inacti-
vate 90% (i.e. 1-log) of E. coli. 

D-values were calculated using a linear exponential 
decay model.

logS(t)=log  [8]

where S(t) is the survival fraction after a time (min), 
is the number of E. coli colonies at time t, = the initial 
number of E. coli colonies, D= the decimal reduction 
time, -(1/D) = the slope of the curve (see Figure 3). 

For this work, we have defined a new parameter, 
the AL-value, that is the reduction in alkalinity needed 
to reduce the D-value by 1-log when bubbling CO2 in a 
bubble column at body temperature (38°C) and atmos-
pheric pressure. It measures the impact of alkalinity on 
E. coli inactivation. 

Thus:

logD1= (A1–A2)+logD2 [9]

AL=  [10]

Where, A1 first alkalinity of the interval, A2 second 
alkalinity of the interval, and D1 and D2 are the D-values 
at A1 and A2.

Equation 5 is obtained from Fig. 3, where A is alka-
linity.

logD=0.0253A+1.0087 [11]

From quations 2 and 5.

 [12]

Where, CFUt is the number of E. coli at time t, 
CFU0= the initial number, A= is the alkalinity of the 
solution in mg/L of CaCO3 (see Figure 3). 

4. POSSIBLE MECHANISMS OF STERILISATION

4.1. Negotiating the Quagmire: Nanobubbles 

We began this and previous works4,24 with the 
remarkable discovery that CO2 bubbles at body temper-
atures are extremely efficient sterilising agents for both 
bacteria and viruses. The technology is being imple-
mented at industrial scales. Potential applications are 
legion. The use of recycled water in cities has been pro-
hibited in large part because viruses could not be eas-
ily removed from drinking water. A recent discovery in 
physiology has revealed the structure and function of 
the ubiquitous endothelial surface layer (ELS), unknown 
for 150 years.39

It is a micron thick foam of carbon dioxide nano-
bubbles. CO2 is being produced by metabolism. and 
passes through a molecular frit that is the polymeric gly-
cocalyx to form nanobubbles. This mimics our bubble 
column apparatus and vice versa. The ESL foam repels 
red cells and protects organs from invasion by bacteria, 
neutrophils, low-density lipoproteins, and a legion of 

Figure 3. Minimum CO2 and combustion gas bubbling times at dif-
ferent alkalinity values to achieve 1-log bacteria inactivation in 6 
different alkaline solutions. Above and to the right of the lines the 
pathogens will be sterilized by 1-log.
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other invaders, good and bad. Viruses like COVID-19 
have to run the gauntlet of this layer of nanobubbles 
on their way out to the adjoining bloodstream and exit 
with CO2 nanobubbles via the lungs. The issue of CO2 
sterilisation takes on a wider import as Nature’s gift to 
protect us from the disease. The question of what fac-
tors combine to account for the mechanism of sterilisa-
tion then takes on a decided imperative. The results of 
the experiments we have been able to subsume in the 
single first-order kinetic equation of Section 3.3. We 
now have to see if we can extract any sense and hints at 
mechanism from this. In attempting to do so we have 
negotiated our way through a swamp of misinformation. 
By this, we mean the classical foundations of physical 
chemistry that inform our intuition suffer from seri-
ous sins of omission and of commission. 40 These are 
due to the omission of specific ion (Hofmeister) effects, 
of dissolved gas: and the organization and reactivity of 
nanobubbles. Their universal presence has been a hidden 
variable that controls reactivity in solution. They are the 
energy source via free radicals that drive in polymeriza-
tion41, and enzymatic reactions.42,43 Their presence has 
been revealed and studied extensively by laser spectros-
copy over many years.44-46 Nanobubbles even appear on 
mechanical shaking and contain highly reactive hydro-
gen peroxide and of course on sonication.47-49

4.2. Available Evidence 

With these complications of classical theory in mind 
we marshall what further evidence we can that could 
illuminate the issue of mechanism.

Other gases: argon, air, and nitrogen have no dele-
terious on pathogens at low temperatures. At very high 
temperatures they do explore in a succeeding paper.24 
Our problem is peculiar to CO2.

4.3. Sodium bicarbonate.

The astute chef and detergent companies know that 
the removal of food proteins adhering to utensils is not 
easily accomplished. It is by using reasonably warm con-
centrated sodium bicarbonate solution. This involves 
active nanobubbles nucleated at the surface that cut pep-
tide bonds. It is also aided by Berthelot’s 1795 observa-
tions on the Nile of precipitation of sodium carbonate 
rather than calcium carbonate. The ion exchange at and 
above 50 degrees removes calcium and weakens adhesive 
bonds. This occurs with the destruction of proteins and 
their adhesion in the protective coats of both bacteria 
and viruses.

With bacteria the lipids of the exterior membranes 
of both gram-positive and gram-negative types fall apart 
above 50-60 degrees because of the same change in head 
group hydration with temperature – apart from the 
obvious change in hydrocarbon chain packing.

4.4. pH changes with salt and salt concentration 

We have already remarked on apparently peculiar 
specific differences in pH with different salts with bub-
bling CO2 through the solution. This artifact occurs for 
solutions with CO2 and those without. They are because 
the classical theory of pH and buffers assumes that elec-
trostatic forces alone are operating. Specific Hofmeister 
effects arise when the theory is corrected to include dis-
persion force acting ions, anion cations, and buffer ions. 
Further complications of buffers show up explicitly in42. 
But also listed below of course all classical measure-
ments ignore dissolved gas that also affects matters like 
the interpretation of surface potentials (pH). Reversal of 
the Hofmeister series for pH is seen with buffers nomi-
nally at the same pH, e.g., phosphate vs cacodylate, nom-
inally pH 7.50-52

These are serious complications around which we 
have to tread carefully. See e.g. for an explicit illustra-
tion of obstacles to interpretation caused by the use of 
classical theory.53 This reports studies of growth rates of 
Staphylococcus aureus and Pseudomonas aeruginosa as a 
function of salt concentration for a large range of anions 
spanning the Hofmeister series. The variations are enor-
mous and not explainable in the usual framework of col-
loid science.53

4.5. Finally a Mechanism of Sterilisation 

So armed for pitfalls of theory, we can tread careful-
ly towards an understanding of what is going on.

Essentially this: Nanobubbles are formed through 
the turbulent passage of CO2 through the bubble column 
frit. They are stabilised by the adsorption of ions and 
proteins from the bubble column solution. The nanobub-
bles will have a dynamic highly reactive surface contain-
ing bicarbonate and carbonate ions in amounts depend-
ing on alkalinity that determines the proportion of each.

Carboxylates form due to surface reactions with 
solutions depending on solution constituents. If in high 
enough concentration these will react with peptides of 
bacterial (and viral) coats, resulting in destruction. This 
is consistent with the astute chef and detergent compa-
nies cleaning recipe. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Pure CO2 gas or combustion gases can be used in 
the bubble column to effectively inactivate E. coli C-3000 
(ATCC15597) in the water at atmospheric pressure and 
ambient temperatures. The efficiency of the process 
appears to depend on the alkalinity of the solution.

CO2 bubbles will have a dynamic highly reactive 
surface containing bicarbonate and carbonate ions in 
amounts depending on the alkalinity of the solution that 
determines the proportion of each. Carboxylates form 
due to surface reactions with solutions on solution con-
stituents. If in high enough concentration, especially in 
low alkalinity solutions, this will react with peptides of 
bacterial (and viral) coats, resulting in their inactivation.

We have developed a new first-order kinetics equa-
tion that predicts E. coli inactivation rates from solutions 
with different alkalinity when bubbling CO2 or combus-
tion gases in a bubble column at atmospheric pressure.

6. ADDENDUM 

Since this work was written we discovered an excel-
lent paper from 1948 dealing with the Surface Inac-
tivation of Bacterial Viruses and of Proteins by Mark 
H.Adams.54 It explores the effects of shaking with differ-
ent gases but not CO2 on viruses and proteins. It even 
compares with the effect of bubbling through a frit. This 
and references contained therein go back to the begin-
nings of genuine molecular biophysics and predate the 
molecular biology DNA revolution. It would be remiss 
of us not to refer the reader to the beginnings of quan-
tification of the physical effects of gas and nanobubbles, 
long-forgotten and missing from contemporary physical 
chemistry.
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Abstract. Inactivation of viruses has been an insuperable inhibition to the use of recy-
cled water. Substantial success in solving the problem has recently been achieved using 
a hot column evaporator (HBCE). Here we extend the technique to inactivate E. coli 
and MS2 viruses in different electrolyte solutions (0.17M NaCl and 0.01M CaCl2). An 
increase in the inlet air temperature, from 103 to 250 °C, substantially improved the 
destruction of both pathogenic groups in either solution. E. coli proved to be more 
susceptible than viruses to inactivation in the HBCE. The phenomenon of inhibition 
of bubble coalescence above 0.17M for the NaCl solutions makes the HBCE process 
for this solution more efficient than for CaCl2 solutions. In part, this is because of the 
higher air/water interfacial area with NaCl. 

Keywords: virus, E. coli, inactivation, coalescence inhibition, hot bubble column 
evaporator (HBCE), sterilisation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Inactivation of microorganisms, specifically viruses and bacteria is the 
central problem for the sterilisation of aqueous solutions for almost any 
application. Pathogens have to be inactivated before the water can be used 
for industry or drinking water.

Wastewater from human activities usually contains bacteria like E. coli 
and human enteric viruses like hepatitis and rotavirus. If this water is to be 
reused, even for example in agriculture, it has to be disinfected. 

Familiar methods for inactivating viruses, bacteria, and other microor-
ganisms in aqueous media include heat, chemicals (e.g. ozone), irradiation 
(e.g. ultraviolet treatment), high-pressure treatment, and filtration (e.g. mem-
brane filtration). Only reverse osmosis (RO) and nano-membrane pore scan 
block viruses. Heat treatments are energy-intensive. Better cheaper technolo-
gies are urgently needed. Such a technology has already been developed.1 It is 
a surprisingly simple and successful method that kills viruses. It uses carbon 
dioxide or combustion gases in a bubble column. The process is now being 
scaled up for major industrial use. However, why and how it kills pathogens 
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is still obscure. It is to gain insight into the thermal 
mechanism that inactivates viruses and bacteria at dif-
ferent inlet air temperatures (103, 150, 200, and 250 °C) 
that is the goal of this work.

For a more detailed account of bubble column evap-
orators see the first paper in this volume. Bubble column 
evaporators (BCE) are typically in the form of cylindri-
cal containers. A gas is introduced at the bottom of the 
column, via a porous frit. A continuous flow of rising 
bubbles passes through the liquid.2 A gas-liquid bubble 
column provides a heat transfer rate between gas and 
liquid 100 times more efficiently than via bulk.3 This 
heat transfer efficiency in a hot bubble column evapora-
tor (HBCE) has been used in this work to inactivate E. 
coli and the MS2 virus for water reuse, without the need 
for boiling.4 It does so by transferring heat from the hot 
air bubbles to the surfaces of pathogens contained in the 
solution through collisions.5 The HBCE process requires 
less thermal energy than solution boiling because of the 
lower operating temperature of the solution. (the specific 
heat capacity per unit of weight, Cp, of air is four times 
lower than that of water). 

Following from a previous work5 two model solu-
tions were chosen. The first one was 0.17 M NaCl. This 
is the concentration at which bubble coalescence is fully 
inhibited6 and so gives an increased hot air/water inter-
facial area which should enhance the performance of the 
HBCE. The second solution at 0.01 M CaCl2 is at a con-
centration less than that for bubble coalescence inhibi-
tion. So gas pathogen surface area is much reduced com-
pared with the NaCl solution. But calcium adsorption 
by proteins should decreases pathogen surface charge 
(especially for the viruses) so this might be expected to 
reduce repulsive electrostatic forces with bubbles and so 
increase the HBCE inactivation efficiency.

The phenomenon of bubble-bubble interactions in 
electrolytes has remained unquantified until 1993.6 Gas 
passing through a frit at the base of a water column 
produces bubbles. These ascend the column, the bub-
bles collide, fuse, and become larger. The column stays 
clear. However, when NaCl is added, and above an effec-
tive physiological concentration of 0.17 M, suddenly the 
bubbles no longer fuse. The column becomes dense with 
the production of a high-density of bubbles (typically 
1–3 mm diameter).6 The same phenomenon is responsi-
ble for the foaminess of the ocean, and the lack of foam 
production in freshwater.

The phenomenon occurs for a wide variety of elec-
trolytes, always at the same effective concentration 0.17 
M or the equivalent Debye length for all salts 1:1 2:1 2:2 
3:1… and mixtures. For another class of electrolytes, 
there is no effect of salt on fusion inhibition.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

2.1. Experimental solutions.

Monovalent (1:1) and divalent (2:1) electrolyte solu-
tions of 300 ml were prepared and sterilised by autoclav-
ing in an Aesculap 420 at 15 psi, and 121-124 °C for 15 
minutes. A NaCl concentration of 0.17 M NaCl or higher 
(≥ 99% purity, obtained from Sigma-Aldrich) in Milli-
Q water, prevents bubble coalescence and increases the 
performance of the HBCE process by producing a higher 
air/water interfacial area. See ref6 for detailed results.

0.01 M CaCl2 solutions (≥ 99% purity, obtained from 
Sigma-Aldrich) in Milli-Q water do not reduce bubble 
coalescence, these solutions were chosen to reduce the 
virus and bacteria charge, perhaps reducing repulsion 
between bubbles and pathogens potential of increasing 
the HBCE inactivation efficiency, without affecting MS2 
viability in this salt solution.5,7

2.2. Media preparation for experiments with E. coli.

The plate count method is commonly used for the 
identification of E. coli in marine water, treated drink-
ing water, and wastewater. The water quality is assessed 
based on the ability of E. coli colonies to propagate 
in a layer of agar in the form of colony-forming units 
(CFU).26,34

For each experiment, 1 liter of medium was pre-
pared from two solutions (A and B). 

Solution A was composed of 6 g of NaCl, 13 g of 
tryptone, 1 g of yeast extract, and 1,000 ml of Milli-Q 
water. A pH value o 6.9 was measured with a Thermos 
Scientific Orion Star A214 pH meter. This solution was 
aseptically dispensed into two vessels, broth media, 
without agar, and the other one containing 1.41% agar 
(molecular biology-grade from Sigma-Aldrich). To dis-
solve the agar, the solution was heated to boiling and 
then sterilized by autoclaving in an Aesculap 420 at 15 
psi, and 121-124 °C, for 15 minutes.

Solution B was used to enhance E. coli growth. This 
solution was prepared by adding 0.010 g of thiamine 
and 1 g of glucose to 50 ml of Milli-Q water and filtered 
through a 0.22 µm filter for its sterilization and then was 
aseptically added to solution A (in a proportion of 1:20), 
once cooled to 50 °C.

The 1.41 % agar solution was poured into 100 × 15 
mm Petri dishes which were placed within the ster-
ile field area around the Bunsen burner created by the 
updraft of the flame.26
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2.3. Media preparation for experiments with viruses.

A specific optimized Double Layer Plaque Assay tech-
nique was used to assess the concentration of active MS2 
viruses. This plaque assay method is commonly used for 
the detection of MS2 in treated drinking water, wastewa-
ter, and marine water. The water quality is assessed based 
on the ability of bacteriophages to kill the host bacteria 
and allow phages (circular zone of infected cells) to prop-
agate in a confluent lawn of bacterial host cells, immobi-
lized in a layer of agar.8,9,10,11

The Double Layer Plaque Assay requires an adequate 
growth medium to achieve better visibility and higher 
consistency. 10, 11 The medium is not commercially avail-
able. Therefore, it was prepared for each experiment in 
the form of two solutions, A and B. Solution A contains 
15 g of tryptone, 1.5 g of yeast extract, 12 g of NaCl, 
and 1,425 ml of Milli-Q water. A pH value of 6.9 was 
measured with a Thermos Scientific Orion Star A214 
pH meter. This solution was dispensed aseptically into 
three vessels with different amounts of agar (1% for the 
bottom agar, 0.5 % for the top agar, and no agar for the 
broth media). The agar used in these experiments was 
molecular biology-grade, obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. 
These solutions were first heated to boiling to dissolve 
the agar and then sterilized by autoclaving in an Aescu-
lap 420 at 15 psi, and 121-124 °C, for 15 minutes.

Solution B was used to improve the visibility of the 
viruses. This solution was prepared by adding 1.5 g of glu-
cose, 0.441 g of CaCl2, and 0.015 g of thiamine to 75 ml of 
Milli-Q water and filtered through a 0.22 µm filter for its 
sterilization and then was aseptically added to solutions A 
(in a proportion of 1:20), once cooled to 50 °C.

The bottom agar was poured into 100 mm x 15 mm 
Petri dishes which were dried within the sterile field area 
around the Bunsen burner created by the updraft of the 
flame, to maintain local environmental sterility, until 
the agar was not too dry or too moist.9

2.4. Bacterial strain Escherichia coli C-3000 (ATCC 15597)

E. coli is a gram-negative bacteria with a straight 
cylindrical rod shape of 1.0-2.0 µm size.12 It is found 
in the gastrointestinal tract of animals and humans. E. 
coli strains can be harmless or pathogenic to the host. 
As a result of fecal contamination, they can be found 
in water and soil. Therefore, it was selected as a repre-
sentative model for bacteria in water13,14 for the E. coli 
inactivation experiments and also for the virus steriliza-
tion experiments, as the MS2 virus-host.11 E. coli C-3000 
(ATCC15597) is a biosafety level 1 organism 15 and can 
be used as the MS2 virus-host.11

For a successful plaque assay, for virus inactivation 
experiments, the Escherichia coli C-3000 (ATCC 15597) 
must be in an exponential growth phase. This was 
achieved by growing two separate bacterial cultures: an 
overnight culture and a log phase culture.10,11,16 The over-
night culture was grown in 10 ml of broth media at 37 
°C for 18-20 hours in a Labtech digital incubator; mod-
el LIB-030M, while shaking at 110 rpm with a PSU-10i 
orbital shaker. This overnight culture resulted in high 
numbers of bacteria in the culture and was used as a ref-
erence standard. 

For a successful plate count, the concentration of E. 
coli from the overnight culture was calculated by serially 
10-fold diluting 0.50 ml of E. coli overnight culture into 
a tube containing 4.50 ml sterile saline solution.10

To start the log phase E. coli culture, 1 ml of the over-
night culture was transferred into 25-30 ml of broth media 
and incubated for 3 h at 37 °C, with gentle shaking at 110 
rpm. To prevent loss of F-pill by the cells, they were then 
quickly cooled in a refrigerator, at 5 °C. A UV-VIS spec-
trometer, UVmini-1240, was then used to measure the 
optical density (OD) of the log phase E. coli culture. OD 
readings at 620 nm of between 0.8 and 1.1 indicated that 
the culture can be used in the plaque assay for the virus 
experiments and as a standard for the E. coli experiments.

2.5. Viral strains MS2 (ATCC 15597-B1)

A freeze-dried vial of MS2 bacteriophage was 
acquired from the American Type Culture Collection 
(ATCC). Bacteriophage MS2 (ATCC 15597-B1) was rep-
licated using Escherichia coli C-3000 (ATCC 15597) 
according to the International Standard ISO 10705-116 
and the Ultraviolet Disinfection Guidance Manual of the 
United States Environmental Protection Agency.17 MS2 
is a bacteriophage member of a class called group I. Its 
entire genome has been sequenced. It is a positive-sense, 
single-stranded RNA molecule of 3,569 nucleotides and 
it has an icosahedral structure. The virus has a hydrody-
namic radius of about 13 nm.18

The concentration of the MS2 bacteriophage was cal-
culated by adding 1.0 ml of broth media to the vial and 
serially 10-fold diluted 10 times by passing 0.50 ml of the 
bacteriophage into a tube containing 4.50 ml of broth 
medium.10 0.20 ml of the 4 hours host (log phase E. coli 
culture) and 10 mL of 0.5% top agar layer were poured 
over the Petri dishes with 1% bottom agar, dried around 
the Bunsen burner, 0.1 mL aliquots of 10-6 to 10-11 dilu-
tions were inoculated on the surface of 14 Petri dishes. 

After overnight incubation, 18-24 hours at 37 °C, indi-
vidual plaques were countable and the concentration of the 
MS2 Bacteriophage was calculated using the equation:
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Undiluted spiking suspension in PFU / mL = 
(PFU1 + PFU2… PFUn)/(V1 + V2…. Vn) [1]

Where PFU is the number of plaque-forming units 
from plates, Vn is the volume (in ml) of each undiluted 
sample added to the plates containing countable plaques 
and n is the number of useable counts.

2.6. Hot bubble column evaporator process (HBCE)

In the HBCE process, 27 l/min of ambient air was 
pumped through a silica gel desiccator, for dehumidifi-
cation, and from there the dry air was passed through 
an electrical heater that maintained a hot air tempera-
ture, just above the sinter surface, of 103 °C 150 °C, 200 
°C or 250 °C, depending on the experiment. The base of 
the bubble column evaporator was fitted with a 40-100 
µm pore size glass sinter (type 2) of 135 mm diameter. 

Once the solutions with known concentrations of 
virus and E. coli were prepared, two rounds of experi-
ments (one for viruses and the other one for bacteria) 
were conducted in the HBCE. The temperature of the 
hot air (103 °C, 150 °C, 200 °C, 250 °C for this study) 
was measured, before the introduction of the solutions 
in the column, with a thermocouple above the sinter in 
the center of the dry column. The hot air passed through 
the sinter, in the form of bubbles, into the 300 ml solu-
tions (0.17 M NaCl and 0.01 M CaCl2). This inactivated 
the pathogens (MS2 viruses and E. coli) and heated the 
solution to a steady-state temperature (of 34 to 55 °C, 
depending on the inlet air temperature). 

2.7. Disinfection experiments

A total of 18 viral and bacterial sterilization experi-
ments were conducted in two solutions: 0.17 M NaCl 
and 0.01 M CaCl2 at 4 different inlet air temperatures 
(103 °C, 150 °C, 200 °C, and 250 °C) in the HBCE.

The evaluation of bacteriophage and E. coli results 
was performed by the plaque assay and plate count 
methods (respectively).8,10,19

For each experiment, the target number of patho-
gens per 0.1 ml aliquot was 290. The following equation 
[4] was used to determine the spiking volume (that is, the 
volume that was taken from the virus/bacteria stock):

 [2]

where S is the virus/bacteria stock volume (ml) added to 
300 ml of solution, T is the target number of pathogen 

per sample, B is the total number of samples in 300 ml 
and C is the concentration (pathogen/ml) in the virus/
bacteria dilution to be used for spiking.17

Once the solutions with the known concentration of 
pathogens were prepared the inactivation experiments at 
different temperatures were conducted in the HBCE. 1 
ml samples were collected from 10 to 15 mm above the 
central area of the sinter. For each sample, 0.1 ml was 
spotted in triplicate following the double layer or the 
plaque count technique,17 the same procedure that was 
used to determine the concentration of the MS2 bacte-
riophage or E. coli. 

2.8. Zeta potential measurements

Zeta potential measurements were performed using 
a nano zeta sizer (Zetasizer Nano ZS Malvern Instru-
ments Ltd.)20 to study the MS2 virus and E. coli surface 
charge in various electrolyte solutions containing 108 
MS2 viruses/ml or 108 E. coli C-3000/ml. Trapped air 
bubbles in the zeta cells were carefully avoided in the 
disposable zeta cells used to conduct the zeta measure-
ments.

2.9. Data analysis

The linear decay model was used to study the time 
dependence of inactivation of pathogens (MS2 virus or 
E. coli). Plate counts were performed for all 18–21 plates 
from each of the experiments. The mean and standard 
deviation of each triplicated sample were obtained using 
bacterial survival factor, log10 (Nt/N0), where N0 is the ini-
tial number of pathogens per sample and Nt is the num-
ber of pathogens after a set exposure time in minutes.21

The decimal reduction time (D-value) was used to 
measure the temperature impact on both pathogenic 
groups (virus and bacteria). This can also be defined as 
the time needed to inactivate 90% (i.e. 1-log) of E. coli 
or virus (heat resistance). The Z-value is the temperature 
change required to change the D-value by a factor of 10.

D-values and Z-values were calculated using a linear 
exponential decay model or Thermal Death Model.22

log (Nt) = log (N0) –  [3]

 [4]

Where, D = the decimal reduction time, -(1/D) = the 
slope of the curve. 

The Z-value is the increase in temperature needed to 
reduce the D-value by 1-log. It measures the impact of 
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a change in temperature on E. coli or virus inactivation. 
Thus:

 [5]

Where, T1 is the first temperature of the interval, T2 
second temperature of the interval, and D1 and D2 are 
the D-values at T1 and T2.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Theoretical model estimate of thickness and tempera-
ture of the transient hot water layer around the hot bubbles 
used in the inactivation of viruses and bacteria

The HBCE process successfully sterilised water con-
taminated with E. coli and MS2 viruses using hot air 
bubbles in two different solutions (0.17 M NaCl and 0.01 
M CaCl2). This inactivation process appears to be trig-
gered by collisions between the bacteria and viruses 
with the hot air bubbles.5,23,24 In the HBCE, a thin layer 
of heated water must also be formed transiently around 
the surface of the hot air bubbles, once they are released 
into the column. The thickness and the temperature of 
this thin, transient layer can be roughly estimated and 
it appears that this may be an important parameter to 
understand inactivation rates of virus and E. coli occur-
ring at the HBCE. The collisions between these heated 
water layers, as well as the hot air in the bubbles them-
selves, is considered as the fundamental mechanism pro-
posed for pathogen inactivation (E. coli and virus).24,5

During the HBCE experiments the inlet air tem-
perature was always between 103 and 250 °C and the 
estimated average temperature of the heated water layers 
was in a range of 66 to 70 °C (see Table 1). By compari-
son, the column solution temperatures were always sig-
nificantly lower (i.e. from 32 to 55 °C) (Fig. 1).

In the theoretical model, the temperature and the 
thickness of the hot water layer around the surface of a 
1 mm diameter air bubble were estimated roughly for a 
range of inlet air temperatures using the formula:

Tavg=  [6]

where Tavg (in °C) is the average (transient) temperature 
of the hot water layer surrounding the air bubble and 
Tc (°C) is the steady-state temperature of the solution in 
the HBCE, with the assumption that the hot air bubbles 
had cooled from their initial inlet temperature to 100 °C 
when they first enter the bubble column.

The thickness of the transient has been estimated by 
balancing the heat supplied by the cooling bubble with 

the heat required to raise the film to this average tem-
perature (see Table 1). Thus, since the volume of the film 
V is given by:

 
V=4πr2z [7]

where r is the bubble radius with a constant value of 
0.001 m, z the layer thickness around the bubble and 
r>>z, this thermal energy balance is given by.25

Cp∆TV=Cwater∆t4πr2ρwz [8]

where Cp air heat capacities per unit volume, Cwater is 
the air heat capacity per unit weight, is the liquid water 
mass density, ∆T is the cooling of the air bubble (from 
inlet temperature to 100 °C) and ∆t is the transient tem-
perature increase in the water layer, relative to the col-
umn solution temperature.

In practice, likely, at least half of the heat supplied 
by the cooling bubble will be used in evaporating water 
into the bubble, and hence the calculated, roughly esti-
mated, film thicknesses should be about halved. 

Figure 1. Model used to estimate the thickness and temperature of 
the hot layer around the air bubble at different inlet air tempera-
tures.

Table 1. Estimated thickness and temperature of the transiently 
heated water layer around the air bubbles at different inlet air tem-
peratures.

Inlet Gas 
Temperature 

Tin (°C)

Column 
Solution 

Temperature 
Tc (°C)

Density of 
Water

(g/cm3)

Hot Layer 
Thickness δ 

(nm)

Average 
Temperature 
of Hot Layer

Tavg (°C)

103 32 0.99053 2 66
150 45 0.99022 39 72.5
200 51 0.98758 87 75.5
250 55 0.98569 142 77.5
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When the inlet gas temperature increases, so does 
the thickness of the surface hot water layer around the 
bubble surface (Fig. 1). Consequently, the volume of the 
inactivation area is increased and this should make the 
inactivation rate more effective. Typical results from this 
model are given above (Table 1). Therefore, the inlet air 
temperature has a direct relation with pathogen inacti-
vation as will be shown. 

3.2. Temperature effects on pathogen inactivation in the 
HBCE in two different solutions

The impact of temperature for MS2 viruses and E. coli 
inactivation in the HBCE process at 103 °C, 150 °C, 200 
°C and 250 °C inlet air temperatures was studied using 
two solutions: 0.17 M of NaCl and 0.01 M CaCl2 (Table 2).

3.3. Solution comparison.

A 0.17 M solution of NaCl will inhibit bubble coa-
lescence and so will increase the interfacial area of the 
bubbles within a bubble column 6, whereas the other 
solutions of 0.01 M CaCl2 do not produce bubble coales-
cence inhibition 4, 26 (Table 3). Higher bubble interfacial 
areas were expected to increase will increase the chances 
of a collision between pathogens and hot air bubbles so 
improving virus and bacteria inactivation rates.

The Zeta potential for viruses presented lower values 
for CaCl2 than for NaCl solutions. Presumably, this can 
be attributed to the absorption of calcium on the MS2 
virus. E. coli did not present this selective absorption so 
that a similar Zeta potential was observed for both elec-
trolyte solutions for this pathogenic group (see Table 3).

To understand the effect of hot air on different solu-
tions (0.17 M NaCl vs 0.01 M CaCl2) when thermally 

inactivating pathogens, such as MS2 virus and E. coli, 
decimal reduction times (D-values) at four inlet air tem-
peratures, 50 °C intervals, were obtained (Table 2). The 
correlation between the log of the D-values and the 
corresponding temperature was represented in Fig. 2 
and 3. A D-value is the time needed to inactivate 90% 
(i.e. 1-log) of the pathogens. To measure the heat resist-
ance of these pathogens, Z-values have been calculated. 
The Z-value gives the temperature required to change 
the D-value by a factor of 10 and reflects the tempera-
ture impact on a pathogen (E. coli and MS2 virus in our 
study). The smaller the Z-value, the greater the sensitiv-
ity to heat.

Figures 2 and 3 show the minimum air bubbling 
times, at different temperatures, needed to achieve 1-log 
pathogen (virus and bacteria) inactivation in 0.17 M 
NaCl and 0.01 M CaCl2 solutions. Above and to the right 
of the lines the pathogens will be sterilised by 1-log.

At low inlet air temperatures, between 100 and 150 
°C, both pathogenic groups MS2 viruses and E. coli pre-
sent higher inactivation rates in CaCl2 than in NaCl solu-
tions with D-values of 33.00 and 75.19 min for E. coli 
and virus in CaCl2 solutions and 121.95 and 65.36 min 
for NaCl solutions (see Table 2 and Figures 2 and 3). For 
an intermediate range of temperatures, 150 to 200 °C 
NaCl solutions show better inactivation rates for E. coli 
with D-values of 9.31 min. than do CaCl2 solutions do 
for viruses with D-values of 23.75 min. At higher tem-
peratures, 200 to 250 °C, both solutions presented simi-
lar inactivation rates for E. coli with D-values in a range 
of 3.5 to 3.8 min. For viruses, NaCl solutions inactivated 
almost 3 times faster than CaCl2 solutions with a D-value 
of just 6.15 min. (see Table 2 and Figures 2, and 3). 

Virus (Z-value= 145 °C) and E. coli (Z-value= 105 
°C) inactivation in CaCl2 solutions is less temperature 
dependent than in NaCl solutions with Z-values of 77 °C 
for virus and 76 °C for E. coli See Table 2. 

The effect of 0.17 M NaCl on the inhibition of bub-
ble coalescence makes the HBCE process more temper-
ature-dependent (reduced Z-values of 77 °C) than when 

Table 2. D and Z values for E. coli and MS2 virus in 2 different 
solutions (NaCl and CaCl2).

Pathogen Solutions

D-values at different inlet air 
temperatures (min.) Z-values 

(°C)
102 °C 150 °C 195 °C 205 °C 250 °C

Virus 0.17M 
NaCl   121.95   29.41 6.15 77

0.01M 
CaCl2   75.19   23.75 15.5 145

E. coli 0.17M 
NaCl 65.36 9.31 3.87     76

0.01M 
CaCl2 33.00 18.73   3.51   105

Table 3. Zeta potential and bubble coalescence values for virus and 
bacteria in NaCl and CaCl2 solutions. 

Pathogen Solution % Coalescence Zeta Potential 
(mV)

Virus 0.17 M NaCl 0 -6.32
0.01 M CaCl2 94 -2.55

E. coli 0.17 M NaCl 0 -12.50
0.01 M CaCl2 94 -12.20
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using CaCl2 solutions. It can reasonably be assumed 
that this is due to the higher air/water interfacial bubble 
area produced. Consequently, there will be an increase 
in the volume of the transiently heated layer around the 
bubbles (see Table 1). When this volume increases, the 
chances of collision between pathogens and hot air bub-
bles will also increase with the consequent improvement 
in heat transfer. 

3.4. Pathogenic group comparison

The World Health Organisation (WHO) studied the 
sterilization properties of hot liquids for thermal inac-
tivation of bacteria and viruses in their guidelines for 
drinking-water quality.27 WHO concluded that water 
temperatures above 60 °C effectively inactivate both 
pathogenic groups and when the temperature range 
lies between 60 and 65 °C, the inactivation of bacteria 

occurs faster than inactivation of virus. These studies 
proved that at 60 °C water temperature E. coli needs 600 
seconds to reach a 3 log reduction compared with 1,350 
seconds for viruses like echovirus 6, coxsackievirus B4, 
enterovirus, coxsackievirus B5 to reach the same 3 log 
reduction.

For E. coli and MS2 virus inactivation in the HBCE 
was improved by increasing the inlet air temperatures 
from 103 to 250 °C. The thermal inactivation effect is 
more effective when the inlet air temperature increases. 
This is probably because of a thicker and hotter transient 
heated water layers created around the rising air bubble 
surface28 (see Table 1). E. coli and viruses will be ther-
mally inactivated by the collisions with this layer.

To understand the temperature effect of inlet air for 
thermal inactivation of pathogens (MS2 virus and E. coli) 
decimal reduction times (D-Values) at four different inlet 
gas temperatures, at intervals of 50 °C, were obtained and 
the correlation between log of the D-values and the cor-
responding temperature was represented in Figures 4 and 
5. Again, D-values and Z-values have been calculated to 
assess the temperature impact on the pathogens.

Figures 4 and 5 show the minimum hot air bubbling 
times at different temperatures to achieve 1-log pathogen 

Figure 2. Comparison of the impact of temperature on MS2 virus 
inactivation between 0.17M NaCl and 0.01M CaCl2 solutions.

Figure 3. Comparison of the impact of temperature on E. coli inac-
tivation between 0.17M NaCl and 0.01M CaCl2 solutions.

Figure 4. Comparison of the impact of temperature on E. coli and 
MS2 virus in 0.17M NaCl solutions.

Figure 5. Comparison of the impact of temperature on E. coli and 
MS2 virus in 0.17M CaCl2 solutions.
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(virus and bacteria) inactivation in 0.17 M NaCl and 0.01 
M CaCl2 solutions. Above and to the right of the lines 
the pathogens will be sterilised by 1-log.

For both solutions and for the entire range of tem-
peratures E. coli was inactivated much faster than MS2 
virus, therefore, E. coli proved to be more sensitive to 
hot air bubbles than MS2 virus (Fig. 4).

At 150 °C inlet air temperatures E. coli presented 
D-values of 9.31 min. in NaCl solutions and 18.73 min. 
in CaCl2 solutions while the D-values for MS2 virus at 
the same temperature were 121.75 min. in NaCl and 
75.19 min in CaCl2 (Figures 4 and 5, Table 2). When 
inlet air temperature raised to 200 °C D-values for E. 
coli were 3.87 min in NaCl and 3.51 min in CaCl2 for 
virus these values were much higher with 29.41 min for 
NaCl solutions and 23.75 in CaCl2.

We can infer then that in the HBCE process, virus-
es and E. coli are inactivated when they are immersed 
in the hot water layer around the hot air bubbles or 
the bubbles themselves. The results agree with WHO 
with a faster inactivation for bacteria than for viruses, 
at similar water temperature 27. But this phenomenon 
is considerably enhanced by using the HBCE for both 
solutions. Thus, the inactivation rates for viruses are 
much slower than for bacteria even though the gas 
temperature range for the virus (150 to 250 °C) was 
higher than for the bacteria (103 to 205 °C). This dif-
ference, might in part, due to the large size/momen-
tum effect of E. coli compared with viruses. In a tur-
bulent regime within the HBCE, the significantly 
larger momentum of E. coli cells is more likely to 
enable direct contact with the hot air phase what will 
increase their inactivation. A more likely contributor is 
the destruction of phospholipid bilayers of the bacteria 
with high temperatures.

4. CONCLUSIONS 

This work has shown that viral and bacterial inac-
tivation in the HBCE process can be substantially 
improved by raising the inlet air temperature, from 103 
°C to 250 °C. According to the hot water layer theoreti-
cal model, when the inlet gas temperature increases, so 
will the thickness and the temperature of the transient 
heated water layer around the rising air bubble surface, 
and this appears to facilitate pathogen inactivation. 

When thermal processes are used for water sterili-
zation faster inactivation is always observed for bacte-
ria than for viruses, at similar water temperatures. This 
phenomenon is considerably enhanced when using the 
HBCE independently of the solution. 

The effect of 0.17 M NaCl on the inhibition of bub-
ble coalescence makes the HBCE process more tempera-
ture-dependent than with CaCl2 solutions by producing a 
higher air/water interfacial area and a better heat transfer.
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Abstract. Pollution of drinking water by toxic heavy-metal ions is a matter of con-
cern worldwide. These ions occur naturally, and also from environmental spills, radi-
oactive wastes and other industrial waste. Arsenic and lead are typical examples. A 
novel green surfactant, purpose designed, and environmentally friendly is shown to 
be extremely effective and specific for heavy metal ion removal. This is a consider-
able step forward on previous technologies. Surfactants have been used universally to 
remove organic and inorganic contaminants from water. But little selectivity has been 
achieved. After usage, the residual surfactants are discharged into surface waters or 
sewage systems. This causes environmental pollution. In this review, three surfactants 
from different classes (novel green surfactant, synthetic chemical surfactant and bio-
surfactant) are compared in terms of their efficiency in flotation, removal of different 
heavy-metal ions, biodegradability, and toxicity level, including their advantages and 
disadvantages.

Keywords: ion flotation, green surfactant, chemical synthetic surfactant, biosur-
factant, water treatment, toxic heavy metals.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Low but toxic amounts of heavy metal ions like arsenic occur naturally 
in drinking water. It is a long-standing problem. It affects millions of peo-
ple. There has been little progress towards its solution. Similar environmental 
issues of increasing concern are: wastewater from mining operations, battery 
and electronic manufacturing, the paper industry, radioactive waste disposal, 
which all pose massive challenges. The discharge of such waste waters into 
rivers and lakes affect aquifers, discharge into the ocean and can cause seri-
ous problems to marine life and to public health.1,2

Heavy metals such as chromium (Cr), cobalt (Co), lead (Pb), cadmium 
(Cd), mercury (Hg), nickel (Ni), zinc (Zn) and copper (Cu) are not biode-
gradable and they can accumulate in human tissues. Cobalt and chromium 
are a big problem with joint replacement surgery, and horse racing! Another 
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example: although zinc is essential for normal function 
of both eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells and other dif-
ferent human tissues, excessive amounts of zinc cause 
skin irritation and vomiting.3 Another ion, copper is 
an important element in human metabolism; however, 
excessive ingestion of copper can lead to spasms, vomit-
ing, and even death.4

Heavy-metal ions like radioactive strontium and 
radium in low concentration are among the most dam-
aging in nuclear waste. So new techniques that allow 
removal, and especially selective removal of contami-
nating heavy metal ions, wherever they occur, is a mat-
ter of highest importance. The urgent need for separa-
tion technologies for rare earth metals for the computer 
industry reinforce this. 

In the medical field, a large amount of research has 
focused on establishing critical heavy metal levels in the 
human body. For instance, nickel, lead, mercury, cadmi-
um, and chromium can be carcinogenic and cause seri-
ous problems for normal human organ function.5-7

The existence of heavy metal ions in industrial 
wastewater, a matter of global concern, has led to stricter 
environmental regulations. Much research on the remov-
al of heavy metal ions from water has been aimed at sev-
eral different methods: membrane technology, adsorp-
tion, ion exchange, chemical precipitation, and flotation. 
Of these, flotation is a technique of much promise. This 
method is able to remove heavy metal ions using bubbles 
and a ‘collector’ in the aqueous phase. In the context of 
minerals beneficiation, collectors are usually surfactant 
molecules. They are used in froth flotation of particu-
lates, metal rich minerals that attach to surfactant coated 
air bubbles. They typically leave unwanted substances 
like silica and clays behind in the flotation process. 

There are several processes that use this technique: 
froth flotation, dissolved air flotation, precipitation flo-
tation, and ion flotation that are well described in refer-
ences.8,9

Ion f lotation derives from the mineral separa-
tion industry. It is a technique also capable of removing 
organic and inorganic contaminants either in anionic 
or cationic forms from wastewaters.10 Currently, ion flo-
tation is in use for the recovery of precious metals, ion 
separation, and wastewater treatment because of its low 
energy consumption, inexpensive ancillary devices, flex-
ibility, and a negligible amount of sludge.11,12 A simple 
schematic of a laboratory scale ion flotation process is 
depicted in Figure 1 and shown in the graphical abstract. 

The conventional picture of how froth flotation sep-
aration of mineral particles works has it that surfactants 
adsorb onto finely ground hydrophilic mineral particles, 
selectively converting the required mineral to possess a 

hydrophobic surface. The continuous flow of a high den-
sity of bubbles captures the coated hydrophobic particles 
and carries them off into the collected foam. Naturally 
hydrophobic particles, such as talc and some mineral 
sulphides, float naturally, whereas most minerals are 
hydrophilic and will not float unless coated with an 
adsorbed layer of surfactant. The selective and controlled 
hydrophobicity of the mineral particles in a mixture, 
facilitates the successful selectivity of the froth flotation 
separation process. 

Our interest is in ion flotation for which the simplest 
explanation is different but closely related to froth flota-
tion. The important process is that surfactants adsorb 
to bubbles below the CMC, to provide a monolayer to 
which the heavy metal ions to be collected adsorb spe-
cifically and as the bubbles rise, the surfactant-ion com-
plex can be collected in the froth. At the same time, 
ions in solution may selectively bind to the surfactant 
head-group(s) and then be adsorbed at the bubble sur-
face. Whichever process dominates, it works and our 
aim here is to make the process as specific as possible. In 
this study, the effectiveness of a novel kind of surfactant 
designed for specificity in the removal of heavy metal 
ions has been explored and compared with two other 
standard surfactants. 

2. GREEN SYNTHETIC SURFACTANTS. HINTS FROM 
BIOLOGY

The promise of flotation techniques has not been 
matched by expectation so far. The goal of selectivity, of 
specificity, in harvesting heavy metal ions has remained 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the column setup for ion flotation 
process.
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an Elusive Eldorado. Taking a lesson from biology, from 
enzymes, we have synthesised novel surfactants that go 
some way to achieving improved specificity. There are 
double pluses in this. The most widely used surfactants 
are made from petroleum compounds. These sur-
factants are made by a wide range of industries, which 
themselves produce toxic products for the environment. 
Remediation methods of these surfactants include ozo-
nation, UV radiation and catalyst-coupled auto-oxida-
tions, which are of economic concern. In addition, the 
levels of CO2 liberated by petrochemical processes for 
the synthesis of the surfactants was found to be as high 
as 37% in the EU. Further, cationic surfactants with 
quaternary ammonium and pyridinium headgroups 
widely used in many household and pharmaceutical/
medical applications are potent immunosuppressants 
(see section 3 below).

These difficulties have led to the idea of going green, 
that is, through the search for a new class of surfactants 
which are to be obtained from raw renewable materi-
als.13 Environmentally friendly, or “Green Surfactants” 
can be obtained from natural and renewable ingredi-
ents. They should be biodegradable with low toxicity. 
There are evolving stricter environmental regulations 
due to increasing concern about traditional surfactants 
which create health and environmental /water pollution 
issues. Our goal in this search for green surfactants that 
are ion specific is made easier in that Nature has already 
shown the way. The shape, folding and hydrophobicity 
that determines structure and function of proteins and 
enzymes all depend on binding of specific ions to sites 
with specific dispersion forces and hydration compat-
ibility. There are myriad examples of active sites within 
enzymes that bind specific, usually divalent, ions that 
can serve as guides to templates that suggest prototypes 
for novel synthesised surfactant head groups.

2.1. L-cysteine an exemplar 

L-cysteine is an amino acid that is biosynthesised 
in the human body, mostly in keratin-rich tissues, such 
as nails, hair, and skin which have the highest level of 
cysteine.14 Different cysteine-based green surfactants 
with suitable hydrocarbon chain lengths can be syn-
thesized by reacting octanoyl chloride and dodecanoyl 
chloride with cysteine.15,16

Such surfactants have many useful properties. They 
are edible! So, their potential as a soap in industry is 
immense. For our present problem of heavy metal con-
tamination, then if a slight amount of this surfactant 
remains in treated water after a flotation process, it will 
not be harmful for human beings compared to tradition-

al chemical synthetic surfactants. It might even put hair 
on our chests!

2.2. Reaction synthesis

Below is the standard reaction synthesis method 
which can be used to obtain different cysteine-based 
surfactants.15,16 The obtained surfactant was recrystal-
lised in a mixture of ethanol:water (V:V 50:50) twice 
before using in the ion flotation experiments.

2.3. Green Surfactant Properties

These surfactants can be naturally decomposed by 
enzymes known as peptidases and proteases, a process 
that takes place in the intestine. The process produces 
octanoic acid and cysteine, which are both natural and 
have health benefits. Octanoic acid is an organic carbox-
ylic acid, which is found naturally in the milk of various 
mammals and is a minor component of kernel oil, palm, 
and coconut oil. Octanoic acid (caprylic acid), can also 
be taken as a dietary supplement due to its anti-inflam-
matory and antimicrobial properties. As a consequence, 
both of the products of this decomposition reaction are 
compatible with the human body.

2.4. An application to arsenic removal 

Cysteine-based surfactants with different chain 
lengths were developed and used for removal of low level 
of arsenic from drinking water.16 Single chain octanoyl-
cysteine (s-octanoyl-cys) and single chain dodecanoyl-
cysteine (s-dodecanoyl-cys) have been applied as the col-
lectors in a single stage batch ion flotation process. The 
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Figure 2. Schematic for the synthesis of octanoyl-cysteine sur-
factant from octanoyl chloride, in acetone, and L-cysteine in 
water.16
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results obtained are given in Table 1. The single-chain 
octanoyl-cysteine surfactant was found to have a rela-
tively high CMC value of 0.1 mol/L and showed signifi-
cant foaming ability. The corresponding values for dode-
canoyl cysteine surfactant were found to be 0.009 mol/L. 
The dodecanoyl-cysteine surfactant, with the lowest 
CMC value, also showed the lowest solubility in water 
and the weakest foaming ability. 

It is necessary to avoid forming micelles, in which the 
surfactant spontaneously forms surfactant aggregates that 
make the flotation process less efficient. During the ion 
flotation experiments here , the initial concentrations of 
these surfactants were used at about 0.1 of their CMC(s), 
i.e. at levels of 0.01 M and 0.0009 M, respectively.

These experiments were performed at pH = 8 (using 
NaOH 10% w/w), and an initial concentration of 5 
mg/L (ppm) for arsenic, As (V) ions. Based on Table 1, 
S-octanoyl-cys shows superior affinity with As (V) rath-
er than S-dodecanoyl-cys surfactant. As a consequence, 
after 60 minutes ion flotation, S-octanoyl-cys was able 
to remove 97.6% of As (V), while S-dodecanoyl-cys was 
capable of removing only 53% of the initial arsenic ions 
from solution. 

Most of the research on the binding process of 
heavy metals to cysteine is limited to computation-

al studies, however there are few experimental stud-
ies based on NMR analyses. It has been reported17 
that three cysteine molecules are needed to make the 
As(Cys)3 complex, coordinated with thiolates. This coor-
dination, resulting in a pyramid trigonal site, makes the 
interaction between As (III) (arsenite) and sulfhydryl in 
cysteine group more stabilized; and this demonstrates a 
possible cause of the toxicity mechanism for arsenic in 
causing structural distortion of cysteine-based biopol-
ymers. 18 Binding of Cd ions with cysteine was also 
studied using 113Cd NMR spectrum, which displayed 9 
resonances where 8 of them were at the range of 600-
700ppm, related to S-thiolate coordination for the Cd 
ions. While one resonance occurred at 516ppm, which 
is destabilised and can be interrupted. This resonance 
relates to C-terminal cluster of Cd ions to the cysteine 
molecule.19

2.5. The effects of the input gas type

The effect of different gases on the efficiency of 
heavy metal ion removal in the ion flotation process was 
also examined.15 Pure nitrogen and dry air were intro-
duced separately to the bubble column to produce bub-
bles with an average of about 2 mm diameter. The results 
presented in Table 2 show that air gas was slightly better 
for ion flotation than nitrogen, removing 99.9% of the 
arsenic compared with 99.4% for nitrogen (see Table 2). 
Mercury was found to have the highest removal rate in 
the presence of nitrogen gas, at 99.9%; with air, 99.6% 
was removed. Table 2 indicates the results of removing 
arsenic, lead, and mercury from water using S-octanoyl-
cys as the collector and N2 and air as the inlet gases to 
produce bubbles. 

The results presented in Table 2, illustrate that the 
green S-octanoyl-cys surfactant is entirely able to remove 
lead, mercury, and arsenic ions from aqueous solutions, at 
levels more than 99%. According to the Table, this green 
surfactant almost gives the same efficiency either using 

Table 1. Ion flotation results for the removal of arsenic ions (5 
mg/L or ppm) at pH = 8 using different cysteine-based surfactants 
(reproduced from15). C(surfactant) = 0.01M.

Surfactant
As (ppm) 
after 30 

mins

Removal 
(%) after 
30 mins

As (ppm) 
after 60 

mins

Removal 
(%) after 
60 mins

S-Octanoyl-cys 1st 
crystallized 0.442 91.2 0.120 97.6

S-Octanoyl-cys 2nd 
crystallized 0.135 97.3 0.025 99.5

S-Dodecanoyl-cys 2nd 
crystallized 3.310 33.8 2.34 53.2

Table 2. Flotation results for of 5 mg/ L (ppm) of different heavy-metals ions using s-octanoyl-cys, C(surfactant) = 0.01M and pH = 8. 
(Reproduced from15).

Contaminant Inlet gas As (ppm) after 30 
mins

Removal (%) after 
30 mins

As (ppm) after 60 
mins

Removal (%) after 
60 mins Ref.

Lead air 0.399 92.0 0.0467 99.1 15
Lead nitrogen 0.257 94.9 0.032 99.4 15

Mercury air 0.024 99.5 0.020 99.6 15
Mercury nitrogen 0.022 99.6 0.002 99.9 15
Arsenic air 0.137 97.3 0.006 99.9 20
Arsenic nitrogen 0.032 99.4 0.029 99.4 20
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air or nitrogen gas. Th is high effi  ciency is remarkable 
and suggests that the process could be used to treat water 
contaminated with heavy metal ions like arsenic (As), 
which is a naturally occuring toxic element and human 
carcinogen in countries such as Bangladesh, India, Brazil 
and China. Its concentration has oft en been increased in 
ground water due to industrial waste from mining, metal-
lurgy and also the use of toxic substances such as pesti-
cides, in some parts of the world, leading to even greater 
levels of contamination of ground water and crops.21,22

From these results, it appears that air could be used 
instead of the relatively expensive pure nitrogen gas to 
reduce the operation costs of a commercial ion fl ota-
tion plant. It is notable that according to World Health 
Organisation (WHO), the acceptable level of heavy-
metal ions in drinking water is less than 0.5 mg/L. Aft er 
60 minutes ion fl otation using the green S-octanoyl-cys 
surfactant, the concentrations of lead, mercury, and 
arsenic ions in water are 0.046, 0.02, and 0.029 mg/L, 
respectively, which are 10 to 25 times lower than the 
WHO standard level. 

Following the excellent results for removal of heavy 
metal ions by using S-octanoyl-cys as the collector, a 
wide range of heavy metals were examined in a single 
batch stage fl otation process. Removal of eight common 
heavy metals: cadmium, chromium, strontium, calcium, 
gold, mercury, lead, and arsenic were determined aft er 
sixty minutes bubbling.12,15,20 Th e initial concentration of 
each single metal ion was 5 mg/L and the initial concen-
tration of used S-octanoyl-cys surfactant was adjusted 
to 0.01 M. Th ese experiments were carried out at pH = 8 
(using NaOH 10% w/w) and the results obtained for each 
single heavy-metal ion are reported in Table 3.

As the Table shows, there is an excellent affin-
ity between the surfactant and various metal ions in the 
aqueous solutions. Th is green biodegradable surfactant 

is able to adsorb Sr, Cr, As, Hg, Cd, Pb, and Ca ions 
through a physico-chemical process and remove them 
from drinking water with high removal rates (%) of 99.8, 
99.7, 99.6, 99.4, 99.2, 99.1, and 97.3, respectively. Accord-
ing to Table 3, this natural surfactant has less affi  nity 
to bind with gold ions in comparison with other metals 
examined. It shows a moderate removal rate of 42.4%. 
Gold ions were used in the form of AuCl4

- ions. 
We have also found12 that the ion fl otation system 

using S-octanoyl-cys surfactant at an initial concen-
tration of 0.01 M and at pH 8, can successfully remove 
copper ions at 50 mg/L in aqueous solutions. Th e results 
show a high removal rate for copper ions using this sur-
factant and in the hydrated form of copper ions, in the 
sulphate salt, even visual observation shows a noticeable 
visible blue colour at concentrations higher than about 
200 mg/L of Cu2+. Th e results observed for ion fl ota-
tion of copper ions at 500 mg/L indicates that using the 
S-octanoyl-cys causes this colour to rapidly disappear, 
which confi rms that the ion-fl otation process should be 
directed towards the development of novel treatment 
methods for the removal of heavy-metal ions, such as 
Cu, from mining wastewater.

2.6. Selectivity in mixtures of ions

Extending these results, we have illustrated the 
removal effi  ciency and the selectivity of S-octanoyl-cys 
to remove several ions in a mixed aqueous solution with 
initial concentrations of 5 mg/L.12 Th ese experiments 
were undertaken in the presence of an initial concen-
tration of 0.01 M of the surfactant and pH = 8. Aft er 60 
minutes samples were taken. Although this green sur-
factant showed excellent removal rates for single metal 
ions in aqueous solution, aft er ICP-MS analysis for a 

Table 3. Ion fl otation results of diff erent single heavy metals in 
aqueous solution using S-octanoyl-cys (C(surfactant, initial) = 
0.01M, C(heavy metal ion, initial) = 5 mg/L (ppm), and pH = 8). 
(Reproduced from12, 20).

Single 
pollutant

C (ppm)
aft er 30 min

Removal (%) 
aft er 30 mins

C (ppm)
aft er 60 min

Removal (%) 
aft er 60 mins

Cd (ІІ) 0.27 94.6 0.04 99.2
Cr (ІІІ) 0.33 93.4 0.001 99.7
Sr (ІІ) 0.03 99.4 0.009 99.8
Ca (ІІ) 0.72 85.6 0.13 97.3
Au (ІІІ) 3.12 37.6 3.38 42.4
Hg (ІІ) 0.02 98.5 0.02 99.4
Pb (ІІ) 0.40 92.02 0.05 99.1
As (V) 1.37 72.6 0.02 99.6

Figure 3. Removal rate of diff erent heavy-metal ions in a mixed 
aqueous solution using S-octanoyl-cysteine surfactant through a 
batch stage ion fl otation process (Reprinted from Ref. 12, with per-
mission from Elsevier).
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mixture of metal ions, the results indicated that some 
of the metal ions were clearly bound more strongly. The 
removal rate results for an aqueous solution containing 
seven heavy-metal ions (Cu, Cr, Cd, La, Pb, Mg, and Fe) 
are depicted in Figure 3.

Based on the data from ICP-MS analysis, copper and 
chromium ions also show strong binding affinity to the 
surfactant with removal rates of 83% and 78%, respec-
tively. However, in comparison with other heavy-metal 
ions, iron and magnesium ions exhibited less bonding. 
The removal rates were 16% and 6% for Mg and Fe ions, 
respectively.

2.7. Other applications

In addition to removal of pollutants from water, there 
is another significant application for ion flotation. This 
technique has found its way as a promising separation 
process with especial interest in heavy metal ions recov-
ery. Therefore, further research on the effectiveness of 
the green S-octanoyl-cys surfactant has been conducted 
for separation of iron and lanthanum ions in an aqueous 
solution. For this purpose, a mixed solution of 5 mg/L of 
lanthanum and iron ions was studied and ion flotation 
was undertaken using an initial concentration of 0.01 M 
of s-octanoyl-cys surfactant at pH = 8. After 60 minutes 
bubbling, samples of solution remaining in the column 
were taken and the results are reported in Table 4.

It is evident that besides excellent heavy metal 
removal capacity of this surfactant, it also can be used 
to separate or produce specific recovery of some metal 
ions from a mixed aqueous solution. The Table indicates 
S-octanoyl-cys surfactant has a stronger binding affinity 
with lanthanum ions rather than iron ions. As a result, 
La recovery is almost 12 times more than Fe removal.

3. CHEMICAL SYNTHETIC SURFACTANTS

Chemical synthetic surfactants were initially used 
by Sebba23 in a flotation process to concentrate inorganic 

ions from aqueous solutions. This type of surfactant is 
widely used in industry since the molecular structures 
could be designed as they are required. Alkane sul-
fonate, alkylamine, disodiumalkyl malonate, xanthate, 
sodium oleate, and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) have 
been widely applied in ion flotation.24 Besides the advan-
tage of using chemical synthetic surfactants, there are a 
number of drawbacks to applying them in industry. 

Chemical synthetic surfactants demonstrate consid-
erable biological activity. For instance, anionic chemical 
synthetic surfactants are able to form bonds with mac-
romolecules such as enzymes, peptides, and DNA which 
might alter their surface charge and vary the folding of 
the polypeptide chain. This binding can interfere their 
normal biological functions.25,26

Furthermore, quaternary ammonium compounds 
are the most common type of cationic surfactants. They 
are known to bind with the inner membrane of bacteria. 
As a result, this type of chemical synthetic surfactant 
can disorganise them and affect their normal func-
tions27-32 cationic surfactants are potent immunosup-
pressants, a fact as widely known as it is ignored.

The fact that our cysteine-based surfactants are not 
toxic and actually edible is highly significant. In addi-
tion, non-ionic surfactants demonstrate the ability of 
binding with phospholipid membranes and different 
proteins. This binding raises permeability of cellular 
membranes which can cause cell damage or death due to 
loss of amino acids and ions.33

It is notable that sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) is one 
of the most well-known chemical synthetic surfactant 
that is used widely in industries. This surfactant is also 
known as sodium lauryl sulfate. Figure 4 illustrates the 
molecular structure of this anionic surfactant. 

The effectiveness this surfactant in removing heavy-
metal ions has been assessed in a number of reports. 
For example, Yenidünya34 applied SDS as the collec-
tor in an ion flotation process for removing Mn2+, Cu2+, 
and Zn2+ from water. After 60 minutes flotation, 99.8%, 
90.5%, and 73.4% of magnesium, copper, and zinc were 
removed from the aqueous solution. Table 5 shows 
the results obtained from various studies using SDS 
for removal of heavy-metal ions through ion flotation. 
According to Table 5, although a frother and axillary 
ligand have been used, the achieved removal rates are 

Table 4. Flotation results for a mixed solution of iron and lantha-
num, using s-octanoyl-cys surfactant in a batch process. Initial con-
centration of La and Fe are 5 mg/L. Initial surfactant concentration 
= 0.01M and pH=8. (Reproduced from12).

Mixed Ions C (mg/L)
after 30 min

Removal (%)
after 30 min

C (mg/L)
after 60 min

Removal (%)
after 60 min

Iron 4.78 4.4 4.6 8.0
Lanthanum 1.00 80 0.27 94.6

Figure 4. The molecular structure of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) 
as an anionic chemical synthetic surfactant.34
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relatively lower than those obtained by S-octanoyl-cys 
surfactant.

Tea saponin is uncharged with a CMC value of 
about 0.72 mM.33 In a recent study,34 tea saponin was 
used for removing cadmium, lead and copper ions in 
aqueous solutions. The highest efficiencies were achieved 
when the tea saponin ratio to heavy metal was 3:1 at 
pH = 6. The removal efficiency decreased slightly with 
increasing in ionic strength obtained by adding NaCl 
solutions (in the range 0.001-0.004 M). 

4. BIOSURFACTANT

Biosurfactants are known as ecosystem friendly 
compounds, which are found in plants, animals, and 
microbes etc. Most biosurfactants are found either in 
anionic or non-ionic form and only a few of them are 
cationic.42,43 The lipophilic part of these biosurfactants 

is usually based on long-chain fatty acids. 4 The hydro-
philic sector can be an amino acid, cyclic peptide, carbo-
hydrate, alcohol, or carboxylic acid.45 Biosurfactants are 
widely applied as additives in food industry, adsorbents 
for environmental treatment, and flocculants because of 
their properties such as biodegradability, low toxicity, 
and biocompatibility.46 Due to stricter environmental 
regulations, biosurfactants would be the promising alter-
natives to the traditional chemical synthetic surfactants.

The tea saponin molecule, found in Camellia plants, 
is a non-ionic surfactant which has been used in soil and 
water treatments.47 The molecular structure of this sur-
factant is depicted in Figure 5.

A very small number of studies have been conducted 
to ascertain the effectiveness of heavy metal ion removal 
using tea saponin biosurfactant in the ion flotation tech-
nique. Table 5 shows the results obtained for heavy met-
al removal from water using tea saponin as the collector 
in an ion flotation process. The removal rates of Cu2+, 
Cd2+, and Pb2+ from water using this surfactant were 
found to be 81%, 8%, and 12%, respectively. Although 
tea saponin is a relatively ecosystem friendly biosur-
factant, it does not show a satisfactory removal rate for 
cadmium and lead ions. It is notable that long flotation 
times and low removal efficiency are the main limits of 
applying biosurfactants in large-scale water treatment 
plants. Therefore, more research is required on develop-
ing biosurfactants to make them of greater practical val-
ue in the water treatment industry.

5. SUMMARY 

The Na-octanoyl amino acid-based single-chain 
cysteine surfactant shows a high-water solubility and 
high foaming ability over a wide pH range. In a batch 
ion flotation process, this surfactant was able to remove 

Table 5. Using sodium dodecyl sulfate and tea saponin surfactants in the process of ion flotation for removing heavy metal ions from water.

Surfactant Pollutants Condition Removal (%) Ref.

Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate (SDS) Zn (ІІ), Mn (ІІ), Cu (ІІ) Cmetal:CSDS:C axillary ligand =1:5:5, pH = 4 90.5, 99.8, 73.4 35
Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate (SDS) Cr (ІІІ) CSDS : Cmetal = 2, pH = 8 91.6 36

Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate (SDS) Cu (ІІ), Pb (ІІ), Ni (ІІ), 
Cd (ІІ), Zn (ІІ) Cmetal:CSDS = 1, pH = 9 97.5, 87.5, 87, 83, 

92.5 37

Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate (SDS) Cd (ІІ) CSDS : CCd =3, pH = 4 94 38
Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate (SDS) Ni (ІІ), Zn (ІІ) CSDS : Cmetal = 13.5, pH = 9.7 99.8, 90.4 39
Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate (SDS) Cd (ІІ) CSDS : Cmetal = 2, pH = 10 99.8 38

Tea Saponin Cu (ІІ) Csurfactant : Cmetal = 3, pH = 4 81 40
Tea Saponin Cd (ІІ) Csurfactant : Cmetal = 11, pH = 7.5 8 41
Tea Saponin Pb (ІІ) Csurfactant : Cmetal = 11, pH = 4.8 12 41

Figure 5. The molecular structure of tea saponin molecule as an 
example of a non-ionic biosurfactant.47
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97‒99% of the initial 5 ppm level of strontium, lantha-
num, arsenic and different heavy metal ions at levels 
typically present in contaminated water, in a simple, 
single-stage physiochemical process. The surfactant 
showed significantly lower efficiency for the removal of 
iron, selenium and gold ions. In a solution mixed with 
heavy-metal ions, including arsenic, copper, cadmium, 
magnesium, lanthanum, chromium, lead and iron, the 
surfactant shows a higher affinity to bind with arsenic, 
copper and chromium compared with the others. More-
over, the effectiveness of this surfactant for removal of 
gold ions from aqueous binary mixtures in the presence 
of iron and mercury ions has been explored. This new 
surfactant is highly efficient compared with commer-
cial surfactants (e.g., SDS and CTAB) for ion flotation. 
Importantly, it is also an environmentally acceptable 
compound. It can be decomposed into cysteine (amino 
acid) and octanoic acid (caprylic acid), which is taken as 
a dietary supplement. The surfactant has the potential 
for wide usage in ion flotation and in froth flotation.48

In the ion flotation experiments reported here, the 
cysteine surfactant concentration was in the range 10 
mM (initially) to 5 mM, whereas the initial metal ion 
concentrations were in the range: 0.1 mM (for light ele-
ments ions such as Ca) and 0.025 mM (for the heavy 
elements, Au, Hg and Pb). Hence, in all cases, the sur-
factant was always present in the batch column process 
in excess, relative to the metal ion concentrations.

It should be noted that in this protocol the sur-
factant, unlike the ions, was not fully depleted from the 
column during 60 minutes of bubbling time. That is, the 
surfactant concentration was approximately halved in 
the column during the bubbling experiments. Hence, the 
surfactant was always present in the column at a much 
higher concentration level than the metal ions, during 
these experiments. These conditions were used to illus-
trate the relative selectivity of the surfactant for a range 
of different ions, as shown in the results, from a series 
of single and mixed ion flotation experiments presented 
here.

By comparison, in a commercial process much 
longer ion flotation columns would be used to increase 
the efficiency of ion collection relative to the surfactant 
concentration, since the surfactant coated rising bubbles 
will continue to remove ions from the solution until they 
have reached saturated adsorption densities.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

We have shown that ion f lotation can be used 
for the treatment of contaminated waters containing 

toxic metallic ions. The example given is that of the 
S-octanoyl-cys surfactant, which can remove a range 
of low level toxic ions from water. The significant selec-
tivity of this surfactant for some of the ions studied is 
also most encouraging. It suggests that the ion flotation 
process could be used to completely separate some spe-
cific ion mixtures that pose problems, like rare earth 
ions. More research and methodological work is needed 
on how to harvest other valuable ions, such as gold, to 
reduce the significant costs of current refining process-
es. The surfactant also showed high efficiency for the 
removal of relatively high concentrations of copper ions, 
which could be used as a promising alternative for the 
treatment of different industrial and mining wastewater. 

From a sustainability view-point, the surfactant col-
lected in the foam can be released from the bound ion 
and then re-used to enable recycling of the surfactant. 
This surfactant also readily decomposes into products 
which are acceptable for human ingestion. It is also 
worth mentioning that the commercial development of 
this process would have a wide variety of applications 
and can address the global issue of heavy metal ion pres-
ence in drinking water.

A final observation: many enzymes have an active 
site, a hydrophobic pocket, centred around a specific 
ion which is generally divalent. The binding is highly 
specific and the ion sets the required structure of the 
hydrophobic pocket that allows the enzyme-substrate 
lock and key process. For example, with the restriction 
enzyme Hindi 2, the specific ion, e.g magnesium, can be 
replaced by suboptimal calcium, manganese, copper or 
nickel. 48 With the suboptimal replacements, the enzyme 
can still “work”, but not so efficiently and the chain of 
subsequent reactions is affected. This explains why trace 
elements are necessary, for both plants and animals, and 
why small amounts of ions like arsenic are so toxic. That 
different enzymes bind different trace ions so selectively 
may provide an entry into a wide range of other novel 
surfactants.
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Abstract. The recalcitrant nightmare of de-watering slime/sludge is a major issue, 
for both industry and the environment. A simple process is developed that solves the 
problem. It uses a bubble column evaporator (BCE) with heated dry air. The model 
slime to illustrate the de-watering process was a concentrated dispersion of spherical 
5 micron silica particles in pure water. Typical slime samples were de-watered in the 
range 20-35% colloid/water (w/w) using dry inlet gases pre-heated to temperatures of 
150 °C and 250 °C. The BCE process was run at sub-boiling temperatures, with the 
column solution in the range, 43 and 74 °C, with those two inlet temperatures operat-
ing for de-watering the slime. A significant bonus is that the pure water vapour pro-
duced can be condensed and used as a source of high-quality water for reuse. The BCE 
process offers simplicity, resilience to slime feed quality, and a pure water biproduct. 
It also offers a continuous and controlled low-maintenance process. These are clear 
advantages in de-watering a wide variety of industrial slimes and sludges. In addition, 
the process involves the passage of a continuous flow of hot dry gases. This causes the 
dispersion to remain sufficiently fluid to allow easy transportation. However, once the 
hot gas flow ceased, the dispersion immediately solidified. The success of the bub-
ble column process for dewatering and validation of the mechanism is even more 
enhanced if helium is used instead of air. It appears that hot helium atoms can disrupt 
water hydrogen-bonding in the liquid surrounding the hot bubbles and this enhanc-
es water vapour collection efficiency. The bubble method appears to offer more than 
significant advantages over other methods, such as hydrocyclone methods, which are 
often used to de-water mining wastes.

Keywords: slime and sludge de-watering, bubble column evaporator, silica spheres, 
helium gas.

1. INTRODUCTION – SLIME AND SLUDGE DE-WATERING 

The words sludge or slime are used to mean a high water-content col-
loidal dispersion that stubbornly resists de-watering. De-watering is a pro-
cess in which water is separated from the solids, to thicken up the waste 
for disposal or end-user purposes. This is a problem that poses major eco-
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nomic, environmental and safety challenges for a range 
of sludge types in industries like clay production, phos-
phate mining, diamond mining, sewage sludges, sand 
washing, and sludges from paper mills, gold mining, and 
different metallic ores. As an example, phosphate min-
ing produces clay tailing slurries or sludges which are 
usually less than 10% solid content. This must be de-
watered to a value of at least 40% by an economically 
acceptable process. Often the solid content has an aver-
age particle size equal to or less than 50 microns. This 
is generally characteristic of suspensions of siliceous 
and clay solids, and for other minerals, depending on 
the industrial process.1,2 Different techniques to de-
water sludges are employed in different industries. They 
include coagulation, f locculation, grinding, heating, 
applying high voltages and using hydrocyclones. How-
ever, each of these techniques has its own drawbacks and 
they often fail to provide desirable solid content levels. 
For instance, flocculation and coagulation methods need 
considerable amounts of chemical agents which might 
cause environmental, economic and safety concerns.2,3

Conventional methods, for example ponding, also 
suffer from disadvantages. It is time consuming and 
requires large acreages of land to effectively de-water 
large volumes of slurries. This also increases land main-
tenance and remediation costs, also causes environmen-
tal and health issues.2 Hydrocyclones are frequently used 
in different industries for de-watering of solid-liquid 
suspensions. Generally, large hydrocyclones are used for 
separation of particles (larger than 25 µm) from slimes, 
while smaller hydrocyclones with diameters less than 
10mm are usually used to separate fine particles smaller 
than 10 µm.

The controllability and efficiency of the hydrocy-
clone method are limited and this method needs to be 
augmented by further processes like centrifugation to 
optimise dewatering.4 Hydrocyclones, in general, are 
comprised of an inlet, a main body and two outlets. In 
order to increase the recovery of solids, the feed pres-
sure needs to be increased. Other conditions such as 
relationship between cutsize, bypass and water recov-
ery determine the performance. Thus, depending on the 
waste type, they need to be optimised in order to obtain 
maximum efficiency in de-watering.5,6 Also, for further 
improvement of the hydrocyclone process, a centrifuge 
can also be incorporated. This uses centrifugal forces 
made by spinning a bowl or basket to separate the sludge 
solids from the liquid.7

In this work a novel method of de-watering slime 
using a bubble column evaporator (BCE) is developed 
and evaluated. This can be used for many different 
sludge thickening applications. The BCE exploits the 

high interfacial area between gas bubbles and water and 
acts as a natural semi-permeable membrane. This pro-
cess uses hot bubbles to allow water vapour to escape 
but not the solid particles. So far, a wide range of use-
ful applications of the BCE process have been developed 
by our research group. The list includes: a new method 
for the precise measurement of enthalpies of vaporisa-
tion (ΔHvap) of concentrated salt solutions;8,9 evaporative 
cooling;10 a new method for thermal desalination11-13 a 
novel method for sub-boiling thermal sterilization;9,14-18 
a novel method for the low-temperature thermal decom-
position of some solutes in aqueous solution;19 and a new 
approach to aqueous solute precipitation in a controlled 
manner.20 In addition, a bubble column condenser has 
also been designed for the production of high- qual-
ity water as condensate.21-23 Figure 1 depicts the various 
applications of the BCE technique we have developed. 
The green arrows refer to the previous applications 
developed by the BCE method, while the red arrow refer 
to the latest application of this method.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

For each experiment 50 g of 5 µm spherical silica 
powder supplied by US Research Nanomaterials Com-
pany was used. Milli-Q water was added to pure 50 g 
of silica powder to reach 250 g of water-silica mixture. 
Then, the mixtures were stirred to produce uniform dis-
persions. The measured turbidity of silica mixtures (20% 

Figure 1. Different applications for the BCE process.
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weight), was about 40,000 NTU measured by HACH 
2100AN Turbidimeter. The concentration of solid par-
ticles (slime thickness) in the mixtures were calculated 
using the following formula:

solid concentration % =  × 100 (1)

The BCE process is illustrated schematically in Fig-
ure 2. In this work, four experiments were undertaken 
for de-watering the prepared slime samples using two 
different gases (dry air, helium) at two different outlet 
gas temperatures (150 °C, 250 °C). 

In each experiment, 250 mL of the prepared slime 
sample was poured into a 120 mm diameter open-top 
glass column (Büchner type, Pyrex® Borosilicate, VWR) 
with a sinter porosity of number 2. The outlet gas tem-
perature was varied using a Tempco air heater (300W) 
with a thermocouple temperature monitor and an AC 
Variac electrical supply. A TENMARS thermometer 
(TM-84N, Taiwan) with the accuracy of ± 1.5 °C was 
applied on the surface of the sinter to measure the tem-
perature of hot gas introduced to the empty column.

The air gas was produced from an air pump (Hiblow 
HP40, Philippines) and a BOC gas flow meter was used 
to measure flow rates. The temperature of the column 
solution was also continuously monitored using a ther-
mocouple positioned at the centre of the aqueous mix-
tures. Due to our requirement of a slime gas temperature 
up to 250 °C, the temperature of the gas heater might 
reach above 700 °C. That necessitates the use of a steel 
heater and brass connectors for the downstream, and the 
use of Rockwool as an insulating material.

The effectiveness of the BCE process was quanti-
fied experimentally based on the weight loss of the slime 
using the following equation: 

water loss % =  × 100 (2)

where W1
, W2, and Wd are the initial weight of slime, 

final weight of slime, and the weight of dry solid com-
pounds, respectively

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Results for Air

In the first experiment, 250 g of a silica-water mix-
ture with a concentration of 20% was poured to the col-
umn using hot dry air at a temperature of 150 °C. After 
45 minutes using hot air with a flow rate of 34 (L/min) 
for production of hot bubbles in the aqueous mixture, 
the residual mixture was weighed and the new solid con-
centration (slime thickness) was calculated using equa-
tion (1). The results are presented in Table 1. It shows 
that the final solid concentration (slime thickness) is 
30.5%. Also, the density of the dispersion was increased 
in this process from 1.05 g/mL to 1.16 g/mL and the 
operating temperature of the BCE slime remained at 
about 48-49 °C.

In the second experiment applying dry air at the 
temperature of 250 °C with a flow rate of 34 L/min over 
45minutes, the silica concentration increased from 20 to 
34.7%. The temperature of the slime mixture remained 
in the range of 65-66 °C. The density increased from 
an initial value of 1.05 to 1.25 g/mL. An example of the 
bubbling process is shown in the photograph in Figure 3.

3.2. Results for Helium

When helium gas was used for producing bubbles, 
the helium flow rates were measured using two methods: 
by weighing the helium cylinder and from calculations 
based on the helium cylinder pressure differential. The 
first method gave a flow rate of about 13.9 L/min and 
the calculations based on the helium cylinder pressure 
differential led to a flow rate of 10.4 L/min. Therefore, 
an average value of 12 L/min was used for comparison 
with the 34 L/min dry air flow. According to the previ-
ous studies, helium is a more effective gas in bubbling 
because of its natural production of smaller bubbles, 
even in pure water.13

In these experiments helium flowed into the BCE 
column containing 20% silica dispersion at an inlet tem-
perature of 150 °C, flow rate of 12 L/min. After 45 min 
with the column solution equilibrating at about 41 °C, 
the silica concentration was increased to 28% and the 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of BCE system for slimes de-watering.
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solution density increased from 1.05 g/mL to 1.19 g/mL. 
When the helium inlet gas temperature was increased to 
250 °C at 12 L/min, after 45 min with the column solu-
tion equilibrating at about 63°C, the silica concentra-
tion (slime thickness) was increased to 32.5% and the 
solution density increased from 1.05 g/mL to 1.23 g/mL. 
Table 1 summarises the de-watering results of 20% silica 
slimes using BCE process with air and helium gases.

At these high silica content levels, the dispersion 
remained sufficiently fluid for reasonable transport but 
on stopping the hot inlet gas flow the dispersion imme-
diately solidified. 

The values reported in Table 1 are the mean values 
calculated based on the data obtained after three runs for 
each single experiment. Besides undertaking experiments 
using silica-water slime, four experiments have been car-
ried out using both air and helium (at 150 °C and 250 °C) 
with an industrial slime which had a similar compound 
composition. The results achieved were very close to the 
results obtained for de-watering the model silica slime.

Figure 4 shows a Scanning Electron Microscopy 
(SEM) image of the precipitated silica particles used in 
this study. This shows that they are of spherical appear-
ance and very fine.

Fine particles (e.g., silica spheres) can stabilise foams 
even in the absence of surfactants or polymers.25 Aque-

ous foams stabilised solely by particles, but these are 
usually partially hydrophobic and so have an amphi-
philic nature.25 The studies reported here were based on 
the use of hydrophilic silica particles dispersed in pure 
water. These micron sized particles would generally act 
to destabilise foams via water film rupture and hence 
even with continuous air and helium gas flow no signifi-
cant level of transient foaming was observed.

The relative water loss under different conditions is 
calculated based on equation (2) and summarised in Fig-
ure 5. Regarding the Figure, using helium gas is much 
more effective than dry air since this level of de-watering 
was achieved at about one third of the volumetric flow 
rate compared with air.

In order to compare the efficiency of using different 
gases for slime de-watering the following equation 3 was 
used:

 (3)

Figure 3. Photograph of the BCE process applied to 20% silica 
slimes using hot air.

Table 1. De-watering of initial 20% silica slime (density of 1.05 g/
mL) using BCE process with different gases (air and helium).

Gas Flow 
Rate

(L/min)

Gas Tem-
perature

(°C)

Slime Tem-
perature

(°C)

Slime 
Thickness

(%)

Slime 
Density
(g/mL)

BCE 
with air

34 150 48-49 30.5 1.16
34 250 65-66 34.7 1.25

BCE 
with He

12 150 41 28.0 1.19
12 250 63 32.5 1.23

Figure 4. SEM of micro-silica spheres produced by precipitation.
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where E, Cp, F are efficiency of gas carrier, heat capacity 
of gas at the constant pressure, and gas flow rate, respec-
tively. Also, numbers refer to gas carrier 1 and 2. The 
water loss factor for each gas carrier can be calculated 
from equation (2) and the Cp value for air and helium 
gases are 29.31 and 20.77 (J mole-1 K-1), respectively. The 
EHelium/EAir ratio regarding operational temperatures at 
150 °C and 250 °C, gas flow rates, and water loss are 3.25 
and 3.62 respectively. This means that to reach an equal 
level of slime de-watering, helium almost needs less than 
1/3 of the energy which air needs. 

4. CONCLUSIONS

The BCE system was found to be very effective for 
slime de-watering. This is major step forward. Its effec-
tiveness was found to depend on the gas temperature. 
Heated dry air gas at 250 °C was found to be signifi-
cantly more effective than applying hot dry air at 150 °C 
to concentrate the slime. It was found that helium gas is 
more effective than air. We conjecture that this might be 
due to the very small size of a helium atom with a diam-
eter of 62 pm. Helium atoms can break the hydrogen 
bonding among water molecules adjacent to the gas-liq-
uid interface and allow easier transfer of water molecules 
into the rising helium bubbles. (The length of hydrogen 
bonding among water molecules in the liquid phase is 
about 1.97 Å).

The BCE method using hot, dry carrier gases offers a 
promising technique to de-water a wide variety of slimes 
and slurries produced in different industries. It is simple 
and robust. This process might offer a novel competitive 
dewatering process and could be readily scaled up. It 
offers a robust process which can replace existing tech-

niques such as flocculation, hydrocyclones, and pond-
ing. The BCE technique applied to de-watering also has 
the very significant additional advantage of producing 
high quality water from condensation of the sub-boiling 
water vapour.
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Abstract. In the oil industry, strontium sulfate (SrSO4) scale deposits have long 
plagued oilfield and gas production operations. This remains an unsolved problem. We 
here show how the bubble column evaporator (BCE) can be used to control aqueous 
precipitation from salt solutions. Mixtures of strontium nitrate and sodium sulfate in 
the BCE system were used to precipitate strontium sulfate at different degrees of super-
saturation. The effectiveness of the BCE system was compared to standard mechani-
cal stirring. The precipitation of strontium sulfate in both processes was monitored 
through turbidimeter, particle counting, Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (SEM). The results show that the BCE system has a significant 
inhibition effect and so can be used to control precipitation growth rate, even from 
supersaturated solutions. This remarkable effect also provides new insights into mecha-
nisms of crystallisation, of bubble interactions and mineral flotation. 

Keywords: strontium sulfate, aqueous precipitation, nanobubbles, supersaturation, 
bubble column evaporator, particle growth rates, crystallisation, bubble 
interactions, mineral flotation.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Coatings of partially soluble salts pose significant problems. The growth 
of deposits on the surface of industrial equipment like boilers, heat exchang-
ers, wastewater treatment plants and in oil and gas drilling operations is 
always an issue. The scales generally contain sparingly soluble carbonates 
and sulfates of calcium, barium and strontium. The formation of scale depos-
its from mixing of two incompatible solutions, such as seawater and natu-
ral brines, presents a serious problem in industry, e.g. in the operation of oil 
fields, desalination plants and geothermal wells. Calcium carbonate and cal-
cium sulfate scales are typical. Strontium sulfate (SrSO4) scale is not so com-
mon. However, SrSO4 deposits have long plagued oilfield and gas production 
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operations. Its removal by fast, spontaneous precipita-
tion remains an unsolved problem in the oil industry, 
despite significant research efforts.1-8

Formation of sulfate scales reduces the diameters of 
pipes. This causes operational difficulties which may lead 
to additional capital cost and operating costs.9-12 Further, 
severe plugging of equipment causes loss of production, 
increases the cost of oil extraction and causes many 
safety issues. According to Howarth et al.13 wastewater 
facilities in the oil industry were simply not designed to 
handle the amount of strontium which can also include 
radioactive wastes. And indeed, the failure of equipment 
caused by strontium scale can result in safety issues due 
to its radioactivity.14,15 To try to mitigate these detrimen-
tal effects, research has focused on several treatment 
options. These are demineralization systems, thermal 
evaporation, condensation, and reverse osmosis. How-
ever, all these treatment processes suffer from difficulties 
in operation.16,17 For instance, the addition of reagents 
in chemical precipitation methods can result in separa-
tion problems, in which the acidic conditions produce 
toxic gases as by products. So, these processes have to 
be carefully monitored. SrSO4 scales are categorised as 
insoluble scales since they are not easily dissolved, and 
they are also relatively difficult to treat. The addition of 
acid to treat SrSO4 scales to reduce clogging and build-
up of scale poses environmental issues. It also leads to 
the risk of interruption the whole operation.18-20 The 
reverse osmosis membrane technique offers another 
common treatment method. However, exposure to high 
salt level concentrations present in feed water can read-
ily block the pores of the membrane sheets and so fouls 
the expensive membranes. These have to be regularly 
cleaned or replaced.21-23 This leads to low efficiency of 
the process, high maintenance costs and a decrease in 
the quality of water produced. To protect the membrane 
and maintain the efficiency of the process, regular feed-
water pre-treatment is essential. This again increases 
costs, besides complicating the process.24,25 Currently, 
there are no reports on efficient water treatment which 
affordably and simply inhibits SrSO4 particle growth.

Prior to disposal, wastewater treatment typically 
aims to maximize the concentration of contaminant 
using low cost energy, for example, from industrial-
waste vent gases, solar heat or wind turbines. These 
energy sources could be used with the BCE system, 
which concentrates wastewater and at the same time 
inhibits the growth of precipitate particles, as has recent-
ly been reported24,25 in work that precedes ours. It was 
discovered that precipitation inhibition naturally occurs 
in the bubble column evaporator process for supersatu-
rated solutions of calcium sulfate. In this process, a con-

tinuous, high density, flow of rising bubbles apparently 
disrupts the growth of nano-particles, even in super-
saturated solutions. Comparison with standard mixing 
methods indicates that the BCE process offers a cost 
effective and simple method to create precipitation inhi-
bition.26 There, precipitated particles of CaSO4.2H2O 
were maintained at a steady size of <100 nm within a 
BCE, whilst stirred solutions, at the same supersatu-
ration rate (of about 32 times the solubility product) 
formed particles with sizes increasing rapidly above 1 
mm.26

Apart from scale deposit problems in the oil indus-
try, SrSO4 is a multifunctional inorganic material used 
in various chemical applications, such as in electron-
ics, ceramics, pigments, cosmetics, paper making and 
as a compound used for thermo-stimulated lumines-
cence.27,28 This study is aimed at the determination of 
suitable treatments to prevent scale formation, and in 
order to do this it is important to understand in depth 
the precipitation reaction of SrSO4 in the first place. 
Studies on the production of fine particles, through 
precipitation, have received vast attention with a view 
to controlled production of fine particles. Nanoparticle 
materials can be obtained by several methods; such as, 
precipitation, hydrolysis, electrolysis etc. Compared with 
other methods, the precipitation reaction has potential 
advantages of homogeneity, high productivity and con-
trollability of the process.29,30 However, the stirred tanks 
often used in the precipitation process can produce par-
ticles with a broad size distribution due to inhomoge-
neous mixing combined with rapid and spontaneous 
reaction of the mixed components.31,32 The formation of 
particles of small size is often followed by agglomeration, 
which hinders the ability to produce fine particles. Few 
studies on simple, effective, additive-free methods for 
controlled precipitation have been reported. This paper 
is one such new method. Some unresolved fundamental 
issues on mechanisms of crystallisation come up in the 
course of this research that will leave for later discussion 
in the Appendix. 

One of such experimental studies reports the effect 
of a magnetic field in combination of temperature on the 
precipitation of insoluble salts of alkaline earth metals, 
such as carbonates of calcium, strontium and barium, 
which were precipitated from supersaturated conditions. 
The structure of CaCO3 crystals were studied by a com-
bination of X-ray diffraction, optical microscopy and 
fluorescence. All show that the application of a magnetic 
field with about 0.4 T, leads to inhibition of particle pre-
cipitation.33 It was discovered that insoluble salts, espe-
cially CaCO3, when the solution underwent magnetic 
treatment for about 15 min before mixing caused a sup-
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pression of particle nucleation and increased the crystal 
size, with a reduction in crystal number density. Precipi-
tation of supersaturated salt solutions can be retarded 
through a combination of high magnetic fi elds and high 
temperature of 60 °C.34

In comparison with our experiments, the magnetic 
field generated in the magnetic stirring system used 
was likely to be too low to have any signifi cant eff ect. 
In addition, it was observed that in the stirring system 
using a magnetic bar, the particles precipitated readily 
and in a shorter time and with a higher growth rate.

Th e BCE process, used in this work, exhibits an 
excellent ability to control the SrSO4 precipitation. Th e 
process employs vigorous mixing to form a uniform sol-
ute concentration. From this a more controlled precipita-
tion process was achieved than from a standard mixing 
method. Th is study shows that the BCE method can be 
used to successfully inhibit precipitation of SrSO4 from 
supersaturated solutions and reduce the rate of particle 
growth. Th e inhibition phenomenon is clearly of much 
wider application than for SrSO4. Based on these experi-
mental results, the BCE process could also be used for 
reducing precipitation of SrSO4 and other nanoparticles 
scales that have potential applications especially in the 
oil and gas industry and in industrial water treatment 
plants. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Materials

Th e salts Sr(NO3)2 and Na2SO4 used in these experi-
ments were analytical reagents with purity level ≥ 99%, 
purchased from Sigma- Aldrich. Double-distilled water, 
Milli-Q water and purified bottled drinking water, 
‘Woolworths Select Mountain Spring’, were used to 
prepare the salt solutions and to produce a low parti-
cle count comparison. At room temperature, the Milli-
Q water had a conductivity of less than 3.0 µS cm-1 and 
pH of 7.06. All concentrations are given in molarity (M) 
units at room temperature.

2.2. Precipitation processes

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the BCE sys-
tem, in which bubbles are sparged into the mixed salt 
solutions containing Sr(NO3)2 and Na2SO4 and also a 
standard stirring system to compare the precipitation 
process for SrSO4 at 25 °C. Th e air gas is pumped from 
an air pump (Hiblow HP40, Philippines) that passes 
through a silica gel column to dehumidify. A fl ow meter 

is used to control the fl ow rate of the inlet air which 
was placed aft er the desiccator. Normal air was used in 
the BCE, which was pre-fi ltered using a Whatman large 
High Effi  ciency Particulate Air (HEPA) fi lter capsule to 
fi lter inlet air. Th e inlet air passes continuously through 
the BCE set up, which was operated within a fi ltered 
air, laminar fl ow cabinet. Th e HEPA capsule can retain 
99% of particles below 0.3 mm. Th e air fl ow was passed 
through the gas heater to provide the required tempera-
ture. Th e heater temperature was controlled by a digital 
variac power supply and maintained using a thermom-
eter (Control company 4000 Traceable). Th en the con-
trolled hot gas fl ow was pumped into the bubble column 
containing the mixed salt solution. To start the precipi-
tation process, the concentration of salt solutions was set 
at a suitable supersaturation level. Th e bubbles produced 
in the columns were fairly uniform within the size range 
of about 2-4 mm.

For comparison with the BCE experiment, a stand-
ard stirring experiment using the same salt solutions 
at the same temperature were operated using diff erent 
cylindrical magnetic bars with lengths of 2 to 5.5 cm at 
diff erent stirring rates of 0, 120, 240 and 480 revolutions 
per min (rpm). Th e liquid samples from the BCE system 
and standard stirring systems were taken directly using 
syringes and fi ltered through Whatman Millipore 0.22 
µm at diff erent times for further characterisation and by 
analysis of the removed dry particles.

2.3. Analytical methods

Th e induction and precipitation growth of SrSO4
particles over time were monitored by turbidity meas-
urement (HACH 2100AN Turbidimeter). Th e solution 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the bubble column evapora-
tor (BCE) system and a photograph of a bubble column (a) and 
standard stirring process (b) for mixing 0.00152 M2 Sr (NO3) 2 and 
Na2SO4.
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turbidity at 0.2 NTU was taken as the onset of precipi-
tation. This is a useful indicator because the clear water 
and solutions without obvious precipitates normally gave 
turbidity values less than 0.2 NTU. A Spectrex Laser 
Particle Counter (model PC-2300) was used to deter-
mine the purity of the solutions. The particle counter 
with detection size range 0.5–100 µm was able to detect 
the presence of contaminant particles that may affect the 
precipitation process. The presence of these particles in 
the solution prepared using distilled water, bottled water 
and Milli-Q water when filtered by the Whatman Milli-
pore 0.22 µm was tested before each precipitation exper-
iment. 

In addition, a Malvern Zetasizer (Model ZS) with 
detection size range 0.3 nm–10 µm was used to monitor 
the growth of the precipitated particles. 1 mL samples 
were collected into polystyrene cells using a syringe for 
dynamic light scattering measurement using the Mal-
vern Zetasizer. Solution samples were filtered before the 
DLS analysis when precipitation became visible. Then 
the filtered samples were kept in the open air to dry 
completely before examination with a FEI Quanta QEM-
SCAN Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), to study 
particle morphology.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. SrSO4 precipitation

The precipitation process typically starts when the 
concentration of a compound in solution is greater than 
its solubility, i.e. from a supersaturated solution. In the 
case of the reactive precipitation of SrSO4, as in this 
work, the reaction is given, by convention, as

Sr2+
(aq)+SO4

2-
(aq)⇄SrSO4(S) (1)

The precipitate of SrSO4 is produced when the prod-
uct of the concentrations of Sr2+ and SO4

2- ions is greater 
than the solubility product. The precipitation of SrSO4 
and its morphology was determined using SEM to deter-
mine the formation of SrSO4 precipitated from a stirred 
solution and from a BCE.

The supersaturation degree (denoted S) of a SrSO4 
salt solution is defined as:

S=  (2)

Where Ksp, the solubility product, equals [Sr2+]eq x 
[SO4

2-]eq which is the equilibrium product at the solubili-
ty limit, assuming ideal conditions. All ion activity coef-
ficients are assumed equal to 1 and hence the activities 

of all the ions are equal to their concentration. Because 
of the dilute concentrations involved, this assumption 
is reasonable. Besides the main factor of supersatura-
tion level, other factors can affect the precipitation pro-
cess: impurities, temperature, contact time, pH, agitation 
intensity and overall ionic strength.35-39 In this study, the 
main factors were the degree of supersaturation, purity 
of background solution and the BCE process as it affects 
precipitation compared with simple solution stirring.

Several studies have discussed the effect of turbu-
lence on morphology, scale deposition and minimal 
inhibitor concentration.40, 41 However, there is no con-
sistent finding on the effect of turbulence on scale depo-
sition. Barium sulfate precipitation was conducted under 
turbulent conditions and compared with lamina precipi-
tates inside oilfield pipes. The results show that there is 
no difference in sulfate precipitation kinetics without 
inhibitors (polymeric based additives) in both condi-
tions.42, 43 The present work using the BCE and standard 
stirring system was conducted inside a laminar flow cab-
inet. The results obtained might be developed for appli-
cation to the SrSO4 precipitation problem in the oil and 
gas industries.

Particle counts obtained using the Spectrex coun-
ter were used to determine the purity of water sam-
ples. It was found that the particle count of all types of 
water samples inside the laminar cabinet are more sta-
ble compared to samples exposed to ambient air. These 
results also showed that the purity of water was ranked 
as: Milli-Q > Bottled water > Tap water > Distilled 
water, as expected because the laboratory water distilla-
tion system used collected and stored the initially clean 
distilled water in a vessel which was exposed to atmos-
pheric air.

Based on Spectrex Laser Particle Counter test results 
reported in Table 1, the normal distilled water contained 
the highest number of particles, which is more than 227 
counts per mL of particles less than 3 µm in size. This 
value for the salt solutions which are prepared inside 
laminar flow cabinet using Milli-Q water was increased 
to 87 counts per mL despite the particle count initially 
being only 2 counts per mL. These results suggest that, 
it is almost impossible to achieve a blank solution with 
zero particles. The lowest consistent particle count was 
obtained for the salt solution samples prepared using 
Milli-Q water inside a laminar flow cabinet, and this 
sample was used as blank solution in this work. In pre-
vious work, it was reported that with careful filtration, 
the particles can be reduced to less than 1000 counts 
per mL, however it is impossible to achieve zero parti-
cles.44 In addition, it is difficult to prepare systems com-
pletely free of fine particles and nucleation sites because 
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of impurities in supersaturated solutions, which are dif-
ficult to remove and act as nucleation catalysts. Also, the 
walls of the retaining vessel, can catalyse nucleation. The 
presence of some impurities can even cause inhibition of 
crystal growth or nucleation and so affect the rate of sul-
fate precipitation.45-47

By filtering the solutions prior to making up the 
supersaturated solutions, in a laminar flow cabinet, it 
was possible to reduce particle densities below 50 per 
mL. This was the typical background level of particles 
used in this study.

The supersaturation degree of each solution in the 
Table 1 was calculated based on the solubility product 
values at 25 °C obtained from the CRC handbook.48

The salt solutions of SrSO4 with different types of 
water source and degree of supersaturation were test-
ed using a standard stirring system at 25 °C with a 3.5 
cm length cylindrical stir bar (of 1 cm diameter) at a 
rate of 120 rpm. The induction time at which turbid-
ity reached 0.2 NTU was recorded. Figure 2 shows that 

with increase in degree of supersaturation, the onset 
precipitation time drops down noticeably. The induction 
time is also affected by the presence of foreign particles. 
Solutions with the same degree of supersaturation but 
prepared using distilled water, precipitate in less time 
compared to salt solutions prepared using Milli-Q water. 
It was found that SrSO4 solutions in Milli-Q water with 
lower than 2 degrees of supersaturation had the longest 
induction time. By comparison, reported results show 
that the time of the appearance of nuclei (induction 
time) in water vapour is 103 years when the supersatura-
tion degree is at 3.44

3.2. Effects of Stirring Rates 

The induction time for the salt precipitation in a 
standard stirring system is also affected by different 
lengths of magnetic stir bar used. As shown in Figure 
3, SrSO4 solutions at similar solution conditions (0.00152 
M2) were stirred at 120 rpm at 25 °C with different 
lengths of stirring rod. This change in length affected 
the induction time. It was found that longer magnetic 
stir bar length reduces the induction time for precipita-
tion. However, comparison from Figure 3 showed some-
thing quite unexpected: the induction time starts fluctu-
ating when magnetic stirring bar lengths of 3.5 cm and 
5.5 cm were used. Under the same conditions the BCE 
system for the precipitation of solutions provides a long-
er induction time of 380 min. The solution in the BCE 
system has a stable induction time compared to a stand-
ard stirring system or even quiescent conditions. Differ-
ent types of impellers show significantly different results 
in the precipitation process, in which parameters like 
different length change, line speed and the shear speed 
within the solution during stirring. All affect the precip-
itation process.49 

Table 1. Purity of SrSO4 solution based on particle counts and supersaturation degree.

Solution types
Prepared using distilled 

water (particle counts per 
ml)

Prepared using Milli Q 
water (particle counts per 

ml)

Solution filtered by 0.22µm 
membrane (particle counts 

per ml)

Supersaturation 
degree (S)

Distilled water 227 - - -
Milli Q water - 2 - -

0.0008 M Sr(NO3)2 + 0.0008 M Na2SO4 608 87 7 1.86
0.001 M Sr(NO3)2 + 0.001 M Na2SO4 629 96 19 2.91

0.0013 M Sr(NO3)2 + 0.0013 M Na2SO4 662 112 30 4.91
0.0015 M Sr(NO3)2 + 0.0015 M Na2SO4 668 126 34 6.54

0.002 M Sr(NO3)2 + 0.002 M Na2SO4 686 138 45 11.63
0.0025 M Sr(NO3)2 + 0.0025 M Na2SO4 698 156 49 18.17

0.005 M Sr(NO3)2 + 0.005 M Na2SO4 704 198 91 72.67
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Figure 2. The induction time of SrSO4 precipitation in the solutions 
with different level of purity and supersaturation degrees by simple 
stirring (120 rpm) at 25 °C.
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3.3. Comparison of SrSO4 precipitation using the BCE and 
a standard stirring system

Figure 4 shows the precipitation results for 0.00152 
M2 SrSO4 solutions in a standard stirring system with 
different speed of stirring and in the BCE system. In 
these experiments, particle growth by the precipitation 
process was monitored using turbidity measurements. 
The turbidity in a standard stirring system of 120 rpm 
shows similar behaviour to a salt solution without stir-
ring. Both slowly reach onset precipitation (turbidity > 
0.2). On the other hand, the salt solution that was placed 
in the same stirring system at 480 rpm significantly 
increased precipitation after 60 min. By comparison, the 
turbidity in the BCE system remained constant below 
0.2 NTU for more than 350 min, even though the salt 
solution used in the BCE was at the same level of satura-
tion. An increase in temperature will increase the solu-
tion solubility of SrSO4.50-52 Initially, it was expected 
that continuous water evaporation within the BCE will 
slowly increase the supersaturation level hence causing 
precipitation. However, based on the results given in Fig-
ures 3 and 4, the BCE system shows a clear inhibition 
effect on particle growth. The rising bubbles in the BCE 
show complex behaviour due to coalescence and non-
coalescence and bubble shape and trajectory that rise 
with rotational oscillation effects in the salt solution.53, 54 
This behaviour appears to disturb the processes involved 
in particle growth, even in supersaturated solutions. 

Low turbidity values do not indicate definitively the 
absence of particles in the sample, since the turbidimeter 
involves a light extinction method which may not be able 
to detect very small particles.55, 56 Hence, the average size 
of SrSO4 precipitated particles in the BCE and standard 

stirring processes were monitored using a Malvern zeta-
sizer, as shown in Figure 5. Precipitated SrSO4 particles 
were detected by a Malvern Zetasizer even at the initial 
point of mixing of the two solutions, with particles of 
around 0.3 µm, while the turbidity of the solution was 
found to be below 0.2 NTU. It was shown in a previous 
study that once particles become large, i.e. more than 
about 5 μm during the precipitation process, their pres-
ence can be correlated with an increase in solution tur-
bidity.57 As a possible explanation, the salt solutions of 
Sr(NO3)2 and Na2SO4 mixed at the beginning of the test 
might was not be fully homogenous, allowing local pre-
cipitation of SrSO4 through a spontaneous heterogeneous 
process.58 Numerous studies have been concerned with 
spontaneous precipitation processes, but no satisfactory 
explanation has yet been accepted.59-63 

The results given in Figures 4 and 5 show that 
increases in solution turbidity is correlated with an 
increase in particle size. The average size of SrSO4 par-
ticles was persistent with the SEM analysis given in Fig-
ure 7, in which the image of the particle changes from 
agglomerates to microrod/pod. The precipitation process 
in a stirring system led to broad size particle distribu-
tion, probably due to rapid reaction.64 In comparison 
with SrSO4 precipitation in the BCE system, the turbid-
ity of solution remained below 0.2 NTU until 380 min 
and the average size of particle remained constantly 
below 1 µm. It can be seen from Figure 5 (a) that the 
BCE system successfully inhibits particle growth, com-
pared to a standard stirring system. The results suggest 
that the BCE system for precipitation has the potential 
to be used as a method of controlled particle growth for 
the production of fine particles.
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The uniformity of SrSO4 particles over time was 
based on the change in the Polydispersity Index (PDI) 
using the Malvern Zetasizer, as given in Figure 5(b). A 
PDI value close to 0 indicates the formation of a narrow 
range of particle sizes. For values that are close to 1, it 
correlates with a random distribution of sizes. The pre-
cipitates of SrSO4 in the standard stirring system were 

expected to experience rapid growth and so a broader 
size distribution. After 45 mins, the PDI was around 
0.5 for the standard stirring system, whereas SrSO4 par-
ticles precipitated by the BCE system showed a grad-
ual increase in the PDI value. It is clear that the BCE 
offers significant improvement in uniformity of particle 
growth and a controlled size distribution.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show images of the particles 
of SrSO4 formed in the precipitation process in the BCE 
system and standard stirring system, respectively. The 
images were captured from the initial mixing point and 
at 60 min of the BCE precipitation and at 0, 60 and 75 
min of the standard stirring system. As can be seen, 
SEM images of the precipitates formed in the standard 
stirring system (Figure 7) show mixtures of microrods 
and flower-like shapes, with sizes ranging from 1.2 µm 
to 9.7 µm. 

According to these results, with the same solution 
conditions as given in Figure 5 and Figure 6, the BCE 
system shows controlled and uniform particle growth 
compared to the standard stirring system. The pattern 
of the SrSO4 particles observed, consisting of microrods 
and flower-like shaped particles were similar to previous 
studies on calcium sulphate.26 The formation of SrSO4 
particle growth follows a “two-step formation mecha-
nism”, in which primary microcrystals are involved in 
the formation of monopods, followed by the continuous 
growth nucleation of monopods that leads to secondary 
microstructure growth, through the spontaneous aggre-
gation of pods docking on planar structures.65 The latter 
are formed due to their similar crystallographic orienta-
tion.58

The DLS measurements carried out for monitoring 
the particle size, gave further support to the inhibition 
effects in the BCE system, as shown in Figure 8, where 
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Figure 6. SEM image of SrSO4 precipitated particles at an ionic product of 0.00152 M2 in a BCE at 0 min (left), 60 min (right).
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the peak size at 180 min remained close to the initial 
peak. It was found that through a continuous process, 
the BCE was clearly able to produce fi ne particles in a 
specifi c size range due to the inhibition eff ect apparently 
inherent to the BCE process. 

It might be thought that the eff ect of electrolytes on 
bubble coalescence inhibition53,54 might also be related 
to the inhibition of precipitated particle growth. How-
ever, if there is a link it is unclear from the results pre-
sented here simply because the initial mixed salts were 
at concentrations signifi cantly below those where bubble 
coalescence eff ects have previously been observed. Of 

course, only soluble mixed electrolytes have been studied 
for bubble coalescence eff ects but it would be a reason-
able to assume that mixing SrCl2 with Na2SO4 should 
be similar to mixing CaCl2 with Li2SO4, both of which 
salts have been separately studied for their eff ects on 
bubble coalescence inhibition. For example, CaCl2 has a 
transition concentration (i.e. corresponding to 50% coa-
lescence) at about 0.04 M and Li2SO4 has a transition 
concentration at about 0.025 M.54 Both these concentra-
tions are well above even the highest concentrations (of 
0.005 M) used in the present study and so would not 
be expected to signifi cantly aff ect bubble coalescence in 

0 min by BCE
60 min by BCE
180 min by BCE

Figure 7. SEM image of SrSO4 precipitated particles at an ionic product of 0.00152 M2 in a standard stirring system at 0 min (a), 60 min (b) 
and 75 min (c).
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the column, even though at higher concentration these 
mixed electrolytes would be expected to aff ect bubble 
coalescence.66

In this study the precipitation levels seen in the BCE 
process, even for supersaturated solutions, were very 
low and so no attempt was made to measure the par-
ticle yield, which would be very low. It might be possi-
ble, however, to continuously remove the fi ne particles 
using, for example, a membrane nano-fi ltration system 
to increase the product yield.

Th is study of the comparison between the BCE pro-
cess and a standard stirring system, for SrSO4 precipi-
tates, was found to be similar to that reported earlier26

for CaSO4.2H2O precipitates. Both studies suggest that 
the BCE system, due to its inhibition of particle growth, 
can play an important role in precipitation control, espe-
cially in particle-growth-control applications and in 
industrial water treatment. In addition, the technique 
could be used in the production of fi ne particles for 
industrial applications in ceramics, catalysis, cosmetics, 
pharmaceuticals and in food products.67

4. CONCLUSIONS

A standard stirring system and a BCE system were 
compared for the precipitation of SrSO4 particles from 
supersaturated solutions of Sr(NO3)2 and Na2SO4. Th e 
precipitation of SrSO4 in both systems was monitored by 
turbidity measurements, Spectrex particle counting and 
a DLS Malvern Zetasizer, with particle morphologies 
observed using SEM. It was found that the BCE system, 
compared to the standard stirring system, had an inhibi-
tory eff ect on the precipitation induction time and the 
precipitate growth rate; which allows for the production 
of particles over a wide size range, from nanometer to 
micrometer. Th e results obtained were found to be simi-
lar to those observed earlier with CaSO4.2H2O precipita-
tion, which leads to the proposition that this might be a 
general property of bubble column evaporators. Th e BCE 

system potentially off ers useful applications in various 
industrial processes, such as in the treatment of waste-
water and other industries that are required to produce 
fi ne particles in a controlled manner. Particle size dis-
tribution is a key parameter in quality control. Th is has 
been highlighted in various industries, especially from 
material-research and processing, fresco and paper res-
toration. 

Our study opens up insights into curious phenom-
ena by adding a new hidden and neglected variable, the 
role of dissolved gas in reactivity. How this plays out in 
detail we outline in the Appendix. 
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APPENDIX 
FACTORS CONTROLLING PRECIPITATION 

The “reaction” Eq. (1) for the formation of particles 
is impeccably correct.

Sr2+
(aq)+SO4

2-
(aq)⇄SrSO4(S)

However, the reactants have no respect for equa-
tions on pieces of paper and something more inscruta-
ble lies beneath it. We note first that the entire field of 
physical chemistry is undergoing revision due to sins of 
omission and commission at this time.68 The problem 
of Hofmeister effects with all its consequences is on the 
way to resolution. But the more important issue is the 
omission in classical theory of the effects of dissolved 
gas. The omission is monumental in its consequences, a 
fact still only dimly perceived. 

We showed the effects of cavitation on a propeller 
which is explored in detail in a paper in this Substan-

tia Journal issue.69 The reactions that produce propeller 
corrosion is due to the collapse of nanobubbles, that are 
accompanied by free radical production. The same free 
radicals are also produced by spontaneous cavitation in 
the active sites of an enzyme and are due to coopera-
tive harnessing of all the weak van der Waals and other 
molecular forces to produce a chemical energy available 
to do the job.70

Nanobubbles containing reactive hydrogen perox-
ide are produced even by shaking, without any need for 
heavy sonication.70,71

In this paper both stirring at different speeds and 
turbulence accompanying the BCE process would there-
fore be expected to produce nanobubbles of different 
sizes and stability. These should also produce sites for 
the selective adsorption of both anions and cations and 
enhanced reactivity.

We have already discussed another related funda-
mental work that studies the effects of magnetic fields 
and temperature on the precipitation of alkaline earth 
metal salts.33 The magnetic field seems too small an 
inf luence here. But who knows? Permanent magnets 
placed outside steel pipes prevent scaling. This works but 
no one knows why. 

The effects of temperature are also large and spe-
cific in Ref [33] and that too can be put into the nano-
bubble causality camp. Water is generally agreed to lose 
its hydrogen bonding between 80-90 °C. So, our elusive 
nanobubbles will be different at higher temperatures, as 
will specific ion adsorption and reactivity. 

Of all the different methods used to produce mono-
disperse nano or micro particles, the work Ref [29] is 
closest. In our study we used a mixture of

0.005M Sr(NO3)2 + 0.005 M Na2SO4 

and precipitated out particles of strontium sulphate. In 
Ref [29] the precipitated particles were Mg(OH)2. The 
initial solution contained soluble salts of magnesium in 
a background of sodium hydroxide. The counterions of 
the magnesium source salts affect the size and the spe-
cific surface area of crystallites with a trend that fol-
lows a Hofmeister series of anions: (sulfate < chloride < 
nitrate < perchlorate). It was also shown that depending 
on the concentration of background salt the precipitated 
particles could vary in size from a micron to zero radius.

The two experiments are difficult to compare. With 
Mg(OH)2 the background of indifferent anions are at 
high concentrations 0.2, 0.4, 1, and 2 M. The solutions 
were vigorously stirred as for our case. The same con-
trolled variability in particle size can be achieved with 
sugars in solution. 
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The concentrations are well above the ‘critical con-
centration’ for bubble-bubble fusion inhibition.53,54,66 So, 
it might be thought reasonable to assign the phenomena 
of size variability to ‘water structure’.

By contrast, the situation for strontium sulfate here 
the concentrations were typically low at about 0.005 M 
and hence water structure cannot possibly be an issue. 

This throws us firmly back into the wide-open arena 
of nanobubbles.

Our reference [72] brings the case into strong con-
tention as a crucial, long-neglected hidden variable.

Finally, we remark on two matters that mineraliza-
tion of calcium carbonate in the presence of proteins is 
probably the most used chemical reaction in nature by 
weight, being responsible for shells of all invertebrates.73 
This mineralization is of much interest too because of 
alarms about climate change. 

Ref [73] is exceptionally important as it produced 
amorphous calcium carbonate for the first time. Ref [74] 
opens up a new arena too in medicine and biology.

Carbon dioxide foam of nanobubbles is the key com-
ponent of a crucial new organ in the body, the Endothe-
lial Surface Layer. It plays a key role in protection against 
viruses and cab and is being used industrially for sterili-
sation of water. See Editorial and Ref [75, 76].
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Abstract. It is well known that cavitation phenomena affect the efficiency of propel-
lers. It is a major worldwide economic problem for the transport industry. The speed 
of fast, ocean going vessels is limited by cavitation effects on hydrofoils and propulsion 
systems. The main approaches by industry to mitigate the detrimental effects of cavita-
tion on propellers is restricted to varying operating conditions, geometric design and 
employing wear resistant materials. We here develop a simple solution to the problem. 
It has been known for over a century that dissolved gases reduce the tensile strength 
of liquids by orders of magnitude. Degassing a liquid dramatically reduces its abil-
ity to cavitate. Propeller cavitation in ships and submarines is typically controlled by 
reducing rotation rate and/or blade pitch. We here demonstrate the astonishing fact 
that cavitation can be completely prevented by releasing degassed water adjacent to the 
low pressure side of a rotating propeller, without varying blade speed or pitch. Practical 
implementation is simple and cheap. 

Keywords: cavitation, degassing, hollow fibre membrane, propeller.

1. INTRODUCTION 

At the end of the 19th century it was realised that ships were not attain-
ing their projected design speed. This was eventually found to be due to cavi-
tation.1 The effects of the collapse of a spherical cavity within a fluid were 
first considered by Besant in 1859.2 Cavitation in fluids has been studied for 
over a century since this pioneering work and that of Reynolds in 1886 and 
Lord Rayleigh in 1917.3 There are two main types: inertial cavitation, cre-
ated by differences between boundary and bulk fluid flow in pumps, valves 
and propellers; and non-inertial cavitation, created by oscillatory processes 
such as simple shaking and sonication.1 Cavitation also occurs in fine cavi-
ties between solid surfaces.4 In many diverse processes, cavitation not only 
reduces the efficiency of fluid systems but the collapse of the created bub-
bles near surfaces creates shock waves. Shock waves create microjets which 
impinge upon a surface and create wear. The temperatures produced by the 
rapid collapse of a bubble can reach 20,000 degrees K, and can cause tran-
sient light emission or sonoluminescence, and initiate undesirable reactions 
in fluid components. The cavitation index C (σ or sometimes k) is used as a 
measure of cavitation potential and is defined as:5
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 (1)

where pr–pv is the pressure difference due to dynamic 
effects of the fluid flow; pr is the local (reduced reference 
pressure) and pv the vapour pressure of the fluid (at that 
temperature). ρ is the density of the fluid and V the fluid 
velocity. In effect, the cavitation index is the ratio of the 
work done by the pressure to the work done by the fluid 
kinetic energy. The critical value of the index Ci is when 
cavitation inception occurs, and C < Ci corresponds to 
conditions of advanced cavitation. The ability of a par-
ticular fluid to cavitate depends on the tensile strength 
of the fluid under the operating conditions. In general, C 
>> 1 makes cavitation increasingly unlikely.6

In fluid cavitation, it is generally assumed that local 
suction pressures just below the vapour pressure of a 
fluid, at a given temperature, will nucleate bubbles which 
then implode once local hydrostatic pressure returns. In 
practice, there is a significant additional barrier to the 
formation of cavities in the absence of suitable nuclea-
tion sites, and it is actually very difficult to cavitate pure 
liquids in clean, smooth vessels. Nano-sized cavities are 
usually the smallest structures which can be considered 
as a separate phase, and their growth or collapse con-
trols the extent of cavitation.4 The presence of dissolved 
atmospheric gases facilitates fluid cavitation. For exam-
ple, water can dissolve close to 20 mL of atmospheric 
gases per litre and hydrocarbons typically absorb ten 
times more. The removal of these dissolved gases inhib-
its fluid cavitation. 

In 1982, Israelachvili and Pashley7 made the 
remarkable discovery that hydrophobic surfaces 
immersed in water were attracted to each other with a 
long-range (~10 nm) force much stronger than expected 
for van der Waals forces. They called this the ‘long-
range hydrophobic interaction’. Since that discovery, 
there have been many reports extending the range 
of the force, depending on surfaces and conditions, 
in some cases to a range of 300 nm. These observa-
tions created a problem for theoretical interpretation 
simply because the local effect of a hydrophobic, non-
hydrogen bonding surface on water should only extend 
a few water molecules, at most. In 1985, Pashley et al.4 
noticed that a bridging cavity was formed when two 
solid hydrophobic surfaces were pulled apart in water, 
and later Christenson et al.8 reported cavitation as two 
hydrophobic surfaces approached within a few nm, but 
before making contact. These observations led to the 
suggestion that the long-range hydrophobic interaction 
may be caused by the formation of bridging cavities 
between hydrophobic surfaces, giving a more reason-

able explanation for the extraordinarily long range of 
the force. 

Craig et al.9 have given a thorough review of bulk 
and surface cavitation and its link to nanobubbles. Two 
recent studies10, 11 have also considered the formation 
and applications of bulk nanobubbles.

If cavitation held hydrophobic surfaces togeth-
er, then it follows that the inhibition of cavitation by 
removing dissolved atmospheric gases may indeed 
allow oil and water to mix. This idea was tested by 
Pashley (in 2003)12 by studying the effects of degassing 
on the dispersion of oil droplets in water. Hydrocarbon 
oils such as decane immediately phase separated after 
shaking with water but, upon degassing, a fine stable 
dispersion was easily produced. This work demonstrat-
ed that cavitation also plays a central role in the disper-
sion of oil in water.

We note in passing that with colloidal systems 
involving electrolytes (DLVO) forces and Hofmeister 
effects change dramatically with removal of dissolved 
gas, a fundamental matter attracting much interest.

The presence of dissolved, non-polar gas mol-
ecules in a surrounding fluid, in equilibrium with the 
atmosphere, produces nucleation sites throughout this 
fluid. Both aqueous and non-aqueous fluids show sim-
ilar effects, and, in addition, non-polar fluids have an 
increased capacity to dissolve non-polar gases relative 
to water. It has been demonstrated13, and is elucidated 
upon in this work, that degassing a separate quantity 
of the fluid, and releasing it such that it flows directly 
onto a moving surface can completely prevent cavita-
tion by providing a boundary layer of degassed fluid on 
the surface. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Materials 

Hollow fibre membranes were purchased from 
Membrana, Charlotte, USA (Model 2×6 Radial Flow 
Superphobic). A vacuum pump, Fossa FO 0015 A (Busch 
Sydney, Australia) was used for de-gassing. A diaphragm 
water pump (model: FloJet-D3732-E5011) was purchased 
from CreativePumps Australia. A Mettler-Toledo M700 
process analysis system fitted with a type O2 4700 ppb 
module to detect dissolved oxygen levels in liquids in 
ppb, and fitted with a corresponding InPro 6900 dis-
solved oxygen electrode was obtained from Mettler-
Toledo Ltd., Melbourne, Australia. Tap water with and 
without added salt (NaCl with 0.17 M) was used in all 
the experiments.
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2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Membrane degassing for water and aqueous solu-
tions

Hollow fibre hydrophobic membrane systems offer 
the most efficient commercial process for large scale de-
gassing due to providing high surface area of contact 
per unit volume of fluid.14 A photograph of the experi-
mental setup used in this study is given in Figure 1. A 
strong vacuum is applied to the outside of a hollow fibre 
hydrophobic membrane or membrane array where the 
dissolved gases emerge, while the aqueous solution flows 
around a core of hollow fibres. The hollow fibre mem-
branes are strongly hydrophobic (Teflon or polypropyl-
ene), and have small pores designed to prevent liquid 
water passing through them due to the high Laplace 
pressure of small diameter water/air interfaces. Only 
water vapour can exist in the pores and the high surface 
area membrane efficiently transfers water vapour and 
atmospheric gases out of aqueous solutions. This tech-
nique has been used to produce a continuous flow of 
water more than 99.5% degassed.

In these experiments, tap water was used to deter-
mine the effect of degassing on cavitation, and gases 
were removed from the tap water by pumping it through 
the membrane using a small diaphragm water pump 
while applying a vacuum to the inside of the hollow 
fibres in the membrane. The vacuum pump, with ulti-
mate pressure ≤ 2.5×10-2 mbar was protected from expo-
sure to water vapour by two 5 L pyrex glass tanks con-

nected in series filled with pre-dried granular silica gel. 
The dissolved oxygen content, and thereby the level of 
degassing, was measured using an InPro 6900 Oxygen 
electrode with a detection limit of 1ppb in these studies.

Cavitation was monitored visually using a Pentax 
K-5 II S camera aimed at an observation cell, shown in 
Figure 1. The observation cell (5) was a perspex housing 
(L: 300 mm, W: 65 mm and H: 65 mm) for a three-blade 
propeller (5 cm diameter) inside and two metal tubes 
sealed to the box – one to provide normal gassed water 
(tap water or salt water) and another one to provide 
degassed water.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Theoretical prediction of the link between degassing 
and cavitation pressure 

In fluid cavitation, it is generally assumed that local 
suction pressures just below the vapour pressure of the 
fluid, at a given temperature, will nucleate bubbles which 
then implode once local hydrostatic pressure returns. In 
practice, there is a significant additional barrier to the 
formation of cavities in the absence of suitable nuclea-
tion sites, and it is actually very difficult to cavitate pure 
liquids in clean, smooth vessels. Nano-sized cavities are 
usually the smallest structures which can be considered 
as a separate phase, and their growth or collapse con-
trols the extent of cavitation.12 Both homogeneous cavi-
tation and heterogeneous nucleation cavitation in water 
are considered here, caused by the presence of inert dis-
solved atmospheric gas molecules throughout the bulk 
liquid phase.

The barrier to ‘ideal’ homogeneous cavitation can be 
estimated from a simple analysis of the formation of a 
nano-sized spherical cavity. The total energy ET of a cavity 
of radius r is given by the sum of the negative work done 
by the suction pressure -∆P on the cavity volume and the 
surface tension work done on creating the surface of the 
cavity. Thus, the total cavity energy is given by:

ET= πr3(∆P)+4πr2γ (2)

A diagram of the behaviour expected for water is 
shown in Figure 2. Assuming that nm-sized cavities 
must form within pure water, the barrier to their for-
mation is very high, of the order of 80 kT, which makes 
their formation difficult. 

If we make the assumption that 1 nm is the critical 
radius of cavity formation, i.e. when dET/dr = 0, we can 
estimate the critical suction pressure from the Laplace 
equation:

Figure 1. Photograph of the system used to study the effect of 
degassing on cavitation. (1) M700 process analysis system (to moni-
tor DO levels); (2) Hollow fibre membrane; (3) Water pump; (4) 
Silica gel tanks; (5) Observation cell; (6) Vacuum pump; (7) Vari-
able motor; (8) DO electrode; (9) Degassed water reservoir.
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∆P=–  (3)

Th is gives a critical suction pressure of about -1,440 
atm for pure water or -493 atm for a typical hydrocar-
bon liquid. Th e largest suction pressure observed experi-
mentally for degassed water was -1400 atm, which is 
close to theoretical predictions.16

In most practical situations, contaminants and ‘real’, 
rough surfaces facilitate the heterogeneous nucleation of 
cavities in water at much lower suction pressures than this. 
Th e presence of dissolved gases and hydrophobic groups 
also substantially reduce the cavitation pressure. Experi-
mental cavitation pressures are typically about -1 atm for 
distilled water, saturated with air, since this is eff ectively 
the vapour pressure of water at room temperature. How-
ever, a suction pressure of -200 atm is required when the 
water is 99.98% de gassed according to17; see Figure 3. 
From these experimental results, it is clear that degas-
sing water strongly inhibits cavitation, especially when 
degassed to greater than 99%. Th e disruptive presence of 
dissolved, non-polar gas molecules in the liquid water 
phase produces nucleation sites throughout the liquid.4

From solid state physics it is well known from stud-
ies of lattice dynamics in the harmonic approximation 
isotopes or impurities attract each other, a collective 
eff ective van der Waals interaction and associate into 
aggregates. Th e same happens in liquids. It is these that 
act as nucleation sites that connect adjoining nano sites. 
An equivalent result occurs with non-aqueous fl uids, 
which also have an increased capacity to dissolve non 
polar gases relative to water. 

A theoretical model has been developed to estimate 
the cavitation pressure pc required to cause (heteroge-

neous) cavitation in water at a wide range of dissolved 
gas levels. Th e basic principle used is that the pressure 
required can be estimated from the change in activation 
energy Δμ required to transfer a dissolved gas molecule 
(e.g. N2) from the aqueous phase to the gas phase. Since 
μ(g,w) will change with concentration of the dissolved 
gas in water xg, i.e.:

μ(g,w)=μ0(g,w)+kTlnxg (4)

and since the gas-phase chemical potential will stay con-
stant, the activation energy for the transfer from solu-
tion to gas phase will vary with concentration in the 
aqueous solution as:

∆μ=kTln  (5)

where xg
s is the mole fraction of gas in water under 

standard atmospheric conditions (1 atm). 

Th e cavitation pressure can then be estimated from 
the activation-energy equation:

pc=p0exp  (6)

where p0 is the standard, i.e. saturated gas cavitation val-
ue, of 1 atm.

Hence, it follows that:

pc=p0  (7)

Note that for air-equilibrated water, xg
s is about 1.53 

× 10-5.
Also, note that this result reduces simply to:

Figure 2. Theoretical calculation of the energy (in kT units) 
required to form a spherical cavity of radius r in pure water under 
ideal, de-gassed conditions, in the absence of nucleation sites, with 
an applied suction pressure of -1400 atm.

Figure 3. Experimental data showing the eff ect of de-gassed levels 
on the suction pressures required to produce cavitation in water 
and benzene. Reprinted with permission from Ref 16. Copyright 
1954, Acoustic Society of America.
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pc(atm)=  (8)

This cavitation-pressure model will work for any liq-
uid, since it is based entirely on gas solubility relative to 
a standard state. A graphical representation of this result 
is given in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

For the case of water, the model predicts that when 
the dissolved gas level is reduced to about 0.07% (or about 
0.6 μM), the gas cavitation pressure equals that of pure 
water (note that at 20 ºC, water in equilibrium with the 
atmosphere has 0.85 mM of dissolved gases: N2, O2, CO2 
and Ar). The pure water cavitation pressure is at its maxi-
mum and can be estimated using the Laplace equation 
with an estimated, critical cavity radius of 1 nm (eq. 3).

This gives a calculated (homogeneous) cavita-
tion pressure of -1440 atm. This value agrees with the 
reported experimental value for pure (i.e. completely de-
gassed) water of -1400 atm. These high suction pressures 
are also consistent with the basic (kinetic) model of con-

densed liquids, in which the repulsive ideal-gas pres-
sure (P = nRT/V) is more than balanced by the cohesive 
molecular forces. For water at 20 °C, the ‘ideal’ repulsive 
molecular pressure P is 1353 atm. Cohesive pressures 
in liquid water must be higher than this. Thus, there is 
strong evidence for this high value for pure, completely 
degassed water.

This analysis strongly suggests that the Galloway 
data (1954)17, shown in Figure 3, is correct at relatively 
low degassing levels (less than 99%) but that the cavita-
tion pressures expected, for pure liquids, at higher lev-
els of degassing was most likely not achieved in these 
experiments, probably due to the ubiquitous presence of 
contamination particles, which offer nucleation sites for 
cavity formation. Thus, the reported maximum of about 
-200 atm is much less than the theoretical prediction.

3.2. Experimental study of the prevention of propeller cavi-
tation in degassed water

The cavitation created by a three-blade propeller 
with a maximum speed of 2960 rpm can be observed 
inside a water-filled perspex observation cell (Figure 6 
and Figure 7). Tap water was pumped at 600 mL/min 
through the hollow fibre membrane whilst vacuum was 
applied to its outer housing. The M700 oxygen analysis 
system displayed the measured oxygen content in the 
water tank, which continuously decreased. 

When seawater was subjected to compressive pres-
sures in the 10–55 atm range, we found in earlier stud-
ies18 that on release of this pressure through a needle 
valve, cavitation of dissolved gases occurred. It was 
found that degassing the seawater to above 99% com-
pletely prevented this cavitation and this was used20 to 
improve the desalinated water product flow rate through 
a high pressure reverse osmosis system.

In these studies, it was found that by increasing 
the degassed level of the water, the speed of the propel-
ler could be increased before cavitation was observed, 
as illustrated in Figure 8. The results of these rotation 
ate/degassing measurements are summarised in Table 
1, which clearly shows that higher degassing levels pro-
duced higher cavitation pressures in the system (this 
data was obtained from the theoretical values for water 
cavitation in Figure 4). The experiments summarised 
in Table 1 were reproduced using a 0.5 M NaCl solu-
tion to simulate seawater. As an example, 70% degassing 
was found to be sufficient to prevent cavitation even at 
the maximum rotation rate of 2960 rpm. This degree of 
degassing corresponds to a cavitation pressure of about 3 
atm, according to Eq. (8).

Figure 4. Calculated cavitation pressures for water obtained using 
Equation (8).

Figure 5. Effect of de-gassing on cavitation in water.
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3.3. Prevention of cavitation using a local degassed aque-
ous environment

In these experiments, degassed water was intro-
duced locally, close to the low pressure side of rotating 
propeller blades immersed in gas-equilibrated water. 
Inside the perspex observation cell, gassed tap water 
flowed at a rate of 8L/min through a bent metallic pipe 
(10mm diameter), and 80% degassed water was released 
through a vertical metallic pipe with suitable holes (4.4 
mm diameter and with six holes on the side and one at 
the end of the pipe) at a flow rate of about 1/10th the 
background water flow-rate, as shown in Figure 9. With 
only gassed tap water flowing within the cell, visible 
cavitation occurred (Figure 9), but when a local flow of 
degassed water was released adjacent to the propeller 
blades, all cavitation ceased (Figure 10). These experi-

ments were carried out at high rotation rates of 2300 
rpm using a three-blade propeller. The cessation of the 
sound accompanying cavitation on starting the degassed 
water flow was also obvious and immediate. 

Acoustic measurements also show that the noise 
level was reduced from 75 dB to 65 dB after releasing 
the degassed water behind the propeller, despite having 
another, additional, noise involved which was from the 
water pump releasing the degassed water. The observed 
drop in dB level, even with the additional pump noise, 
corresponds to a sound intensity decrease on releas-
ing the degassed fluid, of 10x. Similar results were also 
obtained using a 0.5 M NaCl aqueous solution to simu-
late seawater.

Figure 6. Photograph of the propeller used to study cavitation at 
the laboratory scale.

Figure 7. Cavitation occurring in air-equilibrated water at atmos-
pheric pressure at a propeller rotation rate of 2960 rpm.

Table 1. Experimental results of the de-gassing effects on cavitation 
observed for a rotating propeller completely immersed in de-gassed 
water.

Time
(min)

De-gassing
(%)

Cavitation 
pressure (atm)

Minimum rpm to start 
cavitation

0 0 1 ‒
5 19.7 1.3 148

10 27.8 1.5 592
15 36.9 1.6 1628
20 45.4 1.8 2072
30 56.0 2.8 2500
60 76.7 4 Not even with 2960
90 84.4 7 Not even with 2960

120 87.0 8 Not even with 2960 Figure 8. Complete cavitation prevention after gassed water was 
replaced with 70% de-gassed tap water (at 2960 rpm propeller).
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3.4. Effects of degassed boundary layer films on a rotating 
propeller blade

When the flow of degassed water was terminated, it 
was observed that the cavitation effects remained absent 
for several seconds or 100-200 rotations of the propeller. 
This is consistent with the observation (shown in Figure 
10) that release of degassed water onto the upper rotating 
propeller blade prevented cavitation effects through a full 
cycle of the blade. These observations support the view 
that coating a rotating propeller with a film of degassed 
fluid is sufficient to give protection against cavitation.

The lowest pressure regions on the low pressure side 
of a rotating propeller blade are at the edge and the tip 

of the blade. For zero-slip conditions, water flow across a 
plate of length x (i.e. the propeller blade), will slow down 
to zero at the surface, as shown in Figure 11.

The experimental boundary layer equation can be 
used to calculate the thickness δ of the water layer next 
to the plate at which the incident flow velocity reaches 
99% of the bulk water flow velocity:19,20 

δ=5x/√(Re) (9)

where Re is the Reynolds number. This situation is 
shown in Figure 11, illustrating the ‘zero-slip’ condition, 
in which the fluid velocity slows to zero on the surface. 
The Reynolds number of the fluid depends on the dis-
tance x the fluid has moved over the surface and these 
two parameters (Re, x) determine the thickness δ of the 
boundary layer.20

The Reynolds number in this case is given by

Re=(ρV∞x)/μ  (10)

where ρ is the density of water, V∞ the bulk fluid veloc-
ity (i.e. the incident fluid velocity beyond the boundary 
layer), μ is the dynamic viscosity of water and x is the 
position on the surface.

Typically, Re corresponding to laminar flow will be 
in the range 1000 to 5 × 105. For example, if Re = 50,000, 
the boundary-layer water thickness d will be about 1.1 
cm for an x value of 0.5 m. Much closer to the surface, 
say within 1% of the boundary layer thickness, the water 
moves only slowly relative to the solid surface: in a water 
layer of 110 µm thickness, the water flow velocity is 
about 10 cm/s.

Cavitation occurs when dissolved gas is present in a 
fluid such as water. For the diffusion of gas in one direc-
tion (x), the appropriate equation is Fick’s second law in 
the form:21

 (11)

Figure 9. Cavitation occurring in flowing tap water at atmospheric 
pressure, i.e. in fully gassed water (at 2300 rpm).

Figure 10. Cavitation completely prevented in gassed tap water 
after flowing 80% de-gassed water directly onto the rotating propel-
ler blades (at 2300 rpm).

Figure 11. Schematic diagram of stationary or boundary-layer for-
mation as a fluid flows over a flat solid surface (Adapted from David 
Weybourne (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boundary_layer_thick).
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where C is the solute concentration and D the diffusion 
coefficient. When completely degassed water is exposed 
to air at atmospheric pressure, a very thin layer will 
form rapidly at the surface which will be at the atmos-
pheric dissolved gas concentration (of 0.85 mM). This 
layer will maintain its saturated concentration from then 
onwards (in equilibrium with the atmosphere), and the 
dissolved gas will subsequently diffuse further into the 
water beyond this layer. Thus, Fick’s law must be solved 
for the boundary conditions C = C0, when x = 0 for any 
value of t and Cx = 0 for x > 0 when t = 0. Also, Cx = C0 
for any value of x as t becomes very large. The solution 
to Fick’s law under these conditions is:21

 (12)

where the error function can be calculated using either 
tables or, as for the present calculation, using the series:21

  (13)

For oxygen and nitrogen gases in water the value 
of the diffusion coefficient D at 20 oC is about 2 × 10-5 
cm2/s and the saturated gas concentration, C0 is about 
0.85 mM. Using these values, the calculated results 
obtained show that for quiescent water that is in the 
almost stationary part of the boundary layer, closest to 
the solid surface, significant re-gassing of a degassed 
water film of about 100 µm thickness would take several 
seconds. 

Thus, a transient coating of a boundary layer of 
degassed water on a rapidly rotating blade can be used 
to prevent cavitation effects for many subsequent rota-
tions. This means that the amount of degassed water 
required to prevent or minimise cavitation can be sub-
stantially reduced, and the effect of cavitation minimisa-
tion can persist for a significant period of time e.g. a few 
or more seconds. The effect of reducing the occurrence 
of cavitation will persist until the stationary film drains 
as the blade rotates or until diffusion from the bulk fluid 
re-gasses the degassed film. 

The effects of having a transient film of degassed 
fluid could be further optimised by having a periodic, 
controlled release of a positive, relatively high pres-
sure flow of degassed fluid, released close to the rotat-
ing blades and timed to strike the leading edge on 
the negative pressure side. Once the de-gassed fluid 
strikes the blade, it would coat the face with degassed 
fluid (e.g. water) and form a boundary layer. The zero-
slip boundary condition will ensure the retention of a 
degassed film on the rotating surface. Put another way, 

the degassed fluid could be periodically directed onto 
the surface using a pulsed flow to form the boundary 
layer. Use of a pulsed flow of degassed fluid may mean 
degassed fluid only needs to be released in a periodic 
fashion, such as every 1 in 100 rotations of the blade, or 
for only 1% of the time.

The leading edge of the rotating blade divides the 
incident flow into a high pressure stream on the near-
ly flat ‘lower’ face and a low pressure stream on the 
upper side of the blade. As the blade rotates, the film of 
degassed water will drain from the leading edge to the 
trailing edge of the blade, and suppress cavitation across 
the low pressure face. At the same time, dissolved gas-
es within the flowing fluid (e.g. water) begin to diffuse 
into the degassed boundary layer. However, gas diffusion 
under effectively quiescent conditions next to the solid 
surface is relatively slow; for a 0.1 mm film, this re-gas-
sing will take several seconds.

In addition to these effects, the centrifugal forces 
generated by the rotating blade will force the degassed 
boundary layer to flow towards the tip of the rotating 
blade, which will also help to prevent cavitation at this 
point, where it is often observed. 

4. CONCLUSIONS

This study has demonstrated a new method for pre-
venting cavitation at a surface that moves relative to 
a fluid. The method comprises directing a second fluid 
that is at least partially degassed towards the surface, 
where it will form a boundary layer. The boundary layer 
at least partially increases the negative pressure required 
to initiate cavitation at the surface, reducing the occur-
rence of cavitation during the relative movement. Col-
lapse of the cavities formed during cavitation creates 
shockwaves, and hence microjets, which impinge upon 
surfaces, creating noise and causing wear, for example, 
on propeller blades. In these experiments, noise gen-
eration was completely suppressed, which suggests that 
wear could also be substantially reduced. Therefore, this 
process may help to reduce cavitation noise and wear 
and improve the efficiency of propeller-driven boats, 
ships and submarines. 
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ian National University, Canberra, Australia
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1348 was the year of the great plague in Europe. One third of the popu-
lation died. A project into causes commissioned by the King of France from 
the best Doctors of Medicine of the premier Sorbonne University found out 
why. The plague, they discovered, was due to a rare conjunction of the plan-
ets Mars, Jupiter and Saturn.

That all made sense. These planets were associated with 3 of the 4 
humours of the body, the balance of which determined health. Astrology 
was God-given in those Geocentric times. To dispute such a proof was tanta-
mount to impiety.

Similar dogma attends the certainty of the science of each and every era. 
With time the theories of one generation evolve and are dismissed by the 
next as naïve, comparable with the book of Genesis. But not so credible! 

Witness quantum entanglement.
This we know. Nonetheless current scientific theories are invariably 

defended as vigorously as the Bible is taken literally to be God’s revealed 
truth by some fundamentalist believers. And so it is today.1 Priests will be 
priests and professors will be professors. 

We have reported on a suite of simple new water technologies, in desal-
ination, in sterilisation, in heavy metal pollution and harvesting, in cavita-
tion, in a new class of environmentally friendly surfactants, on control of 
slimes and sludges from mining and floods. All are cheap, scalable. All are 
desperately needed. Why were these not developed before?

The answer is that all depend on science2 that does NOT fit into the 
standard dogmas of physical, colloid and surface chemistry. These theo-
ries we expect to be the enabling disciplines that underpin life sciences and 
chemical engineering sciences. In this, the physical sciences have signally 
failed. They have not done the job. The Greeks told us why. Of the four ele-
ments, fire, water, earth and air, we forgot about the air. 

OUR THEORIES IGNORED DISSOLVED GAS IN WATER

The exemplar is the electrolyte ion pair specific bubble-bubble fusion 
interaction inhibition phenomenon.3 It occurs around 0.17 M, precisely the 
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ionic strength of the blood. It has been known for a cen-
tury, widely known for 40 years. Perhaps the simplest 
imaginable experiment, it cannot be explained by classi-
cal physical chemistry. The standard theories also omit 
specific ion (Hofmeister effects). All of our novel tech-
nologies depend on these things.

Concepts like pH and buffers, and pKa and osmotic 
pressure, activities, zeta potentials and membrane poten-
tials, ion pumps, electrostatic forces, molecular recogni-
tion, antibody-antigen and enzyme specificity are part of 
the language and intuition of biology and electrochem-
istry.

The interpretation of such measurements that 
depend on a now outmoded astrology, flawed theories 
that omit the role of dissolved gas. “Hydrophobic” inter-
actions go away when dissolved gas is removed.4. Simi-
larly the theories omit or treat incorrectly specific ion 
effects. Simulation suffers from the same defects. 

So what we think ought to be the relevant science in 
exploring new arenas is impotent. It is as handicapped as 
was that geocentric astrology of the good Doctors of Paris.

Our new technologies rely on unexplained effects 
associated with bubbles and dissolved gas. And as we 
proceeded it became clearer that we could begin to see 
the outline of something very new. The very effective 
sterilisation of water, killing of viruses and other path-
ogens by warm CO2 in a column above 0.17 M, physi-
ological concentration suggested more.5,6 Nanobubbles 
of CO2, oxygen and nitrogen under these conditions 
will also be stable and produce free radicals that drive 
not just enzymatic reactions,7,8 but chemical reactiv-
ity generally.9,10,11 And so it turns out. For example, the 
structure and function of the endothelial surface layer 
in physiology was revealed as a dynamic foam of CO2 
nanobubbles.12 It complements the lung surfactant struc-
ture and its delivery of oxygen and nitrogen via nano-
bubbles.13 The ESL protects tissue from invasions by 
pathogens and acts to destroy COVID viruses.14

The self-assembly of gas nanobubbles as a function 
of salt in bulk solution4 and at surfaces mimics the same 
subtleties in self-assembly as surfactants15,16 and provides 
the energy that drives chemical reactions.7-11 The ubiquity 
of stable spontaneous nanobubbles that are sources of free 
radicals17 adds a whole new flexibility to the rigidity and 
limitations of present antibody-antigen and enzyme sub-
strate interaction ideas in immunology and biochemistry.

THESE THINGS IF ONLY DIMLY PERCEIVED,  
ARE NOW A LITTLE CLEARER

There remains the hurdle of Dean Swift’s Confeder-
acy of Dunces and their dialogue of the deaf. But if we 

ignore them, we can begin to see a scientific parallel for 
the Reverend Martin Luther King’s Promised Land. 

We remark finally that an excellent study of the 
effects of shaking and bubbles on inactivation of virues 
and bacteria as long ago as 1948.18 
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